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Abstract

In smart grids, managing and controlling power operations are supported by in-

formation and communication technology (ICT) and supervisory control and data

acquisition (SCADA) systems. The increasing adoption of new ICT assets in smart

grids is making smart grids vulnerable to cyber threats, as well as raising numerous

concerns about the adequacy of current security approaches.

As a single act of penetration is often not sufficient for an attacker to achieve

his/her goal, multistage cyber attacks may occur. Due to the interdependence be-

tween the power grid and the communication network, a multistage cyber attack

not only affects the cyber system but impacts the physical system. This thesis

investigates an application-oriented stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assess-

ment framework, which is strongly related to the information security risk man-

agement process as standardized in ISO/IEC 27005. The proposed cyber threat as-

sessment framework seeks to address the specific challenges (e.g., dynamic chang-

ing attack scenarios and understanding cascading effects) when performing threat

assessments for multistage cyber attacks in smart grid communication networks.

The thesis looks at the stochastic and dynamic nature of multistage cyber attacks

in smart grid use cases and develops a stochastic game-theoretic model to capture

the interactions of the attacker and the defender in multistage attack scenarios.

To provide a flexible and practical payoff formulation for the designed stochastic

game-theoretic model, this thesis presents a mathematical analysis of cascading

failure propagation (including both interdependency cascading failure propagation

and node overloading cascading failure propagation) in smart grids. In addition,

the thesis quantifies the characterizations of disruptive effects of cyber attacks on

physical power grids.

Furthermore, this thesis discusses, in detail, the ingredients of the developed stochas-

tic game-theoretic model and presents the implementation steps of the investigated
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stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework. An application of

the proposed cyber threat assessment framework for evaluating a demonstrated

multistage cyber attack scenario in smart grids is shown. The cyber threat assess-

ment framework can be integrated into an existing risk management process, such

as ISO 27000, or applied as a standalone threat assessment process in smart grid

use cases.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“Security is a process, not a product”

— Bruce Schneier

The power grid has increasingly relied on information and communication infrastructure

for monitoring and controlling grid operations, leading to the gradual evolution of a new con-

cept of power grids, namely, smart grids. From a broad perspective, the smart grid is the

term used to refer to an upgraded electricity network, in which information and communica-

tion technology (ICT) infrastructure is provided to enable the integration of renewable energy

resources/electric vehicles and allow for monitoring and controlling physical power grids. In

other words, the smart grid is a cyber-physical system, where the power system, primarily,

medium- and low-voltage networks, are supported by ICT and supervisory control and data

acquisition (SCADA) systems. Figure 1.1 shows typical smart grid architecture with both

physical and cyber systems. In such a complex cyber-physical smart grid, the resources are

coordinated by control centres, which can be considered as the brain of the smart grid. These

control centres are interconnected by bidirectional cyber system infrastructure comprising soft-

ware, hardware and communication network [3], as illustrated in Figure 1.1.

1.1 Background

The introduction of new ICT infrastructure in the physical power grid is making the cyber-

physical systems more vulnerable to cyber threats that can degrade the performance of physical

systems. Moreover, a failure in the cyber-physical architecture of smart grids can result in a

cascading effect of failures. As identified by the CEN-CENELEC-ETSI (the three European

1
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Figure 1.1: A typical cyber-physical structure of the smart grid.

standardization organizations), a cyber attack to the smart grid can lead to serious implications

for quality of supply, safety-related incidents, and a catastrophic impact on the economy.

Traditional IT security approaches (e.g., firewalls, cryptographic primitives) are either inap-

plicable, insufficiently scalable, incompatible or inadequate to secure cyber-physical systems,

as safety aspects and functional interdependencies of cyber-physical systems are often often

considered. Recent events have shown that cyber attacks on industrial control systems are

becoming increasingly sophisticated. Cyber attacks with the ability to compromise physical

equipment are considered as the most trivial forms of attacks on any cyber-physical system [4].

Disabling or tampering with physical equipments can easily render them unavailable at critical

times of operations, while operational reliability is of the utmost importance in smart grids.

Threats are evolving over time, while cybercriminals are becoming smarter and smarter, less so

2



1.1 Background

their victims. Cyber attacks in the past were generally one-dimensional and mainly in the form

of denial of service (DoS) attacks, computer viruses or worms, or Trojan horses. However,

this has fundamentally changed in recent times. Cyber threats are undergoing a diversification

that is resulting in the combination of the “Internet”, “teamwork” and “commercial interests”,

while appearing in multiple forms [5, 6]. BlackEnergy malware is one example of such threats,

which has evolved over time from a simple distributed denial of service (DDoS) platform to

rather sophisticated plug-in based malware [7]. Moreover, BlackEnergy has been used in nu-

merous targeted attacks [8, 9] since its discovery in 2007.

By exploiting vulnerabilities, an attacker can infect systems with malware, propagate mal-

ware within the system (or even between different systems) and use additional attack methods

to achieve his/her ultimate goal. In this regard, as a single act of penetration is often not suf-

ficient, this leads to a situation involving multistage attacks, which are composed of a number

of dynamically interrelated attack steps, where the occurrence of the next step depends on the

successful completion of the previous step. The Stuxnet cyber attack on the Iranian nuclear

programme is the best-known example of a multistage attack on physical infrastructure [10].

Stuxnet infected approximately 100,000 hosts across over 155 countries prior to September,

2010, according to the Symantec report [11]. More recent, widely known multistage cyber at-

tack scenarios include the German steel mill breach in December 2014 [12] and the Ukrainian

electric power disruption in December 2015, which will be briefly described in the following

paragraphs.

1.1.1 German Steel Mill Breach

In December 2014, the German Government’s Bundersamt für Sicherheit in der Information-

stechnik (BSI) (translated as the Federal Office for Information Security) issued a report about

a cyber attack on a steel mill that resulted in significant damage to the facility. The attack has

received extensive publicity (from the BBC to YouTube) since then, while the technical details

of the attack have been released by SANS [13].

The BSI report stated that adversaries targeted industrial operators with spear phishing

emails, which was observed in the HAVEX (targeting OPC communications) 1 and BlackEn-

ergy Version 2 2 (targeting human-machine interface (HMI) products) malware threats. The

attacker, described as an advanced persistent threat (APT) attacker, followed a pattern that is

1https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/alerts/ICS-ALERT-14-176-02A (Retrieved:19/06/2017)
2https://www.f-secure.com/documents/996508/1030745/blackenergy_whitepaper.pdf (Retrieved:19/06/2017)

3



1. INTRODUCTION

described as a “cyber kill chain” [14] to target the facility. At the first stage, the attacker sent

out phishing emails to industrial operators and made use of social engineering techniques to

gain access to the network. Those emails, which were attached with malicious documents (such

as PDFs), once opened, executed malicious code that targeted an application vulnerability in

the facility’s corporate network. The attacker worked his/her way to the production network,

i.e., industrial control system (ICS)). Owing to the connection between the corporate network

and the production network, the exploitation of a vulnerability in the corporate network opened

a remote connection point, allowing the attacker access to the production network. The sec-

ond stage of the attack was the compromise of small sets of workstations. Once workstations

were totally in his/her control, the attacker moved into the plant network. Then, the attacker

destroyed a blast furnace in the plant network by initiating its security settings in time, causing

serious damage to the infrastructure. It took months to replace damaged equipment due to the

need to remove and replace large pieces of machinery.

1.1.2 Ukrainian Electric Disruption

On 24, December 2015, TSN (a Ukrainian news outlet) released a report about power outages

caused by a cyber attack 1. Numerous reporting agencies and independent bloggers, including

the Washington Post, SANS Institute, New York Times, the BBC, CNN, Fox News, as well

as the E-ISAC, had followed up on the initial TSN report and provided further details of that

cyber attack, which was targeted at the Ukrainian electric system. The power outage caused by

the cyber attack affected roughly 225,000 customers for over six hours during a spell of cold

whether 2.

Those outages were due to a combination of BlackEnergy Version 3, unreported backdoors,

KillDisk, and malicious firmware uploads within the utility’s systems. It was shown that the

vulnerabilities in the utility (e.g., a lack of two-factor authentication, no resident capability

to continually monitor the ICS network) had provided the adversary with the opportunity to

persist within the environment for at least six months in order to conduct extensive reconnais-

sance and subsequently execute the attack 3. The attacks was conducted in three sophisticated,

well-planned stages, as shown in Figure 1.2. During the cyber attack, spear phishing emails

1http://ru.tsn.ua/ukrayina/iz-za-hakerskoy-ataki-obestochilo-polovinu-ivano-frankovskoy-oblasti-550406.html
(Retrieved:19/06/2017)

2http://money.cnn.com/2016/01/18/technology/ukraine-hack-russia/ (Retrieved:19/06/2017)
3http://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSKCN0VL18E (Retrieved:19/06/2017)
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1.2 Interdependent Electric Power and Communication Systems

System infection through spear-phishing emails
with malicious documents attached

Stage 1

Takedown and recovery prevention through wiping
system files from the control system

Stage 2

Outage reporting prevention by launching DDoS at-
tacks at customers centres of the power companies

Stage 3

Figure 1.2: Ukraine cyber attacks with three stages.

were sent out to gain access to the business networks of the three regional electric power distri-

bution companies. The remote malicious opening of breakers in a number of substations was

conducted by using either existing remote administration tools at the operating system level or

remote ICS client software via virtual private network (VPN) connections. Modified KillD-

isk malware was used to erase selected files on targeted systems and corrupt the master boot

record. The adversary also caused serial-to-Ethernet devices (located at substations) to mal-

function at a firmware level. Moreover, the attacker also leveraged a remote telephonic denial

of service on the energy company’s call centre to ensure that the affected customers could not

report outages and force the oblenergoes to move to a manual operation system in response to

the attacks.

1.2 Interdependent Electric Power and Communication Systems

It can be seen that, due to the interdependency in cyber-physical systems, a cyber attack not

only affects the cyber network, but also impacts on the physical network. The same also holds

for smart grids, where the communication system and the electric power grid are highly cou-

pled. Throughout this thesis, the communication system refers to the telecommunication in-

frastructures that are responsible for monitoring (e.g., with sensors) and controlling (e.g., with

actuators) the electric power system. In this thesis, the term “electric power system” refers to
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medium- to low-voltage power grids (i.e., power distribution grids).

Historically, a power distribution grid had less automation than a generation plant or a

transmission power grid, while almost all communications within the distribution grid were

performed manually [15]. It was unlikely for distribution substations to be connected to a

central SCADA system. Hence, load energy consumption and abnormal event data were col-

lected by humans, while manual equipment switching was required at electrical substations.

However, with the arrival of smart grids, the distribution grids are shifting to meet distributed

systems operators (DSOs)’ requirements on automation, monitoring, control and protection of

distribution substations and transformer stations/centres. Thus, the dependency of power dis-

tribution grids on communication networks are extended by integrating additional communica-

tion and control capabilities. The communication infrastructure supporting power distribution

operations and distributed energy resources (DERs)/microgrids includes neighbourhood area

networks (NANs), field area networks (FANs), advanced metering infrastructures (AMIs), lo-

cal area networks (LANs) and feeder network, depending on the devices it connects and the

applications supported. A distribution substation network, which comprises LANs, provides

connectivity to the wide area networks (WANs), either directly or through FANs. The FANs

will in turn interconnect several distribution substations before accessing the WANs. Therefore,

in smart grids, the communication network provides monitoring and control information to en-

sure normal operation of the power grid, which supplies electricity to ensure normal operations

of the communication network.

1.3 Threat Assessment for Multi-stage Cyber Attacks

There is no universal or standard understanding of the concept of threat. The International

Standards Organization (ISO) [16], the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

in the US [17] and European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA)

[18] have their own definitions of a threat. According to American National Standards Institute

(ANSI), threats can be defined as “possible actions that can be taken against a system” [19].

These actions may aim to cause harm in the form of death, injury, destruction, disclosure,

modification of information and/or denial of services. This thesis uses the ANSI definition,

which limits threats to possible actions that can be taken. However, other definitions of a threat

are also taken as supplementaries to support ANSI’s threat definition.
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Cyber attacks typically consist of multiple stages: reconnaissance of the configuration and

vulnerabilities in the targeted system, followed by malware injection and some form of intru-

sion/or privilege escalation, and ending with implanting malicious software or stealing critical

information. Characterizing cyber security threats to smart grids is a difficult task, since there

are relatively few statistical measures of security breaches. A smart grid is quite a new con-

cept and, as a result, there is little practical experience of cyber attacks affecting this kind of

infrastructure (Section 1.1 lists two of them, but still the statistical data are limited). Besides,

ICS and industrial cyber security are also fairly new topics, with security experts still learning

about these topics, developing hacking tools and finding new vulnerabilities [20]. There are

copious amounts of statistical data about physical security and safety (e.g., natural disasters);

however, cyber threats depend on underlying system’s exploitable vulnerabilities ans security

resources, as well as the attackers’ motivations and capabilities. As a result, utilities are rel-

atively inexperienced with regard to cyber attacks. Additionally, The cyber threat landscape

is fast-growing and continuously evolving. As a large distributed and interconnected system,

with an ever-growing number of security assets (e.g., home gateways, smart meters, substa-

tions), the smart grid is a potential target for a cyber attack. More seriously, a cyber attack can

impact on the physical power grid and lead to a cascade effect resulting in blackouts. Since

the smart grid is a combination of power systems and IT communication systems, cybesecu-

rity in this context needs to address vulnerabilities in technologies to mitigate threats [21].

Software and malware vulnerabilities may be exploited to allow the attacker remote access to

unprotected security assets. Threats can come not only from running unnecessary and easily

exploitable software, but also from failing to enable installed security countermeasures (e.g.,

intrusion detection systems).

Threat assessment is a process of identifying or evaluating entities, actions, or occurrences,

whether natural or man-made, which have or indicate the potential to harm life, information,

operations and/or property 1. Though formal and succinct, this definition offers little insight

into what and how a threat assessment may be performed for cyber attacks. Intuitively, assess-

ing threats means predicting potential actions and estimating the impact of a potential threat,

once it has been identified. Thus, by predicting attackers’ behaviour, a cyber threat assessment

helps the system administrator to better understand the effectiveness of the current network

security solution and determine the best approaches to secure the system against a particular

threat, or a class of threats. By offering a deep analysis of existing or potential threats, system

1http://niccs.us-cert.gov/glossary (Retrieved:19/06/2017)
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administrators are given a clear assessment of the risks to their systems, while possessing a

clear vision about the kind of security countermeasures that the respective utility should in-

vest in. Traditional practices to defend against cyber attacks are typically reactive yet passive,

with log file analysis being one typical example of such practices. Recent research work has

been carried out to proactively and preventively predict attackers’ behaviours and actions at an

early stage of the attack. Threat assessment for multistage cyber attacks is not straightforward,

given that, at any stage of a cyber attack, the attacker may decide not to proceed or change

his/her attack actions. Since the attacker has motivations (costs versus benefits) and has finite

resources to launch a further attack at any stage, the stage in which the multistage attack stops

is not necessary predetermined (stochastic). This thesis accounts for this by adding a stopping

time to the stochastic model. It is to be noted that an attacker who doesnot have any resource

limitations (from an economic point of view) is beyond the scope of this thesis. The stop of

the attack or the change of attack actions at any stage makes a threat assessment extremely

challenging, as it is difficult to know what the attacker will do or to assess possible cyber or

physical impacts resulting from his/her attack actions in the next stage.

1.4 Problem Statements and Research Objectives

Regarding performing threat assessment for multistage cyber attacks in smart grid communi-

cation networks, the specific challenges include dynamically changing attack scenarios (even

in one attack scenario, the action strategy can change from one step to another), managing se-

curity and safety risks, and understanding cascading effects. To address these challenges, there

have been significant efforts in terms of smart grid cyber threat and risk assessment standards,

cyber threat and risk assessment solutions from diverse European projects, and cyber threat

and assessment approaches from worldwide research communities (see Chapter 2). However,

some related challenging challenges remain unexplored, including the following:

• It is usually quite difficult for practitioners (such as DSOs and solution providers) to

carry out a proper threat assessment in smart grids, as they have not provided enough

details about quantitative model-based threat assessments.

• Concerning the development of a cyber threat assessment, the proposed techniques do

not adequately address the additional constraints (e.g., a mix of legacy and new systems)

required to support a cyber threat assessment in smart grids.
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• When implementing a threat assessment in smart grids, the quantification of the physical

impact of a cyber attack is not sufficiently explored.

• The majority of the proposed game-theoretic threat and risk assessment models (some

of which will be discussed in Chapter 2) have not taken dynamic attack strategy changes

and step dependencies of multistage cyber attacks into account.

This thesis proposes a stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework to

address the above-listed challenges. It focuses on the problem of an application-oriented threat

assessment for multistage cyber attacks in smart grid communication networks. The objectives

of this research are:

• To develop an application-oriented cyber threat assessment framework in order to ad-

dress the risk posed by multistage cyber attacks in smart grids

• To quantify characterizations of disruptive events resulting from cyber attacks

• To contribute towards safety improvements for relevant stakeholders (e.g., policymakers,

regulatory agencies, smart grid equipment manufacturers and utility companies) in power

distribution grids

• To make recommendations about allocating security resources to reduce cyber security

incidents or even safety-related events

The main goal of this work is to check the effectiveness of current network security so-

lutions against a class of threats, as well as making recommendations for appropriate optimal

security countermeasures in smart grids. Apart from the main goal, this thesis provides help

in carrying out the above-mentioned tasks. Firstly, the threat assessment capabilities for multi-

stage cyber attacks in smart grid communication networks are enhanced. The proposed cyber

threat assessment framework is based on a stochastic game-theoretic model, which enables us

to capture the fundamental characteristics (e.g., information asymmetry, which has the meaning

that decision makers have different kinds of asymmetric information) of adversarial interactions

between decision makers in smart grid communication networks. Secondly, a new approach

to quantifying the characterizations of the physical impact of cyber attacks on physical power

grids is suggested. Finally, the application and implementation of game theory in the threat

assessment for multistage cyber attacks in smart grid communication networks are advanced.
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1.5 Main Contributions

This work suggests an easy-to-follow threat assessment framework for smart grid practitioners

(e.g., DSOs and solution providers). The work proposes new methods relating to the charac-

teristics and physical features of smart grid communication networks. The main contributions

of this thesis are summarized as follows:

1. This thesis combines the research fields of threat and risk assessment, game theory

and percolation-like cascading failure propagation analysis. State-of-the-art smart grid

threat and risk assessment methods and frameworks and cascading failure propagation

approaches are investigated. Furthermore, the difficulty of developing easy-to-follow cy-

ber threat assessments for multistage attacks in smart grid use cases and the difficulty for

practitioners to set up major existing threat and risk assessment methods and frameworks

are also discussed.

2. This thesis proposes an application-oriented stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat as-

sessment framework, which is closely related to the information security risk manage-

ment process standardized in ISO/IEC 27005 (a summary of the ISO/IEC 27005 in-

formation security risk management standard can be found in Appendix D). The cyber

threat assessment framework is tailored to address the specific challenges of performing

threat assessments for multistage cyber attacks in smart grid communication networks.

This thesis presents the implementation steps of the proposed cyber threat assessment

framework. The cyber threat assessment framework can be integrated into existing risk

management processes, which are already running in a set of smart grid use cases, or can

be applied as a standalone threat assessment process in architectural concepts of smart

grid use cases.

3. This thesis designs a stochastic game-theoretic model as a cyber threat assessment frame-

work. The designed stochastic game-theoretic model can be used to optimize security

countermeasures for the defender to defend against multistage cyber attacks. The model

captures the key characteristics (e.g., information asymmetry) of the interactions be-

tween the attacker and the defender in smart grid communication networks. Information

asymmetry means that both the attacker and the defender lack full knowledge of the cur-

rent system state. Consequently, they both maintain a belief (i.e., a probability distribu-
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tion) about the current system state, with such a belief changing along with the ongoing

interplay between the attacker and the defender, in a way that needs to be considered.

4. This thesis provides a common belief-updating mechanism for the attacker and the de-

fender in the designed stochastic game-theoretic model so as to refresh their belief about

the current system state. The common belief held by the attacker and the defender is

dependent on the actions previously taken by them, while the belief value allows them to

coordinate their action decisions in each game stage and efficiently control the dynamic

networked systems.

5. In order to provide payoffs for the designed stochastic game-theoretic model, a cost and

reward analysis is conducted. To quantify the characterizations of the disruptive effects

of cyber attacks on physical power grids, this thesis presents a detailed mathematical

analysis of the cascading failure propagation in an interdependent power and communi-

cation network model. The cascading failures considered in this thesis include both inter-

dependency cascading failures and node overloading cascading failures. The addressed

aspects of the proposed theoretical model of interdependent power and communication

networks can be briefly summarized as follows:

• An interdependence relation allocation for interdependent power and communica-

tion networks. These functional interdependencies between power and communi-

cation networks are directional and asymmetric. In addition, physical features (e.g.,

geographic criteria) of smart grids with heterogeneity are taken into account.

• A load redistribution rule to non-uniformly redistribute loads of a failed distribution

node among its upstream distribution nodes in the power grid.

• A cyber disruption metric to quantify the characterizations (i.e., scope, magnitude,

and time distribution) of the physical impact of cyber attacks on the physical power

grid.

6. This thesis captures the spatio-temporal characteristics of cascading failure propagation

from the joint effect of interdependency and node overloading cascading failures.

7. Finally, this thesis implements all models, based on suitable software tools. The pro-

posed stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework is applied in order

to evaluate a demonstration multistage cyber attack scenario in smart grids.
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1.6 Thesis Structure

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2 reviews previous work related to the approach suggested in this thesis. Firstly,

an overview of current standardization progress on smart grid cyber threat and risk as-

sessment at international and/or national levels is provided. Then, the most recent Eu-

ropean projects that already provided or are trying to provide threat and risk assessment

solutions for cyber attacks are discussed, cascading failure propagation approaches re-

lated to this thesis are presented, and threat assessment approaches from the worldwide

research community are identified. Finally, it discusses the difficulty in performing cy-

ber threat assessment faced by practitioners and the difficulty of developing an easy-to-

follow cyber threat assessment for multistage cyber attacks.

• Chapter 3 discusses the possibilities of applying game theory for network cyber secu-

rity assessments. It presents the preliminaries of game theory, including selective con-

cepts and relevant terms. It also provides an overview of the proposed stochastic game-

theoretic cyber threat assessment framework, which draws inspiration from the ISO/IEC

27005 information security risk management standard and is tailored to address the spe-

cific challenges of performing threat assessments for multistage cyber attacks. Further-

more, it presents the implementation steps of the proposed stochastic game-theoretic

cyber threat assessment framework.

• Chapter 4 investigates the design of a stochastic game-theoretic model, which is the

core part of the proposed stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework

presented in Chapter 3. It first describes the general stages involved in a multistage

cyber attack on smart grids, then discusses the design of a stochastic game-theoretic

model according to the characteristics of the interactions of the attacker and the defender

in smart grid communication networks. The elements of the designed stochastic game-

stochastic model are elaborated in detail. Due to the information asymmetry between

the two decision makers in the stochastic game model, either decision maker knows

the exact current system state. Therefore, a belief-updating mechanism is proposed for

both decision makers to form a common belief about the current system state. It further

discusses the computation of Nash equilibria for the designed stochastic game-theoretic

model.
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• Chapter 5 analyses the cost and reward of players’ actions in the smart grid in order to

provide a payoff formulation for the designed stochastic game-theoretic model. The re-

ward of an action from the attacker includes disruption events caused by a cyber attack

on the physical power grid. Therefore, the cascading effect of a cyber attack is inves-

tigated. The interdependent power and communication networks are modelled as fully

directed networks, where the directions represent the directions of information flow in

the communication network or the directions of power flow in the power network. The

interdependence for power and communication networks are directional and asymmetric,

while the physical features of smart grids are considered in allocating interdependence

relations. It presents a mathematical analysis of the cascading failure propagation, where

cascading effects are joint effects of interdependency and node overloading failures. A

load redistribution rule is proposed in order to non-uniformly redistribute loads of a failed

distribution node among its upstream functional distribution nodes in the power grid. In

order to provide quantitative reward analysis of players’ actions, a cyber disruption met-

ric is defined to quantify the characterizations (i.e., scope, magnitude, and time) of the

physical impact of cyber attacks on physical power grids. Meanwhile, an information

impact metric is defined to measure the impact of the attacker’s action on the network in-

formation security impairment of the communication nodes. The entire interdependency

cascading failure propagation and load redistribution process are implemented and the

simulation results are analysed.

• Chapter 6 applies the proposed stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment frame-

work in order to evaluate a demonstration multistage cyber attack scenario in a smart grid

use case. It elaborates a game set-up (including game stages and states) in relation to the

demonstrated attack scenario, instantiates the defined cyber disruption metric and the in-

formation impact metric, and implements the game between the attacker and the defender

for the demonstration multistage cyber attack. It explains the practical meanings of the

game equilibrium for each type of assets in the smart grid. Furthermore, it discusses

the difficulties in evaluating/comparing cyber threat assessment processes and presents

challenging and possible approaches to validate the proposed cyber threat assessment

framework. The main features of the developed cyber threat assessment framework is

presented. Finally, further modelling issues that may rise when extending the proposed

cyber threat assessment framework are investigated.
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• Chapter 7 concludes the thesis, by summarizing up the main contributions and results

of the work. Besides, it addresses future research directions, which could extend the

proposed stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

This thesis focuses on threat assessment, which is a main point in any risk assessment method-

ology. Figure 2.1 sets out the position of threat assessment within a general risk assessment

process. As shown in Figure 2.1, threat assessment includes risk identification, impact assess-

ment and likelihood assessment within a general risk assessment process. In the literature,

most of the time, threat assessment and risk assessment are discussed together. Therefore, this

chapter will provide a non-exhaustive literature review of various cyber threat and risk assess-

ment methods and frameworks, with an emphasis on threat assessment approaches involved in.

Firstly, Section 2.2 provides an overview of current standardization progresses on smart grid

cyber threat and risk assessment at national and/or international levels. Then, Section 2.3 in-

troduces the very recent European projects that have already offered or are trying to offer threat

and risk assessment solutions for cyber attacks. Understanding cascading failures facilitates a

better appraisal of the risk from the physical consequences of cyber attacks. Therefore, Sec-

tion 2.4 presents cascading failure propagation approaches related to this thesis, while Section

2.5 identifies various catalogue-based and model-based threat assessment approaches, which

can be used to inform system operators about attack and threat scenarios and appropriate secu-

rity countermeasure options. Finally, Section 2.6 discusses and presents the difficulty of cyber

threat assessment for multistage attacks on smart grids.
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Figure 2.1: The position of threat assessment within a general risk assessment process. Adapted
and refined from [1] according to Figure D.1 in Appendix D.

2.2 Smart Grid Cyber Threat and Risk Assessment

The interconnectivity of smart grid technologies allows for more accurate monitoring and re-

duced electricity consumption on behalf of the consumer, but it also introduces many larger

opportunities for cyber attacks than ever before. Existing threat and risk assessment methods

are divided into qualitative and quantitative approaches. Given the difficulties in presenting

accurate numerical risk estimates, a qualitative risk assessment (e.g., low-medium-high), based

on expert judgement and limited ranges of risk attributes, is recommended (e.g., by BSI). How-

ever, model-based quantitative approaches are more effective in determining risk indices, as

they take into account the potential damage of assets, service interruptions, the likelihood of

successful attacks, etc. Current risk assessment methods and frameworks mostly focus on con-

ventional ICT systems or traditional power grids. Meanwhile, only a small number of smart
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grid cybersecurity and risk management standards, guidelines, and recommendations has been

published or is currently under development.

The UK Government has conducted a risk assessment on the smart metering implementa-

tion programme. The results of this risk assessment methodology are classified as restricted

information and cannot be published. The Netherlands has conducted a privacy and security

risk analysis of its advanced metering infrastructure. However, it encompasses only the smart

metering segment of the smart grid. The German BSI has developed the Common Criteria Pro-

tection Profile for the Gateway of a Smart Metering System and its Security Module [22, 23].

Based on a threat analysis, both profiles define a set of minimum security requirements. Never-

theless, protection profiles are focused on smart metering gateways, which represent only one

type among the many components found in smart grids. The CEN-CENELEC-ETSI Smart

Grid Information Security (SGIS) working group has developed the so-called SGIS toolbox,

which is a risk based approach, to identify security requirements for smart grid use cases [24].

As part of the M/490 framework [25], the SGIS report provides a framework for assessing

the criticality of smart grid components by estimating the power loss caused by potential ICT

system failures. The SGIS toolbox uses the HMG IS1 standard [26] for the purpose of vul-

nerability and threat analysis. The HMG IS1 standard has been designed to complement the

frameworks provided by the ISO/IEC 27001:2005, ISO/IEC27002:2005, ISO/IEC27005 and

ISO31000 standards. The SGIS toolbox has defined five security levels to categorize the inher-

ent risks associated with smart grid information assets. The risk assessment proposed by SGIS

takes a clean-slate approach, by assuming that an asset in smart grids has no security controls

in place. Consequently, it is not suitable for a more practical scenario that focuses on actual,

currently deployed or foreseeable security countermeasures.

The Reference Security Management Plan for Energy Infrastructure (RSMP) developed for

the European Commission (EC) is intended to provide guidance to operators of energy grids or

components. The RSMP contains recommendations on performing a risk assessment based on

the Performance and Risk-based Integrated Security Methodology (PRISM). The Guidelines

for Smart Grid Cyber Security (NIST-IR 7628) [21], meanwhile, provides a set of high-level

recommendations applicable to the smart grid architecture in the US. The importance and de-

sirable goals of risk assessment are highlighted in this report. Similarly, the North American

Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) guidelines have elaborated further detailed aspects

that a smart grid security assessment needs to cover [27]. However, both the NIST-IR 7628 and

the NERC guidelines have provided a general approach for assessing cybersecurity risks. The
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ENISA has maintained an inventory of risk assessment/risk management methods and tools

[28], while the European Institute for the Protection and Security of Citizen (EC Joint Re-

search Centre [29]) has reviewed 21 European and worldwide risk assessment methodologies

and identified their gaps. However, most of the listed/compared risk assessment methodologies

in [28] and [29] involve qualitative risk analysis (e.g., based on failure mode effects and criti-

cality analysis), while the majority of them are targeted at terrorist attacks or physical attacks,

rather than cyber attacks on smart grids. A report on smart grid security from ENISA [30] has

provided a set of specific security measures for smart grid service providers, aimed at establish-

ing a minimum level of cybersecurity. This report also points out the importance of performing

a comprehensive risk assessment before selecting appropriate measures. Nevertheless, it does

not recommend any specific risk assessment methodology. While smart grid-specific threat and

risk assessment standards and recommendations do exist, they often insufficiently or fail to un-

derstand the mix of legacy and novel systems, functional dependency of information assets and

the potential cascading effects in smart grids. Additionally, it is indicated in [31] that standards

such as NIST-IR 7628 or the protection profiles published by BSI are only of limited practical

use to utilities.

2.3 Threat and Risk Assessment Solutions for Cyber Attacks

A number of ongoing research activities has provided or is attempting to provide threat and

risk assessment solutions for cyber attacks on smart grids. The Austrian research project Smart

Grid Security Guidance ((SG)2) has developed a cybersecurity risk assessment method using

a cumulative smart grid model to represent both current and future European smart grids. The

goal of (SG)2 is to come up with a comprehensive catalogue of ICT-related risks for smart

grids in Europe from a distribution system operator’s perspective. A threat catelogue has been

compiled from existing collections of ICT-related security threats, as developed by BSI. Sub-

sequently, the identified threats has been applied to the components of the (SG)2 architecture

model, while a semi-quantitative approach has been taken in (SG)2 to assess the probability

and impact of threats.

Risk assessment methodologies have also been conducted by the FP7 project European

Risk Assessment and Contingency Planning Methodologies for interconnected networks (EU-

RACOM) 1, which has addressed the issue of protection and resilience of the energy supply

1http://www.eos-eu.com/Middle.aspx?Page=euracom (Retrieved: 28/06/2017)
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within European interconnected energy networks. Working together with critical energy in-

frastructures operators in Europe, the goal of EURACOM is to identify a common and holistic

approach (end-to-end energy supply chain) for risk assessment and risk management solutions.

The first step in the holistic risk assessment methodology is to constitute a holistic risk assess-

ment team, which consists of a team leader (responsible for the completeness, consistency and

homogeneity of the risk evaluation) and several team members (with holistic security physi-

cal, ICT, organizational and human areas of expertise). Subsequently, the scope of the risk

assessment is defined (with details dependent on the resources applied and the stakeholders

involved), while the assessment of the risk is reached by directly evaluating the probability of

occurrence and severity.

The EU-funded Security for Smart Electricity GRIDs (SEGRID) project 1 is investigating

risk assessment methodologies and their possible enhancement to protect smart grids against

cyber attacks. Based on the HMG IS1 standard, the SEGRID threat and risk assessment ap-

proach comprises four steps: 1) establishing the scope of the threat and the risk assessment pro-

cess, wherein stakeholders are identified and stakeholders’ information assets are documented;

2) involving an assessment of the risk in terms of the impact of a security incident that compro-

mises a particular asset involved in a stakeholder process; 3) identifying threat actors, potential

attacks and threat scenarios, based on the system components diagram for the SEGRID use

case; 4) determining the risk for each of the stakeholders based on an estimated likelihood and

impact for each stakeholder. Additionally, the overall risk for each threat scenario is estimated.

Specifically, SEGRID uses CORAS threat scenario diagrams (CORAS provides a customized

language for threat and risk modelling) in the third step, while including the threat actor moti-

vation and capability in the fourth step for the likelihood and impact assessment.

The EU-funded Smart Grid Protection Against Cyber Attacks (SPARKS) project 2 has

investigated a cybersecurity risk management process based on the information security risk

management process, which is standardized in ISO/IEC 27005. The SPARKS risk manage-

ment process aims to reflect both cyber and physical aspects of smart grids. There are four

main topics defined in the overall risk management process: 1) context establishment; 2) im-

pact assessment; 3) likelihood assessment; and 4) security requirements and recommendations.

The context establishment step constructs the scope of the risk management process by making

1https://segrid.eu/ (Retrieved:20/06/2017)
2https://project-sparks.eu/ (Retrieved:20/06/2017)
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use of the smart grid architecture model (SGAM) framework. Meanwhile, the SGIS tool-

box is utilized to describe a voltage control and power flow optimization smart grid use case.

The impact assessment step involves identifying the violation of confidentiality, integrity, and

availability (CIA) for the information assets, which are defined in the use case. The impact as-

sessment is also undertaken with regard to operational, regulatory, economic and reputational

factors. SPARKS has taken advantage of the HMG IS1 risk assessment standard to develop

a threat model and semantic attack graphs to support likelihood assessment. The threat as-

sessment method in the HMG IS1 risk assessment standard focuses significantly on possible

threats by looking at the capabilities and motivation of attackers, thus ignoring vulnerabilities

and countermeasures. In SPARKS, risk treatment is followed after completing the risk assess-

ment process. For the specific voltage control use case, SPARKS has derived specific smart

grid security requirements and made recommendations based on the NIST-IR 7628 [32] and

ENISA guidelines [15].

The Hybrid Risk Management for Utility Providers (HyRiM) project 1 is not specifically

tailored to threat and risk assessments of smart grids, but it is developing novel risk analysis

techniques that can be applied to interdependent complex systems, for example, smart grids.

One aspect of HyRiM is the investigation of repeated game-based hybrid risk metrics for man-

aging security risks in interconnected utility infrastructure networks. HyRiM has approached

the interactions between the attacker and the system administrator as a repeated game. The

project has argued that the outcome of an action from either the attacker or the system adminis-

trator is almost never fully certain. As a consequence, the game, within the context of HyRiM,

has been designed to enable all uncertainties of the game play in terms of action outcomes. In

order to estimate the cascading effects of a specific attack scenario (e.g., ransomware attack)

for a given defense situation, as well provide the payoffs for the investigated repeated game,

connections within an infrastructure and/or with other infrastructures are divided into different

types, while percolation theory-based models [33] are adapted in HyRiM.

2.4 Cascading Failures in Smart Grids

Understanding cascading effects is one key challenge that should be addressed in the risk as-

sessment of smart grids. One important step in the SGIS toolbox is assessing the potential cas-

cading effects, which are associated with information assets. As discussed in [34], cascading

1https://hyrim.net/ (Retrieved:20/06/2017)
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effect analysis facilitates a better understanding of the risk of possible physical consequences

from cyber attacks and/or the risk of possible cyber consequences from physical attacks. In the

last decade, numeric models have been proposed for analysing cascading failure propagations

in interdependent power grids and communication networks. This work briefly summarizes

the major related studies on cascading failure propagations in smart grids, while presenting a

summary and comparison of these approaches in Table 2.1.

Ruj and Pal [35] investigated cascading failure propagations in smart grids subject to ran-

dom and targeted attacks initiated in the communication network. The random attack randomly

chose nodes to compromise, while the targeted attack selectively compromised high-link de-

gree nodes with higher probabilities. The communication node supported one power station

and was powered by one power node, while a power node was controlled by multiple commu-

nication nodes and supplied power to multiple communication nodes. Both the power network

and the communication network were modelled as undirected interdependent scale-free net-

works. the authors of [35] mathematically analysed the size of the giant components of the

network experiencing targeted attacks and derived a steady analysis for cascading failure prop-

agations.

In order to characterize the performance effects of the communication network on smart

grid operations, Lu et al. [36] considered a fault occurrence scenario in a power distribution

network to analyse possible cascading failure behaviours implied in coupled and interdepen-

dent power and communication networks. Intelligent electrical devices (IEDs) are nodes in

the communication network. Different from those models developed in [42, 43, 44] (these

are based on the assumption that the communication nodes malfunction immediately after los-

ing power supply from power substations), communication nodes in [36] were installed with

backup power supplies. A python-based co-simulation framework was designed and imple-

mented to replay interdependent iterations of the cyber-physical system, in order to verify the

domino effect of communication transmission failures.

Huang et al. [37] considered both the power grid and the communication network as undi-

rected scale-free networks with a power-law degree distribution. The authors of [37] observed

that the inter links between the power grid and the communication network were of the “one-

to-multiple” type: each communication node received energy from one power station and each

power station provided energy to many communication nodes. The effect of cascading failure

was studied with percolation theory, along with a detailed mathematical analysis of the failure
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2.4 Cascading Failures in Smart Grids

propagation in [37]. The robustness of the interdependent complex network model was anal-

ysed in terms of random attacks or failures by estimating the fraction of functional nodes after

the stop of the cascading failures in both networks.

Huang et al. [38] also studied cascading failures that were jointly caused by load propa-

gation and interdependence in smart grids. The authors of [38] argued that interdependency

cascading failure had been mainly performed using pure topological methods, resulted in the

lack of considerations of electricity characteristics. Additionally, studies conducted on load

propagation cascading failure have been limited to power grids without interdependent ICTs.

The interdependence relationship between the power grid and the communication was as fol-

lows: each power station was monitored and operated by several distinct control nodes in the

communication network; the number of communication nodes that one power node could sup-

port was dependent on and limited to the power node’s capacity. Similar to the work in [37],

both the power grid and the communication network were undirected scale-free networks. A

power node’s capacity is defined as a function of its link degree, with the load of a failed node

uniformly distributed to its neighbours. A percolation-based mathematical method was devised

to simulate the propagation of cascading failures and to calculate the fraction of survival in both

the power grid and communication network, when initial failures occurred in the power grid.

Parandehgheibi et al. [39] considered the power flow equation for analysing the behaviour

of interdependent power grid and communication networks. Both the power grid and the com-

munication network are modelled as graphs. The interdependency between the power grid

and the communication network is assigned as follows: each communication node receives

power from one power node, with each power node able to support multiple communication

nodes. Additionally, the interdependency model is slightly modified by the power flow equa-

tion, meaning that, when the required power is not sufficient to support a communication node,

the communication node will fail. If a power substation loses its control and there are failures

in the power grid, the transmission line would be tripped and such a failure would propagate to

the communication network, resulting in additional failures in both interdependent power grids

and communication networks. Additionally, a load control mitigation policy was developed

in [39] to mitigate cascading failures in the interdependent power grids and communication

networks.

Rahnamay-Naeini and Hayat [40] investigated the effect of overestimation of transmis-

sion line capacity in functional interdependent communication networks and power grids. If

failures (e.g., line overloading) occurred in the power transmission system, power would be
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redistributed in the power grid by solving a direct current (DC) power flow optimization prob-

lem. If lines were overloaded after power redistribution, more failures would occur in the

power grid. On the other hand, a communication node probabilistically fails if the power node

in its geographical proximity fails. Failures in the communication system affect the power flow

redistribution decision, while the failure of power nodes leads to further failures in the commu-

nication network. This cycle goes on until no more failures exist in the interdependent power

grids and communication networks.

Rahnamay-Naeini [41] adopted a networked Markov chain framework and presented an

interdependent network model to investigate the effects of interdependencies on cascading fail-

ures and to characterize the optimum allocation of interdependencies. Nodes in both the power

grid and the communication network were clustered and receives services from each other ac-

cording to geographical constraints. The intranetwork and the internetwork were modelled as

directed and weighted graphs. The cascading failure could be initiated from any one of those

interdependent networks. The internetwork was modelled as follows: a communication node

received electricity from several power nodes, while a power node received monitoring and

controlling services from several communication nodes. Based on a networked Markov chain

framework, the optimum interdependencies for minimizing cascading effects was obtained by

solving a nonlinear optimization problem. The author observed that multiple internetwork al-

location leads to more reliable interdependent networks compared to the allocation of single

interpower law degree distributionnetwork links.

2.5 Threat Assessment Approaches for Cyber Attacks

Representing the first few steps of a general risk assessment process, threat assessment is es-

sential to inform the security operator about the potential attack/threat scenarios and the appro-

priate security countermeasure selections. Withstanding cyber threats of unpredictable patterns

is a massive challenge and has received much attention from the research community. Gener-

ally, the used methods can be categorized into catalogue-based and model-based approaches.

Catalogue-based approaches are typically defined in standards and use deterministic elements

to evaluate the system, while model-based analyses are more context-specific. This thesis pro-

vides a subjective, non-exhaustive survey of threat assessment approaches identified from the

literature.
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2.5 Threat Assessment Approaches for Cyber Attacks

2.5.1 Catalogue-based Analysis

Catalogue-based analysis methods typically provide checklists, constraints and scoring spread-

sheets to deterministically evaluate a system. Those catalogues include BSI IT-Grundschutz

Catalogues [45], ISO/IEC 27002 [46] and NIST 800-53 [47]. Regaring BSI IT-Grundschutz

Catalogues, for example, they provide lists of typical relevant threats and the respective stan-

dard security measures for standard asset types. Technical, organizational, personnel and in-

frastructural issues are encountered in BSI IT-Grundschutz Catalogues. Catalogue-based anal-

ysis methods are attractive for norms and standards (e.g., EC, ETSI, ISO, MITRE, NIST), as

they support deterministic security evaluations. The threat assessment & remediation analysis

(TARA) methodology [48], as reported by MITRE, aims to identify and assess cyber threats

and select countermeasures that are effective at mitigating the APT. In TARA, the cyber asset’s

architecture, technology, and security capabilities were evaluated against tactics, techniques,

and procedures (TTPs) in the mission assurance engineering catalogue, which includes com-

mon attack pattern enumeration and classification (CAPEC), common weakness enumeration

(CWE), and common vulnerability enumeration (CVE). Scoring spreadsheets were applied to

quantitatively rank attack TTPs. In turn, a threat matrix was produced to list plausible attack

TTPs, which were ranked by decreasing risk score, while attacks were mapped onto cyber as-

sets as a function of adversary types. Based on the BSI IT-Grundschutz Catalogues, the (SG)2

project compiled a threat catalogue to conduct cyber threat and risk assessment in smart grids.

The downside of most catalogue-based threat and risk assessment methods is their incomplete

analysis, as assets or interdependencies among assets, which are not covered by the catalogue,

are not evaluated properly. Another challenging issue for catalogue-based threat assessment

methods is the selection of criteria for risk scoring and threat likelihood assignment.

2.5.2 Model-based Analysis

The cybersecurity research community has been working to develop various model-based tools

to support threat assessment. Model-based analysis approaches use a sequential and explorative

process to gradually identify and assess the system under evaluation. The model-based tools

available today include (but are not limited to) attack tree-based approaches, attack graph-

based approaches, game-theoretic-based approaches and Bayesian network-based approaches.

Regardless of the modelling formalism, such tools share many common objectives and features.
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For example, many of the model-based analysis approaches provide a quantitative evaluation

of cyber attacks using various metrics to support decision-making.

Attack tree and attack graph approaches

Adapted from fault analysis trees, attack trees (ATs) are prominent tools for threat analysis [49,

50, 51]. The underlying philosophy of attack trees is to identify and evaluate the whole system

in the same way as an attacker in order to identify the most attractive path (with minimal effort

or least resistance) for the attacker. An attack tree uses a root node to represent the attacker’s

top-level goal. This root node is recursively defined into the attacker’s subgoal, while leaf nodes

are defined to enumerate possible attacks that contribute to reaching the (sub)goal through

logical gates. To succeed in propagating attacks through the system in this step, AND-gates

model conditions that the attack must succeed in all his/her child nodes; and OR-gates model

conditions that the attacker must succeed in at least one of his/her child nodes. Attack trees

are high-level representations of threats and provide a structured way of performing security

analysis. Figure 2.2 shows a measurement interruption attack tree in the context of an advanced

metering infrastructure. The leaf nodes are attack actions, while the attack tree uses AND

and OR gates to define combinations of attack actions (or combinations of attack action and

subgoal), which are needed to achieve the ultimate goal of the attacker. The likelihood for

measurement interruption occurring is computed by simple logic rules after the likelihood of

each attack has been determined by expert judgement.

Interrupt
measurements

Reverse meter

Meter inversion Clear logged events

Recover
meter password

Log in and
clear event history

Bypass meter

Clear logged events Disconnect meter

O R

A N D A N D

A N D

Figure 2.2: A sample attack tree.
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A significant limitation of typical attack tree approaches is scalability: for more attack

goals, more trees need to be constructed. Since attack trees are not used to capture low-level

or concrete security configuration details, it is difficult to construct attack trees that contain

enough details (e.g., vulnerabilities in smart grids) for meaningful analysis [52]. Kordy et al.

[53] proposed attack-defense trees (ADTs) to extend attack trees with defensive measures to

model the interaction between attacks and defences using game theory for arbitrary alternation

between these two types of actions. That work also provided semantical approaches regarding

how to quantitatively analyse attack and defence scenarios using attributes. However, in ADTs,

the defence metrics were absent in the probabilistic analysis of real cyber-attack cases. Roy

et al. [54] presented attack countermeasure trees (ACTs) to enable defence mechanisms at all

nodes of the tree and to avoid state explosion. Several studies have transformed attack trees into

models that allow for the analysis of attack steps as a sequence. Qin and Lee [55] proposed

a conversion of attack trees into causal networks representing an order of the execution of

steps contained in the tree to evaluate the likelihood of attack goals and predict future attacks.

Dalton et al. [56] proposed a transformation of attack trees into Petri nets. The purpose of

the transformation to Petri nets is to use simulation to perform probabilistic analysis, i.e., the

likelihood that the attacker will obtain his/her (sub)goal along paths in the attack tree.

Different from attack trees, attack graphs (AGs) provide a low-level description of a system,

which focuses on the vulnerability exploitation of attacks, privileges that the attacker may

have on network components, and transitions between network components. In AGs, nodes

can be used to represent system and network states (e.g., user privilege levels) and edges (to

enables transition from one node to another) can be used to present vulnerability exploitations.

Attack graphs allow us to consider potential attacks and their consequences in a particular

context. Such a context makes it possible to compose individual measures of vulnerabilities,

resources, and configurations into a global measure of network security. Attack graphs offer

great potential in detecting hidden multiple staged attack paths, as well as facilitating deeper

understanding of security risks. Over the last decade, researchers have started to focus their

interests on attack graphs in network security. Numerous papers, including [57, 58, 59, 60, 61]

have been published in recent years, which measure and analyse network security using attack

graphs. This work examines and reviews those approaches with the application of attack graphs

in smart grid and other critical infrastructures.

Zhu et al. [62] argued that the assumption of the synchronous removal of substation/trans-

mission lines has apparent limitations when seeking to comprehensively exploit the character-
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istics of cascading failures, as well as discovered a sequential attack scenario. Consequently,

a sequential attack graph (SAG) was proposed to capture the combination of vulnerable nodes

and to indicate their removal order. Based on this graph, a practical sequential attack strategy

was designed with good attack performance and low complexity. The authors of [62] foresaw

that the results from the SAG could be explored to design defence solutions against attacks.

Hawrylak et al. [63] modelled the attack on smart grids using a hybrid attack graph (HAG).

Compared with traditional attack graphs, a HAG includes both cyber and physical parameters

in smart grids. The authors assumed that an attacker’s goal was to overheat and destroy a

transformer. The generator built the HAG from a cyber physical system description file (which

included network connections and component parameters) and an exploit file (which contained

a set of preconditions that an exploit must satisfy and a set of post-conditions that may change

the system state). In this graph, the physical dynamics of the system under attack were simpli-

fied without discussing the implications of the simplifications.

Beckers et al. [64] combined the attack tree and the attack graph to determine the proba-

bility of smart grid attacks. Lever et al. [60], meanwhile, presented a distributed attack graph

generation solution in order to evaluate interdependencies and cascading failures in critical

infrastructures. Attack graphs can be automatically generated by various tools, for example

MulVAL [65]. Finding the optimal attack path in an attack graph is an NP-hard problem [66].

Some researchers have translated an attack graph into a Markov decision process (MDP) in

order to find the optimal attack path [67, 68, 69]. However, the characterization of changing

topologies and the dynamic nature of the attacks are important challenges that need to be ad-

dressed in order to make attack graphs effective in network security analysis. As with ATs,

AGs also model a system with a predetermined end goal for an attacker. While AGs work for

a small system, they cannot be scale to a system that has different targets depending on an

attacker’s goal.

Game theory approaches

A game consists of players (in this thesis, the attacker and the defender), strategies (i.e., actions

of players) available to each player, and utilities depending on the joint decisions of all play-

ers. Game theory depicts dynamic interactions between players, involving a complementary

methodology of attack trees and/or attack graphs in face of changing attack patterns.

Ismail et al. [70] modelled the problem of optimizing the distribution of defence resources

on communication equipment as a one-shot game [71] between the attacker and the defender.
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That game took into account the interdependency between the cyber and physical components

in the power grid. It was assumed that the initial risk, the immediate risk on a node before any

incidents or failure propagations is a positive real number and evaluated using other risk assess-

ment methods. The immediate risk and the future cascading risk from interdependent electrical

and communication infrastructures were balanced in [70]. The interdependency between the

electrical and communication infrastructures were modelled as a weighted directed interde-

pendency graph. Each communication equipment was associated with a load. The worst-case

scenario, where both the attacker and the defender have complete knowledge of the architec-

ture of the system, was considered in [70]. The utility functions of both players are composed

of three parts: the reward for an attack, the cost of attacking/defending, and the impact of

redundant communication equipment. The impact of attacks in the electric and communica-

tion infrastructures was evaluated by solving power flow equations and using attack graphs, in

conjunction with other risk assessment methods. The dataset of the Polish electric transmis-

sion system, provided in the MATPOWER computational packages, was taken as a case study

to validate the proposed game-theoretic model, while Nash equilibria for the attacker and the

defender for each type of communication equipment in the case study were presented.

Jiang et al. [72] proposed a two-player non-cooperative, zero-sum, and finite stochastic

game for the attacker and the defender in computer networks. A Markov chain for a privilege

model and a privilege-escalating attack taxonomy were presented. By making use of the de-

veloped stochastic game model, a Markov chain for the privilege model, and a cost-sensitive

model, the attacker’s behaviour and the optimal defence strategy for the defender were pre-

dicted. He et al. [73] studied a network security risk assessment-oriented game-theoretic

attack-defence model to quantify the probability of threats. The payoff matrix was formulated

from a cost-benefit analysis, where the cost to the defender when taking actions was made up

of the operational cost, the response cost, and the response negative cost. Combined with the

vulnerability associated with the nodes, risks of the system were computed as the sum of the

threat value of all nodes.

Guillarme et al. [74] presented an attack stochastic game model for adversarial intention

recognition (and, by extension, threat assessment) for situations featuring strategic interactions

between an attacker and a defender. The attack stochastic game model is a coupling of dis-

counted stochastic games and probabilistic attack graphs, although it suffers from zero-sum

constraints. In the attack stochastic game model, it was assumed that both the attacker’s action

and the defender’s action, as well as the states experienced by players, were fully observable to
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both players. This model was inverted to infer the intention of an attacker from observations of

his/her (sub-)optimal actions. However, this model does not have the ability to detect intention

changes, while the scalability is the principal limitation of this attack stochastic game model.

Nguyen et al. [75] studied a two-player zero-sum stochastic game-theoretic approach to

provide the defender with guidelines to allocate his/her resources to secure his/her commu-

nication and computer networks. Linear influence networks [76] were used to present the

interdependency of nodes in terms of security assets and vulnerabilities. He et al. [1]
	

investi-

gated game-theoretic risk assessment in smart grid communication networks and noticed that

the data acquisition and data interpretation for risk assessment and prediction had not been

intensively explored. Therefore, [1]
	

established a surveillance architecture to monitor mes-

sage transactions in communication networks, while surveillance observations were further

interpreted as Dirichlet-distributed security events with certain probabilities. By taking the in-

teractions between possible suspicious nodes and the security operators as a repeated zero-sum

transmitting-monitoring game, a game-theoretic risk assessment framework was established to

compute and forecast the risk of network security impairment. Rass and Zhu [77] presented a

sequence of nested finite two-player zero-sum games for developing effective protective layers

and designing defence-in-depth strategies against APTs. In the game-theoretical model, nodes

in an infrastructure were equidistantly separated into different levels according to their lay-

ers in the infrastructure. Within each level, the game structure was determined by the nodes’

vulnerabilities and their distances from the target node. The authors of [77] discussed some

closed form solutions for their APTs games and analytically formulated infrastructure design

problems to optimize the quality of security across several layers. Under the framework of

the HyRiM project, Rass et al. [78] investigated an extensive form game as a risk mitigation

tool for defending against APTs. An APT was modelled as a zero-sum one-shot game with

complete information, but uncertainty was observed in the game payoffs. Based on a topo-

logical vulnerability analysis and an established attack graph, all the attack vectors covered in

enumerated attack paths (from the root node to the target node in the attack graph) made up the

attacker’s action space. By defining players’ payoffs as probability-distributed values, instead

of real numbers, [78] provided a relative new approach to tackling ambiguous and inconsistent

expert opinions in risk management.
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Miscellaneous approaches

Ma and Smith [52] proposed a vulnerability-centric risk analysis approach to determine secu-

rity risks associated with multistep cyber attacks in critical information infrastructures. The

hosts’ vulnerabilities were mapped into preconditions and effects, while rule-based reasoning

was used for vulnerability chaining. Finally, attack paths in the system were identified with

a vulnerability chain augmented graph. However, this study did not calculate risk levels nor

identify which attack path was the most likely to compromise the whole system. A Bayesian

network may be created to depict stochastic dependencies between the actions involved in an

attack-defense tree (ADTree) in order to perform a probabilistic evaluation of attack-defence

scenarios [79]. Bayesian networks were also applied in AgenaRisk 1to provide decision sup-

port solutions to industry sectors. The conditional probability tables (CPTs) in Bayesian net-

works are difficult to define and expand linearly with the number of loops in which they are

involved. Therefore, Bayesian network-based threat assessment approaches are impractical for

analysing large complex systems, such as smart grids. Fielder et al. [80] proposed a simu-

lation of resource-limited attackers and defenders of an ICS. The objective here [80] was to

identify the appropriate deployment of specific defensive strategies to reduce the risk of de-

structive cyber-physical effects initiated from cyber attacks. The optimal defensive strategies

were obtained by solving a co-evolutionary particle swarm optimization problem. Continuous-

time hidden Markov models (HMMs) for real-time risk assessment were introduced in [81].

The risk to assets in a network was evaluated as the probability and consequence of unwanted

incidents. However, the parameters of the mathematical models to calculate the probability

and consequence values are highly uncertain. Based on fuzzy theory and Petri nets, Liao et al.

[82] assessed and forecast network security risks based on detection alerts and network attack

information. Since extensive attack information is difficult to obtain, or is not totally known to

the public, this approach suffers from the problem of attack information incompleteness.

2.6 Cyber Threat Assessment Difficulty in Smart Grids

The concerns from standardization bodies and research communities are mainly centred around

assessing vulnerabilities and cyber threats, providing generic guidelines for effective threat and

risk assessment, and detecting and mitigating attack scenarios. The challenges relating to threat

1http://www.agenarisk.com (Retrieved: 28/06/2017)
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and risk assessments in smart grids have increased rapidly with the introduction of ICT com-

ponents. This situation will become even worse when the roll-out of smart grids results in

a large complex combination of legacy and new technologies. Threat and risk assessments

for emerging multistage attacks, such as APTs, are extremely challenging and have not yet

been comprehensively investigated. Assessing threats for multistage cyber attacks is not an

easy task, since numerous unknown variables (e.g., vulnerability dependencies, attack stages,

and possible physical impacts) need to be taken into account. For the time being, from prac-

titioners’ perspective, performing threat and risk assessments requires skills, time and strong

management support. Most importantly, it is rather difficult for practitioners to set up major

existing threat and risk assessment frameworks within their respective infrastructure. How-

ever, preventive estimation and minimization of the risk of multistage cyber attacks on smart

grid communication networks are essential to prevent smart grids from industrial espionage

and damage to physical plants. Therefore, the difficulty and challenges relating to cyber threat

assessments lies in the development of easy-to-follow methods and frameworks.

2.7 Summary

This chapter presented a literature review of smart grid cyber threat and risk assessment meth-

ods and frameworks and their deficiencies. It also surveyed cyber threat and risk assessment

efforts from standardization bodies at national and/or international levels, introduced recent

threat and risk assessment solutions from diverse European projects, presented cascading fail-

ure propagation approaches, which facilitate the process of threat and risk assessments, and

identified threat assessment approaches from worldwide research communities. Finally, it dis-

cussed the difficulty faced by system operators in performing cyber threat assessments and the

obstacles in developing easy-to-follow cyber threat assessments for multi-stage attacks. The

following chapter will present details on a stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment

framework, which can be used to assess threats and provide defence recommendations to miti-

gate such threats in smart grid communication networks.
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Chapter 3

Stochastic Game-Theoretic Cyber
Threat Assessment Framework

3.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 2, the majority of existing threat and risk assessment methods and

frameworks are generic and not easy for practitioners, especially those working in smart grids,

to follow. This is because these methods usually evaluate the system from the defender’s per-

spective, and ignore the fact that the attacker also has a perspective on the entire defence mech-

anisms of the system that he/she wants to attack. As a consequence, recommended defence

techniques are not always feasible or appropriate to protect a system. While some threat and

risk assessment methods and frameworks consider the interactions between attackers and de-

fenders, they always assume that the defender and the attacker can fully observe the system

state, which is not true in many realistic cases. The biggest drawback regarding contempo-

rary threat and risk assessment methods and frameworks is that some of them have not taken

the multistage nature of attacks (i.e., the occurrence of the next step being dependent on the

success of the previous step) into account, with some exceptions [77, 78, 83]. None of these

precursor works has looked at the stochastic and dynamic nature of attacks in smart grid use

cases (modelled as stochastic games). Additionally, the impact of cyber attacks on physical

power grids is not fully explored in current existing threat and risk assessment methods and

frameworks.

This chapter presents a threat assessment framework for multistage cyber attacks, taking

into account the dual perspectives of both the attacker and the defender. The rationale behind
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the approach is to consider the key aspects of cyber attacks, namely, the resulting physical im-

pacts from cyber attacks and the cost of the attacker to launch an attack. The physical impact

of cyber attacks on smart grids is occasionally oversimplified by researchers (e.g., they do not

consider functional dependencies in interdependent power grids and communication networks),

which can lead to incomplete and ineffective threat assessment models. This thesis attempts

to provide a cyber threat assessment framework for multistage attacks by considering some of

the real-world issues that are necessary for accurate threat assessments in smart grid commu-

nication networks. The objective of the developed cyber threat assessment framework is to

facilitate easy-to-follow cyber threat assessments for practitioners. These practitioners may in-

clude (but are not limited to) DSOs and solution providers, who are concerned with security in

smart grids and interested in learning about applicable state-of-the-art solutions. Section 3.2 of

this chapter will first identify the benefits of applying game theory in analysing network cyber

security assessments, while Section 3.3 presents the preliminaries of game theory, including

some selected concepts and terms used in game theory. Finally, before summarizing this chap-

ter, the developed stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework is introduced

in detail in Section 3.4.

3.2 Game Theory and Network Cyber Security Assessment

Cyber security can be seen as an adversarial game comprising multiple decision makers: that

is, attackers and defenders, who have different objectives and choose their course of action

based on certain rationales (e.g., cost-benefit analysis). The growing complexity and intercon-

nected nature of cyber infrastructure in smart grids make network cyber security a challenging

issue. Game theory models conflicting situations and provides a scientific basis for high-level

security-related decision-makings [84]. Game theory has attracted more and more attention in

the network security community recently, because of its role in decision-making and control

theory [73], [85], [86], [87].

There are indeed several kinds of situations in the network security domain where deci-

sion makers have conflicting interests and must deploy complex strategies in order to reach

the most profitable outcome. Examples of such situations are security assessment, network

attack prediction, optimal active defence deployment, and intrusion response. Game theory

is particularly well suited in all those cases to characterize the nature and complexity of the
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interactions among decision makers. Furthermore, game theory lays the foundation for our de-

veloped stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework, which will be reviewed

in Section 3.4.

Game theory provides mathematical approaches for analysing and predicting how deci-

sion makers behave in strategic situations. Although it has seen widespread applications in

economics, its application to cyber security is quite recent. The potential benefits of applying

game theory to cyber security problems are fourfold [88, 89, 90]:

1. Game theory captures the interactions between attackers and defenders and provides

a set of quantitative and analytical tools. These games for cyber security interactions

suggest optimal defence strategies with accompanying predicted outcomes to defend

against attackers.

2. Game theory provides the capability of examining a large number of possible attack

scenarios, so that human experts can leave the burden of decision-making in large action

spaces to optimization algorithms provided by game theory.

3. Game theory has been proven to be rather effective at analysing certain what-if scenarios,

i.e., give minimax decisions, which are the best defence against any possible behaviour

on the part of the opponent (provided that the set of possible actions is exhaustively

known). Such strategies are called security strategies.

4. Game theory can model situations where only partial knowledge about the game is ac-

cessible to certain decision makers, as well as analyse scenarios where attackers and

defenders have asymmetric information about the underlying game.

There are also criticisms of game theory or its rationality assumptions. Rationality as-

sumptions imply that every player is motivated by maximizing his/her own payoff, thus he/she

is able to perfectly calculate the probabilistic result of every action. This thesis assumes both

players have perfect rationality.

3.3 Preliminaries of Game Theory

Game theory [71, 91] is a mathematical model of decision-making which allows modelling

conflict and cooperation between two or more separate decision makers, the players. The basic

assumptions that underlie the theory are that players are rational, i.e., they are triggered by the
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selfish incentive of maximising their individual benefit, which is usually expressed in terms of a

utility function. Utility functions are mathematical formulae (involving variables and constants)

which describe the method to assign payoffs to players depending on the action taken in the

game. Payoffs may represent reward, quantity, or other such measures. If payoffs represent

rewards in a certain game, then negative values for payoffs can be presumed to be a loss and

a zero to be no reward or no loss. During the game, in order to maximise the payoff they are

receiving as an outcome of the game, players can choose and implement an action from a set of

different behavioural options, the so-called action space. Figure 3.1 shows the game-theoretic

formalisation of interactions between two players.

Game plays

· · ·
· · ·
Action 2
Action 1

· · ·
· · ·
Action 2
Action 1

Player 1
(An attacker)

Player 2
(A system administrator)

A
ct

io
n

sp
ac

e

A
ct

io
n

sp
ac

e

Payoffs

ActionsActions

Payoffs

Figure 3.1: Game theoretic formalisation of interactions between two players.

Hence, formally a game can be defined as a triple Γ = { I ,G,AS}, where I is a fi-

nite set of players and I = {1,2, · · · , i, · · ·}, AS = {AS1,AS2, · · · ,ASi, · · ·} is a finite family

of action spaces for all players and mi = |ASi|, and G = (G1,G2, · · · ,Gi, · · ·) where Gi =

{gi : ASi×AS−i → R|i,−i ∈ I} is a family of utility functions to characterise the payoff re-

ceived by player i when the action from player i and the joint action by other players −i

are taken. Here, −i is a shorthand to mean the other players except player i ∈ I. And cor-

respondingly, AS−i denotes the collective action space of other players except player i (i.e.,

AS−i = (AS1,AS2, · · · ,ASi−1,ASi+1, · · ·)). Note that an individual element ai (i.e., action ai) of

the action space ASi is called a pure strategy, whereas a mixed strategy can be described as a

linear combination of two or more pure strategies, with weights summing up to 1. A pure strat-

egy can also be considered as a mixed strategy at its extreme, with binary assignment (setting

one action to 1 and all other actions to 0). However, in this thesis, pure strategies are not mixed

strategies. A mixed strategy can be interpreted as the probability distribution xi for player i
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choosing randomly among the pure strategies involved, hence

xi =

{
(xi,1,xi,2 · · · ,xi,ai , · · · ,xi,mi) ∈ Rmi

+ |
mi

∑
ai=1

xi,ai = 1,0≤ xi,ai ≤ 1
}
. (3.1)

The goal is to determine for each player i the probability distribution maximising the ex-

pected payoff with function

Fi(x1,x2, · · · ,xi, · · ·) = xi ·Gi ·xT
−i, (3.2)

where xT
−i denotes the transposition of the mixed strategy x−i. For a non-trivial game, the

objective function (see Equation (3.2)) of a player depends on the choices (actions, or equiv-

alently decision rules) of at least one player, and generally of all the players. Hence, a player

cannot simply optimise his/her own objective function independently of the choices of other

players. This results in a coupling between the actions of the players in decision making even

in a non-cooperative environment. If players were able to enter into a cooperative agreement,

then we would be in the realm of cooperative game theory, with issues of bargaining, coalition

formation, excess utility distribution and so on. More reference examples of cooperative games

can be found in [92, 93, 94]. Otherwise, if no cooperation is allowed or possible among play-

ers, we are in the realm of non-cooperative game theory. A non-cooperative game is zero-sum

if payoffs of players all summing up to the constant zero, which corresponds to “my reward

is your loss”, or equivalently, a total budget being distributed among the players according to

the game’s outcome. If players’ payoffs added up to a constant (without scaling or translation),

then the game is called constant sum. And the non-zeor-sum game is the mere else-case. A

game is finite if each player has a finite number of moves and a finite number of actions; other-

wise the game is infinite. A game is a complete information game if the description of the game

(i.e., the players, the objective functions, the action of each player) is common information to

all players; otherwise we have an incomplete information game, where there are some uncer-

tainties about the actions of players, the moving sequence of the game, or the payoffs. A static

game rewards the players in the same way in each repetition. In contrast, in a dynamic game,

players observe the payoffs in the previous repetition before playing later round. A game is said

to have symmetric information, when players have symmetric information. Where players’ in-

formation may include the sequence of the game, actions have been taken in the last round,

and player’s payoffs. In contrary, in a game of asymmetric information, players have different

information, for example, the attacker is better informed about the compromised nodes than

the defender. This work covers only non-cooperative games with asymmetric information.
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3.3.1 Nash Equilibrium

Game-theoretic analysis attempts to understand the probable behaviour of the players, regard-

ing their strategy choice, and thus to determine the presumable outcome of the game. In some

cases, this works relatively straightforward, for instance, if any player can identify a “dominant

strategy”, i.e., a strategy that outperforms all alternatives. A much broader equilibrium con-

cept, the so-called Nash equilibrium is achieved if an operational point is reached where each

player is giving his/her best response facing his/her opponents’ strategies; that is to say, none

of the players is willing to unilaterally change his/her strategy, given that the strategies chosen

by all other players are fixed. Formally, if a set of pure strategies (ai,a−i) (i ∈ I) is the strategy

profile with ai ∈ ASi stands for a pure strategy of player i and a−i ∈ AS−i stands for joint pure

strategy of other players except player i, a pure Nash equilibrium is a profile (a∗i ,a
∗
−i) such that

∀i ∈ I,

gi(a∗i ,a
∗
−i)≥ gi(ai,a∗−i),∀ai ∈ ASi,

gi(a∗i ,a
∗
−i)≥ gi(a∗i ,a−i),∀a−i ∈ AS−i.

In other words, the action a∗i of player i is a best response to other players’ strategies. The

well-known prisoner’s dilemma game has a pure Nash equilibrium. In this game, there are two

players, two action spaces AS1 = AS2 = {Cooperate,Defect} for player 1 and player 2, and the

payoff matrices for both two prisoners are represented by a combined payoff matrix, as shown

in Table 3.1.

Cooperate Defect

Cooperate 2,2 0,3

Defect 3,2 1,1

Table 3.1: A combined 2×2 payoff matrix of the prisoner’s dilemma game.

it is to be noted that player 1 is the row player and player 2 is the column player. From Table

3.1, it can be seen that the likely outcome of the game is (Defect, Cooperate) (where player 1

plays “Defect” and player 2 plays “Cooperate”), with a payoff of “3” to player 1 and “2” to

player 2, as verified by the Gambit software tool [95]. Therefore, the prisoner’s dilemma game

has a pure Nash Equilibrium, which is the action profile (Defect,Cooperate). However, there

are also cases that there are many pure Nash equilibria exist or no Nash equilibrium exists. The
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matching pennies game with a combined payoff matrix shown in Table 3.2 is an example of a

game that does not have any pure Nash equilibrium.

H T

H 1,-1 -1,1

T -1,1 1,-1

Table 3.2: A combined 2×2 payoff matrix of the matching pennies game.

A more generalized concept of equilibrium in strategic games is a mixed Nash Equilibrium

[96]. The mixed strategy x∗i for player i is a mixed Nash equilibrium strategy if for every player

i

Fi(x∗i ,x
∗
−i)≥ Fi(xi,x∗−i), (3.3)

where Fi(xi,x∗−i) is a function for calculating player i’s expected payoff when all players ran-

domize according to the mixed strategy profile pair (xi,x∗−i) (where xi and x∗−i are defined in

Equation (3.1)). In the above mentioned matching pennies example (see Table 3.2), the mixed

Nash Equilibrium is obtained when player 1 (the row player) chooses his/her actions (H,T) with

a probability distribution of

(
1
2
,
1
2

)
and player 2 (the column player) chooses his/her actions

(H,T) with a probability distribution of

(
1
2
,
1
2

)
(Nash equilibria are verified by the Gambit

software tool [95]).

There are also some other equilibrium concepts, such as correlated equilibrium [92] and

trembling-hand pefect equilibrium [71, 93]. A correlated equilibrium is randomised assignment

of potentially correlated action recommendations to players, such that nobody will deviate. A

trembling-hand perfect equilibrium is an equilibrium that takes into consideration the possi-

bility of off-the-equilibrium play be assuming that the players’s trembling hands may choose

unintended strategies, although with a negligible probability. However, those equilibrium con-

cepts are not suitable for the game covered in this thesis and are hence not considered.

3.3.2 Non-zero-sum Games

In non-zero-sum games, every player has his/her own individual payoff matrix and the sum

of payoffs from their individual payoff matrix is not constant (and hence not zero) over the

elements of matrices. Every player is aiming at maximizing his/her own expected payoff. In a
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two-player non-zero-sum game, each player (either player 1 or player 2) has his/her own payoff

matrix. Suppose these payoff matrices for player 1 and player 2 are

G1 =


g1(1,1) g1(1,2) · · · g1(1,m2)

...
...

. . .
...

g1(m1,1) g1(m1,2) · · · g1(m1,m2)

 , (3.4)

and

G2 =


g2(1,1) g2(1,2) · · · g2(1,m2)

...
...

. . .
...

g2(m1,1) g2(m1,2) · · · g2(m1,m2)

 , (3.5)

respectively (where m1 and m2 are the total number of actions for player 1 and player 2,

respectively). And the payoff matrices G1 and G2 for player 1 and player 2 do not sum up to

zero,

G1 +G2 6= 0.

These payoff matrices in Equations (3.4) and (3.5) can also be written as one bimatrix.

The payoff matrix in the prisoner’s dilemma game shown in Table 3.1 is an example of such

bimatrix, where the individual matrices for the two prisoners are

G1 =

Cooperate Defect

Cooperate 2 0

Defect 3 1

,

and

G2 =

Cooperate Defect

Cooperate 2 3

Defect 2 1

.

In a non-zero-sum game, there may be many Nash equilibria and the payoff of the game to

each player is no longer unique as that in zero-sum games. For example, in the game called

“Chicken”, where two players drive very fast cars towards each other from opposite ends of a

long straight road. The one, who swerves first, will be called “chicken”. The bimatrix of the

game is (suppose the first player is the row player and the second player is the column player)
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Swerve Drive straight

Swerve 2,2 1,3

Drive straight 3,1 0,0

.

There are three different Nash equilibria for this chicken game (as shown in Table 3.3): the first

player swerves and the second player drives straight; both players swerve or drive straight with

a probability of 0.5; the first player drives straight and the second player swerves. As illustrated

in Table 3.3, each Nash equilibrium corresponds to one game value for each player and those

values are not unique: the first Nash equilibrium outputs “3” for the first player and “1” for

the second player; the second Nash equilibrium outputs “1.5” for each player, and the third

Nash equilibrium outputs “3” for the first player and “1” for the second player (game values

are verified by the Gambit software tool [95]).

# of Nash equilibrium
Player 1 Player 2 Game value

Swerve Drive
straight

Swerve Drive
straight

Player 1 Player 2

1 1 0 0 1 1 3

2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 3/2 3/2

3 0 1 1 0 3 1

Table 3.3: Nash equilibria and their corresponding game values in the chicken game.

3.3.3 Stochastic Games

A stochastic game [97] is a multi-stage non-cooperative game played in discrete time where,

at each stage, the game is in one of many states, s ∈ S := {s1,s2, · · ·}. The game begins with a

start state; the players choose actions and receive payoffs that depend on the current state of the

game. The game moves into a new state with a probability that controlled by players’ actions

and the current game state. Stochastic games can be viewed as a generalization of MDP [98] to

a multiplayer setting and an extension of repeated games to multiple states. An illustration of a

stochastic game with four states (s1,s2,s3,s4) is depicted in Figure 3.2, where the (current) state
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of the game determines the (current) payoff for each player (game dynamics). The text above

(or below) the solid line in Figure 3.2 denotes the state transition probability. For example,

when the game is in state s1, the game has a probability of “0.6” to move to state s2 and has a

probability of “0.3” to stay at state s1.

s4s3s2s1

0.3

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.1

0.7

0.2

0.7

State name

State transition probability

Figure 3.2: A stochastic game with four states.

The state transition probabilities and the immediate payoffs depend jointly on all players’

actions. It is to be mentioned that the state transitions can be controlled by a single player

or none of those players, but this thesis considers only the situations where the transitions are

controlled jointly by all players. In a two-player non-zero-sum stochastic game, for each player

(either player 1 or player 2) and each state s ∈ S, there are two m1×m2 matrices G{1,s} and

G{2,s} associated, whose entries are given by g{1,s} (a,b)∈R and g{2,s} (a,b)∈R, respectively.

The payoff entry g{1,s} (a,b) (or g{2,s} (a,b)) is received by player 1 (or player 2) when player

1 chooses his/her action a ∈ AS1 and player 2 chooses his/her action b ∈ AS2. Since there are

many different states in the stochastic game, naturally there should be a transition matrix Q :

S×AS1×AS2× S→ [0,1], which describes the probability q(s′|s,a,b) that the game moves

from a state s ∈ S to another state s′ ∈ S when action a from player 1 and action b from player

2 are chosen. The transition matrix is defined as

Q := {q(s′|s,a,b) ∈ R+|s′,s ∈ S,a ∈ AS1,b ∈ AS2}.

A two-player stochastic game is played as follows. Suppose the game play is currently

in state s ∈ S and player 1 and player 2 play action a and action b, respectively. The players

receive immediate payoffs g{1,s} (a,b) and g{2,s} (a,b) and the game play goes to next state

s′ according to the transition probabilities q(s′|s,a,b). The expected payoffs of players are

accumulated (typically with a discounting factor) through all stages of the game until the game

stops. To make sure the game eventually ends (thus the game is finite), an assumption that the

game in each state s ∈ S has a positive probability to stop is made. This assumption guarantees
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that the probability of infinite play is zero and the expected payoffs of players (with or without

discounting factor) is finite [93].

In a two-player zero-sum game, one player wishes to maximise his/her own expected pay-

offs and the other player tries to minimise such payoffs. Suppose there are totally k (k = |S|)
game states and these game states are independent on each other in the two-player stochas-

tic game, we can define the vector of expected payoff v = (vs1 ,vs2 , · · · ,vsk), where vs is the

expected payoff (to player 1) in the state s (s ∈ S). With the above setting, each state can be

specified as the starting point and the corresponding game element can be replaced by the value

of state s (s ∈ S)

vs = val(Us),

where the shorthand notation val denotes the value (in mixed strategy) of the zero-sum matrix

game Us. The value of a game can be defined in terms of the min-max theorem. Us is a m1×m2

matrix with entries given by

us(a,b) = gs(a,b)+
ns

∑
`=1

q(s`|s,a,b)vs` . (3.6)

Equation (3.6) has two parts: the first one gs (a,b) is called as a short-term payoff and the

second one ∑
ns
`=1 q(s`|s,a,b)vs` is called as a long-term payoff. In Equation (3.6), s` is the state

that can be obtained from state s, vs` is the game value at state s`, and ns is the number of

states that can be obtained from state s. The notion of Nash equilibrium extends naturally to

stochastic games. In a two-player non-zero-sum game, let H1(x1,x2) = ∑
kC
`=1 x1,s` ·G{1,s`} ·x

T
2,s`

and H2(x1,x2) = ∑
kC
`=1 x1,s` ·G2,s` ·xT

2,s` denote functions representing the total expected payoff

of player 1 and player 2, respectively, where the vector x1 =
(

x1,s1 ,x1,s2 , · · · ,x1,s` , · · · ,x1,skC

)
is a vector of mixed strategies for player 1 and the vector x2 =

(
x2,s1 ,x2,s2 , · · · ,x2,s` , · · · ,x2,skC

)
is a vector of mixed strategies for player 2. A pair of strategy (x∗1,s` ,x

∗
2,s`) constitutes a Nash

equilibrium point for state s` (s` ∈ S and ` ∈ {1,2, · · · ,kC}) if and only if

H1(x∗1,x
∗
2)≥H1(x1,x∗2),

H2(x∗1,x
∗
2)≥H2(x∗1,x2),

where the vector x∗1 for player 1 is composed of all mixed strategies from Nash equilibrium

and it is defined as x∗1 =
(

x∗1,s1
,x∗1,s2

, · · · ,x∗1,s` , · · · ,x
∗
1,skC

)
. Similarly, the vector x∗2 for player 2

is x∗2 =
(

x∗2,s1
,x∗2,s2

, · · · ,x∗2,s` , · · · ,x
∗
2,skC

)
.
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3.3.4 Bayesian Games

Bayesian games (also known as games with incomplete information) are a branch of game the-

ory that consider scenarios where decision makers have some uncertainty about the underlying

game state, their types or preferences, etc [99]. In a Bayesian game, it is necessary to specify

the strategy spaces, state spaces, payoff functions, and beliefs about the state for every player.

The probabilistic analysis of Bayes’ inference rule is used to update players’ beliefs during the

game process, and hence, such developed games are called Bayesian games. Bayesian games

relax the assumption that all information of the game is common knowledge among all players

and each player knows complete information of the game.

The idea of Bayesian games is tremendously important in capturing the overwhelming ma-

jority of real-life scenarios where players may have private information about payoffs, their

opponents, and strategies, etc. A player has some beliefs, namely prior distributions, about pa-

rameters (e.g., payoffs, player’s type, current state of the game, etc) which he/she is uncertain.

Those beliefs are mutually relevant, since they affect each other. For example, a player has

beliefs about the beliefs of other players.

A Bayesian Nash Equilibrium (BNE) is a Nash equilibrium of a Bayesian game. For il-

lustrative purposes, consider two persons of different types (in terms of strong or weak) are

fighting with each other. Suppose that the column player has uncertainty about the type (i.e,

strong, weak) of the opponent he/she faces and both players know the game payoffs. Example

payoff matrices for both players with two types of the row player are described as

Fight Not

Fight 1, -2 2,-1

Not -1,2 0, 0

Type=Strong

, and

Fight Not

Fight -2,1 2,-1

Not -1,2 0,0

Type=Weak

.

The row player knows whether he/she is strong (compared to his/her opponent) or not with

a belief ρ . A belief is a probability distribution. For example, the belief ρ can be ρ = (p,1−
p), where the probability p means that the row player believes he/she is strong (compared

to his/her opponent) and the probability 1− p means that the row player believes he/she is

weak (compared to his/her opponent). While the column player does not know such a belief.

Therefore, this sample game plays with asymmetric information among both players. The BNE
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can be found based on the belief value p. Here this thesis gives out one example on finding one

such equilibrium when the row player is always fighting. The probability that the row player is

strong is denoted as p. Such that no matter whether the row player is strong or not, if the column

player chooses to fight, he/she will receive a payoff g2(Fight,Fight) = (−2) · p+ 1 · (1− p);

if he gives up fighting, his/her payoff will be g2(Fight,Not) = (−1) · (p)+ (−1) · (1− p). If

he chooses not to fight whatever the row player is, to maximise his/her own payoff, the payoff

received from action “Not” should be greater than that received from action “Fight”. Therefore,

g2(Fight,Not) > g2(Fight,Fight) should be satisfied. In summary, in this case, if the column

player guesses the probability that his/her opponent is strong is greater than
2
3

, the Bayesian

Nash equilibrium is (Fight, Not) for any type of the row player.

3.4 Quantitative Cyber Threat Assessment Framework

This thesis proposes a stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework to cap-

ture the fundamental characteristics of adversarial interactions between the attacker and the

defender in smart grid communication networks. In these networks, the attacker knows the

type and location of compromised communication nodes, although it may be impossible for

the defender to have full knowledge about compromised nodes and the action spaces of the

attacker. However, the defender knows about the resource characteristics (e.g., current and

planned controls) of the system. In this case, the type of the game changes to an asymmetric

information game. For a multistage attack, the success of the previous step usually provides

occurrence conditions for the next step; and such situations are covered by a stochastic game.

Therefore, a stochastic game-theoretic model with asymmetric information is designed in this

thesis for the quantitative cyber threat assessment framework.

The stochastic game-theoretic model presented in this thesis is intended to be a general and

intuitive framework, which models representative stakeholders, their objectives, and their typi-

cal interactions in smart grid communication networks. The objective of this quantitative cyber

threat assessment framework is to assess attack scenarios at an early stage of multistage attacks

and to capture cascading effects of multistage attacks at every stage. As a consequence, opti-

mal proactive defence countermeasures can be suggested to defeat or mitigate future attacks,

while security incidents, which have the potential to cause safety-related events (e.g., a loss of

human life), can be avoided. This section provides a dictionary of terminologies and character-

istics in the proposed stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework, elaborates
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assumptions that are made in relation to realistic scenarios, and reviews the implementation

steps of the proposed stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework.

3.4.1 Terminologies and Characteristics

• Attacker: A person whose intention is to disrupt the normal functionality of the smart

grid (including both power grids and communication networks). This can be an inside

or an outside attacker. Malware and other tools used to perform attacks are considered

as attack vectors, but not as the attacker him/herself.

• Defender: A system administrator who is responsible for deploying defence counter-

measures (e.g., intrusion prevention/detection systems) to protect hosts in a system.

• Two player: This refers to two decision makers in a game. In this stochastic game-

theoretic threat assessment framework, the two players in the games are the attacker

and the defender. The physical appearance of either player can be diverse, that is, the

defender can be an entire team of people, just as the attacker can be a team of cooper-

ating physical entities. The "players” are, however, considered as the respective team

(irrespective of their physical form).

• Positive stop probability: This refers to the probability that a game will go to end in

any state of a stochastic game is positive.

• Non-zero-sum: If a game has not ended, in each state of the game, the payoffs of the

attacker and the defender do not sum up to zero because of the presumably different

goals of the two players.

• States and stages: In stochastic games the play proceeds by steps from state (or position,

in Shapley’s language [97]) to state. At each stage of a game, the game play is in a given

state.

• Simultaneous game: At each game stage, one player makes his/her decision on which

action to take without any prior knowledge of the other’s decision on actions. In this

context, “simultaneous” does not mean that both players will choose their actions at the

same time; rather, it means that one player does not know what action the other player

will choose when he/she is making his/her action decision. The time point for the attacker
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to take an action can be a certain point or a certain interval in time. This thesis assumes

that both players simultaneously take action only at discrete time instants.

• Asymmetric information: Each player has different information about the system under

threat and the current state of the game. For example, the attacker knows his/her attack

vectors and whether a host in the system is compromised, while the defender does not

have such information.

• Perfect recall: Both the attacker and the defender will never forget anything once ac-

quired. This thesis deals with the case that, at any stage of a stochastic game, both players

remember all past actions chosen by them at all previous game stages.

• Interdependency cascading failures: These kinds of failures result from the interde-

pendent nature of the coupled power grids and communication networks. They are also

called vertical failures in this thesis.

• Node overloading cascading failures: These kinds of failures result from the over-

loading of distribution substations, where the initial node overloading can be caused by

interdependency cascading failures. The load of the overloaded distribution substations

is redistributed to their neighbouring operational distribution substations, which will also

fail, in turn, a failure cascades among the power grid. These failures are also called hor-

izontal failures in this thesis.

3.4.2 Assumptions

The assumptions made by a model have a direct effect on the analysis of threats and can pos-

sibly lead to unreliable assessments if those assumptions are unrealistic. The effect caused by

an unreliable threat assessment includes a false sense of security, inefficient defence counter-

measure deployment or, even worse, cyber security incidents and safety-related events. Hence,

for the sake of accurate threat assessments, objective and fair assumptions need to be made to

keep them as close to a real-world scenario as possible.

In order to facilitate the proposition of a stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment

framework, this thesis first makes the following assumptions about the smart grid. It assumes

there are two types of communication nodes in the smart grid communication network: in-

formation relay nodes and control centres. Information relay nodes are IEDs that send the

monitored data to control centres and transmit commands from control centres to distribution
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substations in power grids. Control centres are powerful computers, besides monitoring power

nodes, which collect information from adjacent IEDs and make electricity controlling deci-

sions. Since this work focuses on medium- to low-voltage power grids, it is assumed that there

are generators (most of them are renewable energy resources) and distribution substations in

the power grid, while only distribution substations can directly provide electricity to commu-

nication nodes (information relay nodes and control centres).

Although there may be scenarios with multiple attackers versus multiple defenders, the

stochastic game described in this thesis is modelled as a two-player game, in which all of the

attackers are treated as one player, as are all of the defenders. In this thesis, without loss of

generality, it is assumed that the action spaces for both players are the same in every game

state. One player (either the attacker or the defender) can observe the actions that have been

taken by the other, which further means that both players have perfect recall. However, as

discussed at the beginning of this section, both players have asymmetric information about the

current state of the system under attack/defence. No player has full knowledge of the current

game state; nevertheless, each player keeps a local private game state about the game play.

Although one player has uncertainty about the local private game state of the other player,

he/she has a probability distribution of the local private state of the other player and can use

his/her observations of the other player’s actions during game play to eventually learn about the

local private state of the other player. The game to capture interactions between the defender

and the attacker is assumed to be finite, since the game will end with a probability of one, where

either the attacker arrived at his/her target or the defender detected the attacker and broke the

attack chain. The finite game assumption holds for realistic scenarios, since every multistage

attack has a few finite steps. It is also assumed that, at each stage, the probability that the game

will end is positive. This is a valid assumption, as will be discussed in Section 4.1. Though

the attacker launches an attack by exploiting vulnerabilities, the game-theoretic model does not

account for the time interval of vulnerability exploitations. More significantly, the cyber threat

assessment for insider attacks is not considered as it is beyond the scope of this thesis.

3.4.3 Quantitative Cyber Threat Assessment Framework Overview

The stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework proposed in this thesis mod-

els interactions between the attacker and the defender from a technological point of view. It also

elaborates detailed ingredients needed to model such interactions. Threat assessment (which

is depicted in Figure 2.1) covers the first few steps of the risk assessment process, which is
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the first process in risk management methodology. The quantitative cyber threat assessment

process, which is included in the stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment frame-

work, is strongly related to the information security risk management process as standardized

in ISO/IEC 27005. The reason for relating the threat assessment process to the ISO/IEC 27005

is to avoid redefining an overall novel set of process steps; instead, this thesis are tailoring

an existing approach to the smart grid communication network. Additionally, the risk assess-

ment process in the ISO/IEC 27005 standard is familiar to the information security community.

The cyber threat assessment framework proposed in this thesis is based on a stochastic game-

theoretic model. Game theory can help with the implementation of the cyber threat assessment

framework, since the latter framework requires the selection and planning of controls and an

effectiveness check on those controls. All of these implementation steps can be supported by

game theory. It has been shown that all the steps of the ISO/IEC 27005 standard can be mapped

to the steps in the game-theoretic model [100]. This thesis focuses on threat assessments for

multistage cyber attacks in smart grid communication networks. Therefore, it has made some

changes to the overall threat assessment process covered in ISO/IEC 27005 standard in order to

reflect the specific challenges of cyber threat assessment for multistage cyber attacks in smart

grid communication networks. Adapted from the work in [100], Table 3.4 presents a mapping

sketch between threat assessment in ISO/IEC 27005 standard and the stochastic game-theoretic

cyber threat assessment process in smart grid communication networks. It should be noted that

this work is not going to elaborate “what” is defined in the overall threat assessment process,

rather, it focuses on describing “how” those main topics in the overall threat assessment pro-

cess are implemented. In the following, this thesis will review the implementation steps of the

stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework:

Step 1: Attack scenario investigation

This step involves a network knowledge library to collect all the possible states of the com-

munication network in smart grids. This information includes the topology and assets (also

called nodes in this thesis) of the targeted smart grid (including the power grid and the com-

munication network), vulnerabilities of nodes (already publicly known, as well as zero-day

vulnerabilities, which are scanned by Nessus, Snort etc) in the smart grid communication net-

work, network connectivities, current and planned controls, and vulnerability dependencies, as

shown in Figure 3.3.
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Network
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Figure 3.3: Network knowledge library for attack scenario investigation.

Step 2: Player identification

This thesis collects all physical existing opponents into a single adversary, who is called the

attacker and acts as player 2 in the game. Correspondingly, all system administrators and

security operators represent the defender, who acts as player 1.

Step 3: Action space determination

To keep matters of presentation simple, the (non-exhaustive) action space AS1 for the defender

is AS1 = {Email-filter configuration, Intrusion detection system (IDS) deployment, Patch}. Email

filters can be configured on the corresponding communication nodes. Email filtering refers

mostly to the automatic processing of incoming emails, but it can also be applied to outgoing

emails as well as that have been received. An IDS can be deployed in a network-based or

node-based manner to help the defender to see whether there has been any activity that could

result in the compromise of the monitored communication nodes. “Patch” denotes the action

of applying a patch to a vulnerability in order to remove the option for the attacker to use an

exploit for that vulnerability. Correspondingly, the (non-exhaustive) action space AS2 for the

attacker is AS2 = {Exploit, Do nothing}. “Exploit” means that the attacker launches an attack
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by exploiting an vulnerability, while “Do nothing” refers to the action whereby the attacker

does not launch a further attack, but conceals him/herself in order to guarantee enough time

to test and validate attack capabilities for his/her next exploits. Besides, the cost of taking any

action is also estimated by the corresponding player.

Step 4: Game state space identification

After actions are taking from both players, the game is played from one state to another. All the

possible states of involved communication nodes in the investigating attack scenario constitute

the game state space S. The state of a node ` in the communication networks contains two parts:

a working state φN(`) and a defence state θN(`) at any stage N of the system. Throughout this

work, N takes values from N, which is the set of natural numbers. The working state φN(`)

for a communication node ` at stage N can be either “normal" or “malfunctioning", meaning

that node ` either has a normal operational state or is malfunctioning at stage N. Meanwhile,

the defence state θN(`) of node ` refers to the defence countermeasures assigned to the node at

stage N. For example, if a communication node is deployed with an IDS at stage N, then θN(`)

is “IDS".

Step 5: State transition probability determination

The probability that the game state will transition from one to another depends not only on the

joint actions of both players, but also on whether the attack action will be successful, meaning

that the attacker has the motivation to launch attacks. Whether an action from the attacker will

succeed relies on his/her capabilities and the available exploitable vulnerabilities of an asset.

Depending on exploitable vulnerabilities, there are cases where there is no transition between

certain states. In the cyber threat assessment framework, both players take their actions simul-

taneously, while state transition probabilities are common information shared between them.

Step 6: Players’ payoff formulation

Every player has a payoff matrix in each state of game play. For a game state s ∈ S, this

work assigns a payoff value g{1,s}(a,b) ∈ R to each action profile (a,b) ∈ AS1 × AS2 for the

defender, and assign a payoff value g{2,s}(a,b) ∈ R to each action profile (a,b) ∈ AS1 × AS2

for the attacker. Multistage cyber attacks in smart grid communication networks can cause

not only cyber damage to the communication network, but also cause disruptive events in the
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power grid. Due to their interdependency, a disruptive event in the power grid can lead to

further failures in the communication network, resulting in a cascading failure. Besides, each

player (either the defender or the attacker) incurs a certain cost to perform an action. Therefore,

players’ payoffs are composed of three parts:

1. The cyber disruption metric Mc = td ·
(

w{i1}P ·m{i1}P +w{i2}P ·m{i2}P + · · ·+w
{inP,∞}
P ·m

{inP,∞}
P

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

uP,∞ failed power nodes
∈ R+, which quantifies the three primary characterizations (identified by ENISA [101])

of the impact of cyber attacks (i.e., disruptive events) on physical power grids. The

three characterizations of scope, magnitude, and time are quantified as uP,∞ (the total

number of failed power nodes from the beginning until the steady state of the cascading

failure propagation process), while m{i`}P ∈ [0,10] (` ∈ {1,2, · · · ,nP,∞} and m{i`}P denote

the disruption magnitude of the node v{i`}P ) and the time duration the disruptive events

td , respectively. The power node weight w{i`}P of node v{i`}P and all other parameters of

the cyber disruption metric Mc are defined in Chapter 5. The units for the quantified

time characterization should be chosen carefully, depending on the application. They are

suitable and compatible with other units.

2. The information metric impact Ib = Conb ·α + Intb · β +Avab · δ ∈ R+ measures the

impact of action b ∈ AS2 from the attacker on the information security of communica-

tion nodes. α , β , and δ are communication nodes’ assets in terms of confidentiality

(C), integrity (I), and availability (A), respectively. Conb, Intb, and Avab are the rela-

tive impairment degrees that the action b has made in the confidentiality, integrity, and

availability of communication nodes.

3. The cost of taking actions. The cost is not necessarily monetary and its units are suitable

for the application. The cost for the attacker or the defender of performing an action is

captured as the lot of implementation costs and /or the management costs of the action.

The type and the number of failed nodes (both failed power nodes and failed communica-

tion nodes) needed in both the cyber disruptive metric Mc and the information impact metric Ib

are captured through a detailed mathematical analysis of the cascading failure propagation in

an interdependent power and communication network. Both interdependency failure and node

overloading failure propagation are taken into account in order to understand the cascading

effects of multistage attacks in smart grids.
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Step 7: Control recommendation

The game model is solved in this step, resulting in a mixed Nash equilibrium point for each

game state. Nonlinear programming (NLP) is studied to formulate the stochastic game of

the attacker and the defender in the smart grid communication network in one-stage and two-

stages games, then extending to M-stage games (M ∈ N). By finding probabilities for each of

the strategies regarding both the attacker and the defender in each state, the optimal strategies

for risk mitigation at each state will be recommended to the defender so as to better manage

the network defence resources.

3.5 Summary

This chapter discussed the possibilities of applying game theory for network cyber security as-

sessment, presented preliminaries of game theory, and reviewed the stochastic game-theoretic

cyber threat assessment framework, as proposed in this thesis. The presented threat assess-

ment process is strongly related to the information security risk management process given in

the ISO/IEC 27005 standard, which is a well-defined approach that is familiar to the infor-

mation security community. Nevertheless, cyber threat assessment is tailored to address the

specific challenges (presented in Section 1.4 of Chapter 1) of performing threat assessments

for multistage cyber attacks in smart grid communication networks. This chapter presented

implementation steps of the stochastic game-based cyber threat assessment, which can serve as

guidance for practitioners to follow when performing risk assessments in their organizations.

This stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework can also be integrated into

existing risk management processes that are already running in smart grids, or more specif-

ically, a set of smart grid use cases. The following chapter will investigate the designing of

the stochastic game-theoretic model, which is the core part of the proposed stochastic game-

theoretic cyber threat assessment framework.
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Chapter 4

Designing a Stochastic
Game-Theoretic Model for Smart
Grid Communication Networks

4.1 Introduction

Network security is a critical concern with regard to cyber-physical systems. For a long time,

security operators have been interested in knowing what an attacker can do to a cyber-physical

system and what can be done to prevent or counteract cyber attacks [86, 102]. It is suggested

that risk assessment must be integral to the overall life cycle of the smart grid systems. A

major aspect of risk assessment is identifying threats and assessing attack scenarios. Attack

scenarios are dynamically changing in smart grid communication networks, for example, be-

cause of existing of legacy and new systems in smart grid communication networks. Many

current threat assessment methods are catalogue-based approaches, which provide checklists,

constraints and scoring spreadsheets to deterministically evaluate a system. Unfortunately,

catalogue-based approaches provide nothing more than general guidelines, best practice or ad-

vice on how to be more secure. If the system administrator alters the system to mitigate risks

of multistage cyber attacks in smart grid communication networks, without the availability of

a catalogue, catalogue-based approaches provide no suggestions as to which changes would be

more secure. Other methods, such as the threat assessment process defined in the HMG IS1

risk assessment standard [26], completely ignores (from a technical point of view) the equip-

ment in place, referring only to the motivation and capabilities of an attacker to derive a threat
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level. Besides, logic- and graph-based approaches are proposed for finding attack paths and

attack scenarios. However, the majority of existing logic- and graph-based approaches (most

of which are reviewed in Chapter 2) do not take into account known and new attacks based on

zero-day vulnerabilities. An extension of anticipation games, which are the most attack graphs

that have evolved available to date, can mitigate zero-day exploits; however, their rules can be

arbitrarily complex.

Multistage cyber attacks, as important threats in smart grid communication networks, make

use of a variety of different exploits, propagation methods, and payloads, resulting in the emer-

gence of many more sophisticated cyber attacks. Current protection mechanisms, which rely

on isolation techniques, such as firewalls, data diodes, and zoning concepts, are not sufficiently

applicable in cyber-physical systems. For more than a decade, game-theoretic approaches have

been recognized as useful tools to handle network attacks [84, 103, 104, 105]. Significant

results from game theory concerning cyber situation awareness and network security risk as-

sessment in conventional ICT systems have been reported [72, 86]. But the application of

game theory for the assessment of threats from multistage cyber attacks and the prediction of

an attacker’s actions in smart grid communication networks are still in their infancy nowadays.

Cyber attacks on smart grid communication networks can cause physical damage to the power

grid; however, the physical impact of cyber attacks on power grid has not been fully analysed.

Many existing stochastic game-theoretic threat assessment methods assume symmetric infor-

mation among the players, which implies that all the players share the same information, i.e.,

the same signal observed and the same knowledge about states/payoffs in a game. However, in

many situations, this assumption is unrealistic. There are many games arising out of communi-

cation networks, electronic commerce systems, and society’s critical infrastructures involving

players with different kinds of information about the game state and action processes over time

[106, 107, 108]. For instance, in cyber-security systems, the attacker knows his/her own skill

set, while the defender knows the current and planned resource characteristics of the system.

In short, the attacker and the defender do not share their available information with each other.

This thesis attempts to design a stochastic game-theoretic model with asymmetric informa-

tion and positive stop probabilities in order to assess the threat of multistage cyber attacks in

smart grid communication networks. The positive stop probability means that the probability

of the game to end at any state is positive. Unlike random failures, attackers have motivations

and capabilities to launch further attacks. Both the attacker and the defender will act in consid-

eration of the consequences of their corresponding actions, with such consequences including
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satisfactions, risk versus effort, and effectiveness. In each state of the game, if launching a

further attack would have limited benefits, and take months of time and huge amount of com-

puters and memory, the attacker will most probably stop his/her attack. Once the defender

observed these phenomena regarding the attacker, he/she will not deploy any corresponding

countermeasures. Therefore, this situation will be accounted for by adding a stop probabil-

ity to the stochastic model; and such a stop probability is positive. This model permits us to

take into account the common knowledge about the system that is available to both the at-

tacker and the defender in terms of security assets (i.e., nodes in the communication network)

and vulnerabilities (including both publicly known and zero-day vulnerabilities, see Section

4.3.1 for a detailed description of vulnerabilities covered in this work). The designed stochas-

tic game-theoretic model extends an existing stochastic game-theoretic model with specific

characteristics of attacker-defender interactions in smart grid communication networks. The

objectives of this attacker-defender stochastic game-theoretic model is to assess attack scenar-

ios at an early stage of the attack, where the defender makes correct optimal proactive defence

decisions. Therefore, a defense system can be prewarned, security resources can be better al-

located to defeat or mitigate future attacks, and security incidents can be avoided. This thesis

considers the worst-case scenario where the attacker has complete knowledge of the architec-

ture/infrastructure of the system and hosts’ vulnerabilities in the system, and the attacker has

full knowledge of the target smart grid defense configurations. In Section 4.2, the game frame-

work is established, with a description of multi-stage attacks. While Section 4.3 presents an

attacker-defender stochastic game-theoretic model to represent the attacker-defender interac-

tions. Section 4.4 analyses the belief-updating mechanisms and the feasible computation of

Nash equilibria. Finally, Section 4.5 summarizes the chapter.

4.2 Description of Multistage Cyber Attacks

As a single act of cyber attacks is often not sufficient for an attacker to reach his/her ultimate

goal, multiple stages from attack preparation and network penetration to the final attacks often

occur (see the attack scenarios described in Chapter 1). ICS-CERT received a total of 245

reported incidents across all sectors in 2014, with multistage APT account representing roughly

55% amongst other cyber attacks against ICS [109]. Different assets in the smart grid can

be targets at various stages of the attack. Nevertheless, communication is always seen as an

enabling factor for every attack [110]. For example, a man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack can
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be performed on protocols used for data communication in smart grids (e.g., IEC61850). With

the lack of authentication facilities, the attacker tricks the communication nodes into believing

they are directly talking to each other. A successful attack allows the attacker to “sniff” network

traffic, alter network packets, drop network packets, or even inject false network packets. For

any successful multistage attack, the common threat of the attacker, who wishes to penetrate

a smart grid, will always the utilization of vulnerabilities in the smart grid communication

infrastructures. Vulnerabilities exist in devices and services (such as routers, switches, and

protocol gateways) supporting the function in the network. Meanwhile, a growth in networks

and communication protocols used throughout ICS networks posing vulnerabilities has been

observed [111]. The possible number of attack steps and the complexity of conducting an

effective and successful attack depend on the criticality of the target and thus its cyber security

protections. For example, a ICS cyber kill chain is composed of two stages and several steps

in each stage [112]. Figure 4.1 shows the general stages involved in a multistage cyber attack

in smart grids, which exploit vulnerabilities in the communication network. Each stage shown

in Figure 4.1 is elaborated in the following, with examples of an attacker planning to pursue

his/her (sub)target.

Reconnaissance Network scan
Weaponization

and enablement
Concealment Penetration

Figure 4.1: General stages involved in a multistage cyber attack.

Reconnaissance: It is the first step in any cyber attack to gather as much information as

possible (including organizational structure, operation system and software versions, operator

personnel, and vulnerable hosts in the network) about the target without engaging with the

target infrastructure. A list of manufacturer default passwords for over 100 ICS products was

released in January 2016 [113]. Many of these products were from big-name vendors (such

as Allen-Bradley, Schneider Electric, and Siemens). Those products could be found in most

utility ICS, while their passwords were left unchanged by utility operators. This step is the

identification of a suitable entry point(s), which is either inside or connected to the targeted

system.
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Network scan: Once an entry point is (or entry points are) identified, the attacker will scan

the network architecture to identify assets and hosts in the network. Besides, an attacker would

perform network mapping and discovery (e.g., network connectivities, open ports, protocols in

use, and exploitable vulnerabilities) in order to determine which tool is (or tools are) needed to

reach a (sub)target. Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) can be used to gather additional

system information [110].

Weaponization and enablement: The weaponization step focuses on the Trojanization of

a genuine application, document or file with malicious code. An attacker can exploit a chosen

attack vector, for example Metasploit 1. Alongside technical means, social engineering tech-

niques such as spear phishing (a technique whereby an attacker uses emails to lure a victim

to open attachment files or links to download malware, or the attacker is provided with unau-

thorized access to a computer, an application or even a network), are often successful (spear

vectors accounted for the most common attack vectors in 2014 and 2015, according to ICS-

CERT [109]; meanwhile, it has been claimed that, in 2016, 91% of cyber attacks started with a

phishing email2). The BlackEnergy attack on Ukrainian power companies was based on spear

phishing. An attacker often establishes multiple additional paths, via network connectivity

exploration, to ensure access in case one of the paths is detected or removed.

Concealment: Once malware is successfully injected and executed, the next step is to be

disguised and remain undetected by defence mechanisms or the targeted system. Concealments

guarantee enough time for an attacker to make use of findings about discovered ICS equipment

to “tailor” an attack capability, and to test and validate the selected attack capabilities before fi-

nal execution in order to get the best results. Many companies lack effective intrusion detection

and/or are unaware of these kinds of activities in their systems. A 2016 SANS survey reported

that 26.6% of respondents were not aware of any infection or infiltration in their control system

networks, while only 27% of respondents indicated that their control system network had been

infected or infiltrated [114].

Penetration: This concerns the actual execution of various attack vectors to penetrate and

disrupt the smart grid. An attacker can launch a MITM attack in the context of smart grid com-

munications. Based on a MITM attack, the attacker can perform eavesdropping, modification,

injection, and DoS. An effective attack on the smart grid can result in the loss of electricity

1http://www.metasploit.com/ (Retrieved: 23/06/2017)
2http://www.darkreading.com/endpoint/91–of-cyberattacks-start-with-a-phishing-email/d/d-id/1327704

(Retrieved: 23/06/2017)
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generation or transmission for a long period, while an extreme consequence could involve the

loss of life.

The above-mentioned multiple stages of an attack are covered by the prerequisite that there

is only one decision maker, the attacker, while all the security countermeasures are assumed

to be either ineffective or not deployed at all. Hence, the attacker can successfully perform all

stages and finally obtain his/her target. However, in realistic scenarios of smart grids, security

operators are more and more aware of cyber security in smart grid communication networks,

while corresponding security countermeasures are deployed and operational in specific places.

Therefore, the attacker has the probability to be detected or removed by the defender at every

stage of his/her attack process. The issue between the attacker and the defender is how to

select their attack/defence actions against each other. This naturally goes to a game between

the attacker and the defender.

4.3 Attacker-defender Stochastic Game-theoretic Model

To assess threats of multistage attacks, the strategic interaction of the attacker and the defender

is modelled as a stochastic game (which covers the step occurrence dependency in multistage

attacks). The goal is to design an attacker-defender stochastic game-theoretic model to capture

the characteristics of the interactions of the attacker and the defender in smart gird communi-

cation networks. In such a game, the possible actions of the players are restricted, such that

there exists an equilibrium point in which the attacker has no chance to successfully obtain

his/her ultimate goal. This section introduces node vulnerability, action spaces, state spaces,

and state transition probabilities of the game between the attacker and the defender. This work

designs the attacker-defender stochastic game-theoretic model by a description of an existing

stochastic game model and an extension of this model according to the characteristics of the

interactions of the attacker and the defender.

4.3.1 Node Connectivity and Vulnerability Identification

Understanding the network connectivity and the interaction between nodes in a complex sys-

tem, such as smart grids, is crucial, as node connectivities/interactions are the main enablers

for malware propagation and network-based attacks. A connectivity exists if two nodes engage

in any form of data exchange, either physically or logically. A physical connectivity exists if

there is a physical medium between those two nodes, while a logical connectivity may include
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the file transfer from an external node (e.g., computer) to a node in the corporate network using

a USB flash drive. A general way to identify nodes and their connectivities is the application of

a conditional connectivity graph or the analysis of the smart grid architecture diagram provided

by the utility provider.

Underlying the model presented here is the concept of vulnerability exploitation. Vul-

nerability alone does not introduce any risk, but vulnerability under threats is another story. A

vulnerability is a flaw or weakness in a system’s design, implementation, or operation and man-

agement, which can be exploited to compromise the information security of a node [115, 116].

In this work, vulnerabilities refer to software vulnerabilities, which include publicly known

and zero-day vulnerabilities. For example, a buffer overflow vulnerability with an identifier of

CVE-1999-0018 is one kind of vulnerability covered in this work. Other vulnerabilities caused

by disgruntled employees or natural disasters are not taken into account. Additionally, social

engineering vulnerabilities are not exclusive to this thesis. A vulnerability can be exploited by

an attacker or patched by a defender. Due to the complexity of a communication network (e.g.,

complex mix of legacy systems and new components) in smart grids, it is difficult to guaran-

tee that a node does not contain any vulnerabilities. A node in a communication network in

smart grids may associate with a set of vulnerabilities. The vulnerability data can be collected

by active and/or passive scanners (e.g., Nessus and Snort). If a vulnerability is too difficult

for an attacker to exploit, or the perceived benefit for an attacker is too small, this vulnerabil-

ity is tolerable [117]. Removing all vulnerabilities is usually impractical; on the other hand,

leaving vulnerabilities unattended may cause significant damage to critical security assets in

a networked environment. A vulnerability could be discovered by the attacker, who can ex-

ploit it in order get closer to his/her ultimate target. It could also be discovered by security

researchers (security operators) or the software company itself, who may publicly disclose the

existence of the vulnerability and quickly release a patch. Exploitations can still be developed

for vulnerabilities that have been disclosed or patched. It is also possible that an exploit discov-

ered by the attacker may go undisclosed and unpatched for a significant amount of time. Once

an exploit is developed, a system running the vulnerable software can potentially be compro-

mised by attackers until a patch is created and applied to the system. It is assumed that this

attacker-defender stochastic game-theoretic model does not account for the time interval of any

two vulnerability exploitations. However, whether the vulnerability exploits lead to the node

compromise depends not only on the capabilities of the attacker, but also on the defence coun-

termeasures (e.g., intrusion prevention/detection systems, firewalls) of the system. Multistage
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attacks, taking advantages of interdependency among vulnerabilities, exploit several vulnera-

bilities across multiple hosts in the system before reaching their ultimate target. An example

of multiple vulnerability exploitation across multiple stages/hosts can be a Stuxnet-like attack,

which targets Siemens programmable logic controller (PLC). For the sake of simplicity, this

work only considers a subset of the complex capabilities of Stuxnet-like attacks (targeting a

PLC), as presented in Figure 4.2. In this figure, each node represents a host, with the solid

edges without text in the middle denoting network connection links (a bidirectional communi-

cation link is considered as a pair of incoming and outgoing edges) and the solid edges with

text in the middle being vulnerability exploitations with corresponding vulnerability, associated

with either or both communicating node(s).

Web server
Database

server

Engineering

station
PLC

IIS vulnerability
in Web-

DAV service

SQL injection

Buffer overflow

Invalid access
permission

Weak authentication

Firewall

Figure 4.2: A Stuxnet-like attack exploits multiple vulnerabilities to target at PLC.

4.3.2 Players

An attacker and a defender are the key “players” in the designed stochastic game-theoretic

model. There could be many attackers who are trying to launching attacks and many defenders

in the network to protect the system, but this work abstracts those attackers and defenders as

one attacker and one defender, respectively. The attacker attains his/her ultimate target via

multiple stages. The concept of the defender denotes the security operator (security operator

and system administrator are used interchangeably in this thesis) who has the task of deploying

available defence countermeasures to protect the underlying system, while the attacker attempts

to reach the target or the most critical assets located at the centre of the smart grid. This model

considers that each of the players has some finite resources to perform actions at each stage

of the game. The attacker is considered to be a resource-constrained, determined and rational

player. In this way, the attacker will give up when he/she finds it is out of his/her capability

to launch any further attacks. Furthermore, it is assumed that once an attack is initiated, the
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attacker him/herself will never revert the system to any of the previous state (for example, to

recover the system from a malfunctioning state to a normal operational state). In this work,

the attacker is only able to perform a single action in his/her turn. It is also assumed that the

defender does not know whether or not there is an attacker, as that in real systems. Furthermore,

the attacker is assumed to be always aware of the active defence mechanisms. Moreover,

the defender does not know the objectives and strategies of an attacker. A successful attack

may or may not be observable to the defender. The attacker strategically and dynamically

chooses his/her targets and attack methods in order to achieve his/her goals, while the defender

defines security policies and implements security measures (including email filtering, detection

software, patches to prevent and detect attacks, and repairing the system after disruption). In

this thesis, to keep matters of presentation simple, the (non-exhaustive) action space AS1 for

the defender is assumed to be AS1 = {Email-filter configuration, IDS deployment, Patch} and

the corresponding (non-exhaustive) action space AS2 for the attacker is assumed to be AS2 =

{Exploit, Do nothing}, which will be elaborated in detail in the following paragraphs.

4.3.2.1 Defender’s Actions

A security operator has a (non-exhaustive) selection of security countermeasures to perform on

a day-to-day basis: “Email-filter configuration”, “IDS deployment”, and “Patch”.

Email-filter configuration: Email filtering is the processing of email organisation accord-

ing to specified criteria. This refers mostly to the automatic processing of incoming emails, but

the term can also be applied to outgoing emails, as well as those being received. Email filtering

software takes emails as inputs, while its outputs may include (i) passing the message through

as unchanged for delivery to the user’s mailbox, (ii) redirecting the message for delivery else-

where, or (iii) throwing the message away. Some email filters are even able to edit messages

during processing.

IDS deployment: An IDS, which can be deployed in a network-based or node-based way

in a smart grid communication networks, effectively monitors the application layer data in

the smart grid communication network or even the state of the network. When the system is

undergoing other non-security related tasks, an IDS can help the defender to identify whether

there has been any activity that could result in the compromise of the monitored nodes.

Patch: If vulnerability (e.g., buffer overflow) exists in a piece of software, and a patch

has been developed for that vulnerability, the defender can choose to apply patch. When the

defender chooses to patch the system, the defender removes the option for the attacker to
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use an exploit for that vulnerability. This means that when the attacker attempts to exploit

a vulnerability that is going to be patched, he/she will fail to compromise the node. However,

it should be noted that, if there is another vulnerability that can be exploited on the same node,

patching one will not necessarily stop the attacker from compromising the node. It is assumed

that an attacker can only exploit one vulnerability by taking one action. However, while a

patch is available, there are many devices in the communication network that cannot easily be

patched with security updates. Patch management in smart grids is currently the topic of much

debate and attention [118]. Nevertheless, This thesis assumes “Patch” is one action that the

defender can take to protect his/her system.

4.3.2.2 Attacker’s Actions

The attacker in this model is assumed to have only two different actions. The attacker can do

nothing or he/she can launch an attack by exploiting a vulnerability.

Exploit: Once an exploit has been developed, the attacker use the exploit to advance his/her

way through the system towards the data (e.g., sensitive or confidential information), which

he/she wishes to steal or sensitive systems (e.g., defense contractors) to which he/she wishes

to gain access. In this model, an attacker can only use one single attack at a time, no matter

whether there are one or multiple exploits available.

Do nothing: The attacker can choose to take no action, which in turn requires no use

of resources by the attacker. This action will typically be taken by the attacker when he/she

does not want to use an exploit, has no remaining usable exploits or is concealing him/herself

to guarantee enough time to test and validate attack capabilities for the next exploits. It is

noteworthy that, by taking this action, the attacker remains active.

However, it is easy to understand why both players will pursue probabilistic strategies (i.e.,

mixed strategies, which will be defined later in Section 4.3.5), as the playing of a strategy with

certainty can facilitate the other player to take advantage of such a choice.

4.3.3 State Space

Based on the actions taken by both players, the system goes from one state to another in a prob-

abilistic manner. All the possible states of involved network nodes constitute the state space. In

general, the state of the network contains various kinds of features, such as hardware and soft-

ware configurations, network connectivities, and user privilege levels. The more features of the
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network status we model, the more accurately we present the network and, at the same time,

the more complex and difficult the analysis becomes. This thesis views the communication

network in smart grids as a graph (see an example network in Figure 4.3). A node in the graph

is a physical entity, such as a server or a computer. An edge (reflecting network connectivity)

in the graph represents a direct information flow path (by considering a bidirectional commu-

nication path as a pair of information incoming and outgoing edges). An attacker can exploit

the vulnerability on a node by taking advantage of the presence of a vulnerability, network

connections, and an attacker’s level of privilege on that node. Hence, for the `th node in the

communication network, there is a working state φN(`) and a defence state θN(`) at any stage

N ∈ N of the system. This work assumes “normal” and “malfunctioning” are two working

states, meaning that the node has a normal functional state and is malfunctioning, respectively.

The defence state θN(`) is the defence countermeasure assigned to the node (e.g., θN(`) can be

“Intrusion detection with effective access policies”).

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

Node 4

Node 5

Node 6

Figure 4.3: A sample network graph with information flow paths.

Therefore, the system state sN at stage N is

sN =

{(
φN(1),θN(1)

)
, · · · ,

(
φN(`),θN(`)

)
, · · · ,

(
φN(nC),θN(nC)

)}
,

where nC is the total number of nodes in the involved communication network. Taking the

six nodes network in Figure 4.3 for instance, at the initial stage, all the nodes are assumed to

be normal functional nodes and all nodes are deployed with an IDS. And at the second stage,

the attacker uses external sources to remotely exploit a vulnerability and compromises node 1,

while the deployed IDS is not effective enough to detect such an attack. Other nodes remain
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normal functioning nodes, while the IDS deployed previously is not changed. Therefore, the

state space S is S = {s1,s2}, where s1 = {(normal, IDS),(normal, IDS),(normal, IDS),(normal,

IDS),(normal, IDS),(normal, IDS) } and s2 = {(malfunctioning, IDS),(normal, IDS),(normal,

IDS),(normal, IDS),(normal, IDS),(normal, IDS)}. It is not difficult to observe that the system

state is determined by the previous state, vulnerability exploitation, and the current actions of

both the attacker and the defender.

4.3.4 State Transition Probabilities

A multistage attack, by exploiting vulnerabilities, makes the network system transition from

one state to another. However, such a transition also depends on the active defence mecha-

nisms. For example, during the concealment step of a general multistage cyber attack (see

Figure 4.1), if IDSs are properly deployed, the attacker will be detected and the attack chain

will be “broken”. Therefore, the probability that the state will transition from one to another de-

pends on the joint actions of both players. Unlike accidental failures, an attacker will consider

the consequences of his/her actions and compare the reward versus the cost of each elementary

attack action [119]. Therefore, the transition probabilities from one state to another depend

not only on the decisions by both players to take action, but also the success probability of an

attacker going through with his/her action. The probability of success for the attacker at state s

is denoted as psuc(ys,b) (this work assumes the second player to be the attacker and ys,b (which

will be defined later in Equation (4.4)) to be the probability that his/her b action is taken at

state s ∈ S). Obviously, whether an action by an attacker succeeds depends on the available

exploitable vulnerabilities of an asset. For example, attacking an asset with no exploitable vul-

nerability has zero probability of success. In the attacker-defender stochastic game-theoretic

model, success probabilities of an attacker’s actions are assigned, based on the intuition and

experience (e.g., case studies, common vulnerability scoring system (CVSS), knowledge engi-

neering). Principally, the action of the defender also involves a success probability (e.g., IDSs

have detection rates); to simplify the underlying problem, however, such a success probability

of the defender with his/her actions is always assumed to be one.

The probability for player 1 (player 1 is the defender) to take action a ∈ AS1 at state s is

denotes as xs,a (which will be defined later in Equation (4.3)), while the probability for player 2

(player 2 is the attacker) to take action b∈ AS2 at state s is denoted as ys,b. Both players take ac-

tions simultaneously, meaning that both players take action independently of one another. Thus,
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when actions a ∈ AS1 and b ∈ AS2 are taken from both players, the state transition probability

from game state s ∈ S to state s′ ∈ S can be calculated as

q(s′|s,a,b) = xs,ays,b psuc(ys,b).

For example, if the probability for player 1 to take action“IDS deployment” is 0.5, the

probability for player 2 to take action “Exploit” is 0.4, and the probability that the attacker

will successful obtain his/her (sub)goal is 0.2, the game will move from state “normal” to state

“malfunctioning” with a state transition probability of

q(malfunctioning|normal, IDS deployment,Exploit) = 0.5 ·0.4 ·0.2 = 0.04.

Depending on the exploitable vulnerabilities, it may be that there is no transition between

certain game states. For example, it may not be possible for the network to transition from

a normal functioning state to a totally failed state without going through any intermediate

states. In this work, infeasible state transitions are assigned with a transition probability of

zero and hence ignored. Both players make their moves simultaneously, with state transition

probabilities being common knowledge to both players.

4.3.5 Game Formalization

In the previous subsections, this thesis sets out the action spaces of players. At each stage of

the game for multistage attacks, the play is in a given state„ with every player choosing an

action from his/her available action space. With a state transition probability (which is jointly

controlled by both players), the current state of the game, and the collection of actions that

the players choose, the game will go to another state with an immediate payoff received by

each player. Each player has his/her own costs of executing actions, thus the payoff of the

game cannot only be described by rewards. Although there may be a dependence of rewards

and losses among player’s payoffs, because of players’ own action execution costs, the payoffs

of the attacker and the defender do not sum up to zero. Therefore, the interaction between

the attacker and the defender is non-zero-sum. The game is also played with positive stop

probabilities in each game state, since the game will end when the attacker decides to stop

his/her attacks (completely inactive) and the defender keeps his/her defence countermeasures

unchanged. Besides, this thesis notices that none of the players knows the exact state of the

system, while both players have different kinds of private information about the state and action
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processes over time. Therefore, in order to apply game theory to assess multistage attacks in

smart grid communication networks, the asymmetric information, non-zero-sum, and positive

stop probability characteristics of the interaction between the attacker and the defender should

be taken into account.

The next concern is on the game type that appropriately captures the players’ interactions

in the case of multistage cyber attacks. Both players do not know the exact state of the game,

but maintain a belief about the current state of the game (where a belief is a probability dis-

tribution over the possible states of the game). Taking a two-player non-zero-sum two-stage

game for instance, suppose the game has two states and both players do not know the current

state of the game (either in state s1 or state s2), but they have a belief ρ1 = (ρ1(s1),ρ1(s2)) =

(0.8,0.2) about the current state, that is , there is a 80% likelihood that the current game at

stage 1 is in state s1, while there is a 20% likelihood that the current game at stage 1 is in

state s2. The most relevant existing game model that can partially solve this problem is the

stochastic game with lack of information on one side (SGLIOS) with positive stop probabili-

ties. Thus, this thesis considers SGLIOS with positive stop probabilities as a basic game model

and extends it to include the non-zero-sum and information asymmetry of the interactions of

the attacker and the defender in smart grid communication networks.

This work starts with the definition of SGLIOS with positive stop probabilities described in

[120]. The model of SGLIOS with positive stop probabilities is a two-person zero-sum game

and states are a finite set S = {s1,s2, · · · ,s`, · · · ,skC} ( kC = |S| denotes the number of states).

Associated with each state s` (`∈ {1,2, · · · ,kC}) is a matrix game G{s`} of size m1 ×m2, where

m1 = |AS1| (the number of actions of player 1), m2 = |AS2| (the number of actions of player

2), and G{s`} = {g{s`}(a,b) : AS1×AS2→R|a = 1,2, · · · ,m1;b = 1,2, · · · ,m2;`= 1,2, · · · ,k}.

Additionally, /0 is adjoined to S, where /0 represents the end of the game. In SGLIOS with

positive stop probabilities, at any stage N, there is a probability distribution over states in S.

Player 1 is informed about such a probability distribution at every game stage, but player 2

is never informed about that. There is a probability ρ1 ∈ ∆(S) about the initial state, where

∆(S) is the set of all probability distributions on S. State transition probabilities are denoted

as q(·|s,a,b), which depends on the current state s and actions a and b taken by the defender

and the attacker, respectively. Because of the positive stop probability assumption, the sum

of transition probabilities from state s to all possible next game state s′ is less than one, i.e.,

∑s′∈{S− /0} q(s′|s,a,b) < 1, ∀a ∈ AS1, b ∈ AS2. Both players make their moves simultaneously
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and both of them are informed of their choices (a,b). The game will either end with a prob-

ability of q( /0|s,a,b) > 0 or transition to a new state s′ with a probability of q(s′|s,a,b) > 0.

Although both players remember actions taken by them, player 2 is not informed of the received

immediate payoff g{s}(a,b) (which only player 1 knows) of the game. SGLIOS with positive

stop probabilities is played with perfect recall (i.e., at each stage each player remembers all

past actions chosen by all players and player 1 knows all past states that have occurred). There

is a common knowledge among both players before they move at stage N and such a com-

mon knowledge is a sequence of the form hN =
{
(a1,b1),(a2,b2), · · · ,(aN−1,bN−1)

}
(where

a` ∈ AS1 is the action chosen from player 1 at the ` stage, b` ∈ AS2 is the action chosen from

player 2 at the ` stage, and ` ∈ {1,2, · · · ,N− 1}). The common knowledge hN is also called

history and it represents the choices of actions (i.e., pure strategies) of the two players up to

(and excluding) stage N. SGLIOS with positive stop probabilities restricts its attention to be-

havioural strategies [121].

When the game is in the state of s at stage N, the action chosen by the players can be

deterministic or randomised. A mixed strategy corresponds to a distribution over actions (i.e.,

pure strategies). Let xs (s ∈ S) denote the mixed strategy of player 1 in state s and ys (s ∈ S)

denote the mixed strategy of player 2 at state s. The strategies xs and ys in state s are used to

assign probabilities over the action set AS1 and AS2 with cardinality m1 and m2, respectively.

And the mixed strategies xs and ys are defined as

xs := {(xs,1, · · · ,xs,a, · · · ,xs,m1) ∈ Rm1
+ |

m1

∑
a=1

xs,a = 1,0≤ xs,a ≤ 1}, (4.1)

ys := {(ys,1, · · · ,ys,b, · · · ,ys,m2) ∈ Rm2
+ |

m2

∑
b=1

ys,b = 1,0≤ ys,b ≤ 1}, (4.2)

where

xs,a := P(a|s,hN), (4.3)

ys,b := P(b|s,hN), (4.4)

and xs,a and ys,b represent the probability that action a of player 1 and action b of player

2 will be taken. It is to be noted that actions of players are independently chosen among each

other, since both players are playing simultaneously. Let x = (xs1 ,xs2 , · · · ,xs` , · · · ,xsk) be a

vector of mixed strategies for player 1 and x ∈ Ωm1 (Ωm1 is the set of all probability vectors of
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length m1). Correspondingly, let y = (ys1 ,ys2 , · · · ,ys` , · · · ,ysk) be a vector of mixed strategies

for player 2 and y ∈ Ωm2 (Ωm2 is the set of all probability vectors of length m2). Let E be

a random variable representing the stage the game ends and hN be the common knowledge

among players up to (and excluding) stage N. At each stage N, if player 1 took action a and

player 2 took action b, player 1 receives an immediate payoff g{sN}(a,b), let AN(·) denote the

expected immediate payoff function (with strategies from both players as parameters) at stage

N, provided that the game does not end, for player 1, we have [120]

AN(x,y) := Ex,y
(
ρN(s)G{s}|E > N

)
,

where ρN(s) ∈ ρN is a probability that player 1 believes the current game state is s at stage

N, where ρN is a belief (i.e., a probability distribution) on game states at N stage. This belief

about states will be discussed later. The expectation operator Ex,y
(
· |E > N

)
is used to mean

that player 1 plays strategy x and player 2 plays strategy y, under the condition that the game

does not end at stage N. By defining RN(·) as

RN(x,y) :=AN(x,y) ·P(E > N),

where P(E > N) means that the game does not end at stage N and the stage E where game

ends is longer than N. The total payoff function H(·) (with strategies from both players as

parameters) in SGLIOS with positive stop probabilities is given as

H(x,y) =
∞

∑
N=1

RN(x,y) (4.5)

=
∞

∑
N=1

Ex,y
(
ρN(s)G{s}|E > N

)
·P(E > N).

Equation (4.5) assumes that the game stage can go to infinite (∞). However, because of the

positive stop probability assumption, the game will end after a finite number of stages [97].

Therefore, the game of SGLIOS with positive stop probabilities is a finite game. The fun-

damental tool in SGLIOS with positive stop probabilities is an updating mechanism which

gives at each stage N the belief ρN , the posterior distribution on the state space given the his-

tory hN up to stage N. Player 1 is informed about the belief ρN but player 2 does not. The

updating mechanism for the belief ρN is working in this way: initially both players choose

strategies x and y and give them to chance (chance is a special player, who can be the envi-

ronment of the system) who then at stage 1 chooses s1 according to ρ1. Then the action pair

(a1,b1) is chosen according to (xs1 ,ys1) and an immediate payoff g{s1}(a1,b1) is received by
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player 1. Provided that the game does not end, chance chooses another state s2 according to

ρ2(s2) := P(s2|a1,b1,E > 2) or decides to end the game according to P(E = 2|a1,b1). At stage

N, chance decides the game to go to state sN according to ρN(sN) := P(sN |hN ,E > N) or ends

the game according to P(E = N|E > N− 1,hN). The value ρN(s) represents that the chance

believes that the current game state is s ∈ S. And the belief value ρN(s) (the chance’s belief

about the current game state) is updated with (see [120] and [122] for more details)

ρN(s) :=
∑s′∈S q(s|s′,aN−1,bN−1)xs,aN−1ρN−1

∑s∈S ∑s′∈S q(s|s′,aN−1,bN−1)xs,aN−1ρN−1
. (4.6)

It is proved in [120] that the value of the game of SGLIOS with positive stop probabilities

exists and is a continuous function on the state space; and there exists also a stationary optimal

strategy for the informed player — player 1. The optimal strategy of player 1 depends only on

the updated probability of the current state which he/she independently knows.

Since the interaction between the attacker and the defender in smart grid use cases is non-

zero-sum, it is needed to extend SGLIOS with positive stop probabilities (which is zero-sum)

to non-zero-sum cases. The game matrices should be first identified. Each player (player 1 or

player 2) has his/her own game matrix {G{1,s1},G{1,s2}, · · · ,G{1,s`} , · · · ,G{1,sk}} (for player 1)

or {G{2,s1},G{2,s2}, · · · , G{2,s`} , · · · ,G{2,sk}} (for player 2), which is composed of two parts:

his/her reward/loss as the result of an attack and the cost of carrying out his/her action. Es-

sentially, both two players are with contradictory objectives and they are competing with each

other. The objective of each player is to maximise his/her own total payoff with strategies x

and y

H1(x,y) =
∞

∑
N=1

R1,N(x,y) =
∞

∑
N=1

Ex,y
(
ρN(s)G{1,s}|E > N

)
·P(E > N), (4.7)

H2(x,y) =
∞

∑
N=1

R2,N(x,y) =
∞

∑
N=1

Ex,y
(
ρN(s)G{2,s}|E > N

)
·P(E > N). (4.8)

The reason why both the attacker and the defender share the same belief value ρN(s) will

be given out in Section 4.4.1. Another characteristic of the interaction between the defender

and the attacker is the information asymmetry, where each player has private information about

the state of the network system and the private information among players is asymmetric. The

asymmetry stems from the fact that the attacker has knowledge of a particular vulnerability

which can be exploited; while the defender knows how to use resources to defend against all

possible attacks. In other words, one player either deliberately distorts or does not disclose

all the relevant information to another player, during their interaction phases. Since no player
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completely knows the exact state s of the game, it is assumed that each player (player 1 or player

2) observes a private local state s{1} or s{2} of the game and the state of the game is composed

of both private local states s = {s{1},s{2}}. Each player has to form a belief about the exact

state s up to stage N. It is assumed that each player knows all past states that have occurred,

which means when the game goes to next state, the previous one state will be publicly known

to all players. Provided that the game has not ended, the history hN is common information

available to both players whereas private information is available to only that specific player.

According to [120], players can forget the sequence of previous states. So without loss of

generality, it is assumed that the state of the two-player game at N +1 stage (assuming that the

game does not end at N stage) evolves according to the current state sN and all previous strate-

gies from both players. Similarly, the private local state of each player is evolving according to

the current local state s{1,N} for player 1 or s{2,N} for player 2 and all previous strategies from

both players. It is obviously that, at any stage N, the local state s{1,N} for player 1 is indepen-

dent of the local state s{2,N} for player 2. Therefore, when both players have taken actions a ∈
AS1 and b ∈ AS2, the state transition probability in the case of information asymmetry among

players is defined as

q(sN |sN−1.a,b) := P(sN |sN−1,a,b)

= P(s{1,N}|s{1,N−1},a,b) ·P(s{2,N}|s{2,N−1},a,b). (4.9)

The choice of actions for each player at stage N may depend on all past strategies from both

players and the player’s current local state (the local state is one part of the game state sN = {
s{1,N}, s{2,N} }), which is consistent with Equations (4.3) and (4.4). Given the fact that either

player can observe the current game state sN (sN ∈ S) at stage N and each player observes only

a private local current game state s{1,N} or s{2,N}, the probability for player 1 to choose action

a and the probability for player 2 to choose action b at stage N are defined as

xs{1,N},a := P(a|s{1,N},hN) (4.10)

and

ys{2,N},b := P(b|s{2,N},hN), (4.11)

respectively.

It is to be noted that by knowing the strategy of the other player, one player can make

inference about the other player’s private information s{1,N} (if this player is player 2) or
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s{2,N} (if this player is player 1) from observing their actions. If a player knows the local

private state of the other player, he/she can further predict the action would be taken by the

other player at next stage. Provided that the game continues, state sN is chosen according to

ρN(sN) = P(sN |hN ,E > N), the immediate payoff g{1,sN}(aN ,bN) is received at player 1( cor-

respondingly, g{2,sN}(aN ,bN) is received at player 2), and both two players computes his/her

belief ρN+1(sN+1) on next game state sN+1.

In order to facilitate game analysis of the attacker-defender game, provided that the game

continues (i.e., E > N, the stage E when the game ends is longer than stage N), this thesis

defines a stage game for each stage N as follows.

Definition 1. (Stage game ΓN) An attacker-defender non-zero-sum game with asymmetric

information and positive stop probabilities is a tuple (AS1,AS2, S,Q,ρN ,H1,H2):

– AS1 and AS2 are the action spaces of the strategic player 1 and 2, respectively and m1

= |AS1|, m2 = |AS2|. The action spaces of player 1 and player 2 are assumed to be the same in

all game states.

– S consists of a finite set of states and S = {s1,s2, · · · ,s`, · · · ,skC} (kC is the number of

states in S). Associated with each state s`, there are two payoff matrices G{1,s`} and G{2,s`}
and each payoff matrix is of size m1 × m2. Player 1 knows his/her own payoff matrices{

G{1,s1},G{1,s2}, · · · , G{1,s`}, · · · ,G{1,sk}
}

and player 2 knows his/her own payoff matrices{
G{2,s1},G{2,s2}, · · · , G{2,s`}, · · · ,G{2,sk}

}
. For each payoff matrix G{1,s`} or G{2,s`}, it is de-

fined as G{1,s`} = (g{1,s`}(a,b) ∈ R|a = 1,2, · · · ,m1;b = 1,2, · · · ,m2;`= 1,2, · · · ,k) or G{2,s`}
= (g{2,s`}(a,b) ∈ R|a = 1,2, · · · ,m1;b = 1,2, · · · ,m2;`= 1,2, · · · ,k).

– Q: S×AS1×AS2× S→ [0,1] is a matrix which describes state transition probabilities

and Q = (q(s′|s,a,b)|s′,s ∈ S;a = 1,2, · · · ,m1;b = 1,2, · · · ,m2).

– ρN is a belief which is a probability distribution on game states at stage N.

– H1(·) and H2(·) are player 1’s and player 2’s total payoff functions, respectively. Both

functions take strategies of both players as parameters.

4.4 Game Analysis

This section analyses the previously specified game model and finds Nash equilibria to con-

struct an attack scenario in which the adversary cannot succeed in performing multistage cyber

attacks and arriving at his/her ultimate target. In the previously specified game model, players

have asymmetric information about the current state of the game, therefore, each player has
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to form a belief about the current state of the game. In SGLIOS with positive stop probabili-

ties, player 1 (who can be assumed to be the defender) is informed about the belief value on

the current game state but player 2 (who can be assumed to be the attacker) does not. Under

the assumption that the true state of the game is independent of the action taken by player 2,

the belief value in SGLIOS with positive stop probabilities is not conditional on the strategy

taken by player 2 (see Equation (4.6)). However, this assumption is not applicable in attacker-

defender games where strategies from both player decide the state and the process of the game.

Therefore, new belief system updating mechanisms should be described and belief system up-

dates account for a central technical contribution in this thesis. To assist equilibria computation

of the designed attacker-defender stochastic game-theoretic model, this section first provides

the belief update mechanism and then elaborates an easy-to-follow method for Nash equilibria

computation.

4.4.1 Belief System Updates

It can be seen that the actions taken by both players can be summarised through a belief ρN of

game states. For example, in SGLIOS with positive stop probabilities, under the assumption

that the current state of the game is independent of player 2’s actions, the belief ρN in Equation

(4.6) summarises actions taken by player 1. In the game of asymmetric information, at stage

N, the current game state is unknown to both players; player 1 privately observes a local state

s{1,N} and player 2 privately observes another local state s{2,N}. To consist with [120] and the

recent work on stochastic game with asymmetric information [106, 108], in this work, belief

ρN on the current state sN of the game is defined as ρN(sN) := P(sN |hN ,E > N).

Provided that the game does not end at N stage, which means the condition P(E > N)

equals to one, for any history hN =
{
(a1,b1),(a2,b2), · · · ,(aN−1,bN−1)

}
, it can be observed

that player’s belief about the current game state sN is

ρN(sN) := P(sN |hN)

= P(s{1,N},s{2,N}|hN). (4.12)

Because of the independence of private local states s{1,N} and s{2,N}, Equation (4.12) can be
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further written as

ρN(sN) = P(s{1,N},s{2,N}|hN) (4.13)

= P(s{1,N}|hN) ·P(s{2,N}|hN).

The probability P(s{1,N}|hN) can be viewed as the probability that player 2 believes that

player 1 will be in state s{1,N} based on the history hN of past actions taken from both players.

Player 2 might also derive this probability P(s{1,N}|hN) at N stage based on his/her private

local states (s{2,1},s{2,2}, · · · ,s{2,N−1}). however, since the private local states s{1,N} and s{2,N}

(N ∈ N) are independent, the probability P(s{1,N}|hN ,s{2,1},s{2,2}, · · · ,s{2,N−1}) would be the

same as the probability P(s{1,N}|hN). Therefore, knowledge of (s{2,1},s{2,2}, · · · ,s{2,N−1}) does

not affect the probability P(s{1,N}|hN). For player 2, the probability P(s{2,N}|hN) can be viewed

as the probability that player 2 believes that his private local state at stage N is s{2,N} based on

the history of actions from both players. It is to be noted that player 2 knows his current private

local state s{2,N}. However, this thesis assumes that after taking any action and before arriving

in state s{2,N}, player 2 can also has a probability P(s{2,N}|hN) about his/her private local state

s{2,N}. Based on probabilities that player 1 will in state s{1,N} and he/she him/herself will be in

state s{2,N} at stage N, player 2 can derive the probability ρN(sN) that next game state is sN at

stage N. Similarly, player 1 can also derive the probability that player 2 will be in state s{2,N}

at stage N with probability P(s{2,N}|hN) and the probability that he/she himself/herself will be

in state s{1,N} with probability P(s{1,N}|hN). Therefore, both players can obtain the same belief

value that the game play is in state sN at stage N.

Let’s analyse the probability P(s{1,N}|hN) first and present a conclusion about the belief

value ρN(sN) later in Equation (4.20). The probability P(s{1,N}|hN) that player 2 believes that

player 1 will be in state s{1,N} at stage N can be further written as

P(s{1,N}|hN) = ∑
s{1,N−1}

P(s{1,N}|s{1,N−1},hN) ·P(s{1,N−1}|hN). (4.14)

Now, let’s analyse the probability P(s{1,N}|hN) term by term. Because of the dynamics of the

system (i.e., the current state depends on the previous one state and the action profile taken in

the previous one state), the first term of Equation (4.14) can be written as

P(s{1,N}|s{1,N−1},hN) = P(s{1,N}|s{1,N−1},aN−1,bN−1). (4.15)
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Since all stages before the N stage determine the probability distribution of the private local

state s{1,N} of player 1 only through s{1,N−1}, aN−1 (i.e., player 1’s action taken at N−1 stage,

which is common information to both players), the second term of Equation (4.14) can be

P(s{1,N−1}|hN) = P(s{1,N−1}|hN−1,aN−1).

If there exists any local state s′{1,N−1} ∈ S (the existence will be argued below) at stage

N−1 with P(s′{1,N−1}|hN−1)> 0, xs′{1,N−1},aN−1 > 0, then, for all s{1,N−1} ∈ S, there exists

P(s{1,N−1}|hN−1,aN−1) =
P(s{1,N−1}|hN−1) ·P(aN−1|s{1,N−1},hN−1)

∑s′{1,N−1}
P(s′{1,N−1}|hN−1) ·P(aN−1|s′{1,N−1},hN−1)

(4.16)

=
P(s{1,N−1}|hN−1) · xs{1,N−1},aN−1

∑s′{1,N−1}
P(s′{1,N−1}|hN−1) · xs′{1,N−1},aN−1

,

where xs′{1,N−1},aN−1 is the probability that player 1 will take action aN−1 in state s′{1,N−1}.

See Appendix B for a detailed derivation of Equation (4.16). Substituting Equations (4.15) and

(4.16) into Equation (4.14), we can get

P(s{1,N}|hN) =
P(s{1,N}|s{1,N−1},aN−1,bN−1) ·P(s{1,N−1}|hN−1) · xs{1,N−1},aN−1

∑s′{1,N−1}
P(s′{1,N−1}|hN−1) · xs′{1,N−1},aN−1

. (4.17)

It can be seen from Equation (4.17) that player 2 can make inference about player 1’s

private local state s{1,N} from observing player 1’s actions. The phenomenon is called signaling

in games with asymmetric information [106]. Given that the history hN is observable (i.e.,

the game does not end at N− 1 stage), there always exists a local state s′{1,N−1} ∈ S and the

probability of choose action aN−1 at N−1 stage is greater than zero. Therefore, the probability

P(s{1,N}|hN) defined in Equation (4.17) is continuous and the continuity claim can be found in

[122]. Similarly, the probability P(s{2,N}|hN) that player 2’s belief about his/her own private

local state s{2,N} at N stage can also be derived from the same procedures by replacing the

index “1” with “2”, the action “aN−1” with “bN−1” and the symbol “x” with “y” in Equation

(4.16). Therefore, we have

ρN(sN) =
P(s{1,N}|s{1,N−1},aN−1,bN−1) ·P(s{1,N−1}|hN−1) · xs{1,N−1},aN−1

∑s′{1,N−1}
P(s′{1,N−1}|hN−1) · xs′{1,N−1},aN−1

·

P(s{2,N}|s{2,N−1},aN−1,bN−1) ·P(s{2,N−1}|hN−1) · ys{2,N−1},aN−1

∑s′{2,N−1}
P(s′{2,N−1}|hN−1) · ys′{2,N−1},bN−1

,

(4.18)
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where P(s{1,N}|s{1,N−1},aN−1,bN−1) ·P(s{2,N}|s{2,N−1},aN−1,bN−1) is the state transition

probability P(sN |sN−1,aN−1,bN−1)= q(sN |sN−1,aN−1,bN−1), as defined in Equation (4.9). The

product of P(s{1,N−1}|hN−1) ·P(s{2,N−1}|hN−1) is ρN−1(sN−1) according to the definition of the

belief in Equation (4.12). Therefore, the Equation (4.18) can be further written as

ρN(sN) =
∑sN−1 q(sN |sN−1,aN−1,bN−1) ·ρN−1(sN−1) · xs{1,N−1},aN−1 · ys{1,N−1},bN−1

∑s′N−1
ρN−1(sN−1) · xs′{1,N−1},aN−1 · ys′{2,N−1},bN−1

,

and until now, ρN(sN) is computed by assuming the condition that the game does not end

at N stage is satisfied. Suppose the game will go to state /0 after N−1 stage (i.e., game will end

at N stage, such that N = E), we have

P( /0|hN ,E > N−1) =

=

∑
sN−1

q( /0|sN−1,aN−1,bN−1) ·ρN−1(sN−1) · xs{1,N−1},aN−1 · ys{2,N−1},bN−1

∑
s′N−1

ρN−1(s′N−1) · xs′{1,N−1},aN−1 · ys′{2,N−1},bN−1

, (4.19)

and q( /0|sN−1,aN−1,bN−1) > 0, which describes the likelihood that the game with stop after

N−1 stage is positive. Therefore, similar to that in [120], the belief ρN(sN) :=P(sN |hN ,E >N)

of the current game state for stochastic game with asymmetric information and positive stop

probabilities is conditioned on that the game does not end. Therefore, taking into consideration

that the game will end at N stage, a belief about the game state sN at the N stage can be

computed as

ρN(sN) =
1

1−P( /0|hN ,E > N−1)
·

∑
sN−1

q(sN |sN−1,aN−1,bN−1) ·ρN−1(sN−1) · xs{1,N−1},aN−1 · ys{2,N−1},bN−1

∑
s′N−1

ρN(s′N−1) · xs′{1,N−1},aN−1 · ys′{2,N−1},bN−1

=

∑
sN−1

ρN−1(sN−1) ·q(sN |sN−1,aN−1,bN−1) · xs{1,N−1},aN−1 · ys{2,N−1},bN−1

∑
s′N

∑
sN−1

ρN−1(sN−1) ·q(s′N |sN−1,aN−1,bN−1) · xs{1,N−1},aN−1 · ys{2,N−1},bN−1

. (4.20)

It can be seen that the belief that the player forms about next state sN at N stage depends

in general both state transition probabilities and decisions aN−1 and bN−1 (xs{1,N−1},aN−1 and
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ys{2,N−1},bN−1 are probabilities for taking actions aN−1 and bN−1, respectively). The decisions of

aN−1 and bN−1 depend on players’ private local information at N−1 stage (see Equations (4.10)

and (4.11)). However, since the game is played with perfect recall, when updating the belief

about the game state sN at N stage, such decisions aN−1 and bN−1 are already past actions and

are common information for all players. It can be seen from Equation (4.13) that both players

have the same belief under the assumption that the game does not stop at stage N. For example,

player 1 has a belief about player 2’s state (which is P(s2,N |hN)), and knows his/her private

state s1,N precisely. Also, player 1 knows what player 2 believes, i.e., P(s1,N |hN) is available

to player 1. Since the situation is symmetric (player 2 knows the respective information about

player one), the belief is the same for both players. When the non-stopping assumption is

relaxed, both players can also obtain the same belief. Therefore, in the game setting, due to the

independence of game states and simultaneously moving of both players, both players can share

the same belief value ρN(sN) about the current game state sN at N stage. Provided that the game

continues, state sN is chosen according to ρN(sN) = P(sN |hN ,E > N), the immediate payoff

g{1,sN}(aN ,bN) is received at player 1 and the immediate payoff g{2,sN}(aN ,bN) is received at

player 2. Then, both two players compute their belief ρN+1(sN+1) on next game state sN+1 at

N +1 stage.

4.4.2 Cost and Reward Analysis

Each player has a payoff matrix at each state of the non-zero-sum game. The payoff includes

costs (negative values) and rewards (positive values) associated with the actions of the attacker

and the defender. The attacker’s actions mostly involve rewards (otherwise, the attacker has

no motivation to launch an attack), which are qualified in terms of the amount of damage

he/she does to the network. Different from conventional ICT systems, smart grids are cyber-

physical systems; hence, cyber attacks on smart grids can cause not only cyber damage in the

communication network, but also physical damage to the power grid, i.e., damage beyond the

communication network. Furthermore, due to the interdependency of the power grid and other

critical infrastructures, a disruptive event in the power grid can lead to the disruption of other

critical infrastructures, resulting in a cascading failure. Such rewards, however, are difficult to

quantify.

In the game model, the reward for an attacker’s action is defined as a function of dys-

functional (dysfunctional and malfunctioning are interchangeable in this thesis) nodes resulted

from the cyber attack’s cascading effects on the interdependent power grids and communication
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networks. For example, a DDoS attack happens, it can cause 10 IEDs in the communication

network and one distribution substation in the power grid to become ysfunctional. Suppose that

the impact of this DDoS attack on confidentiality, integrity, and availability of these 10 IEDs

in the communication network is 5, the distribution substation is with a node weight of 0.6, the

disruptive magnitude of this distribution substation is 9, and the time needed for bringing this

disrupted distribution substation back to normal operation is 5. For the attacker, his/her reward

is 5+5 ·(9 ·0.6) = 32. There are certainly costs for players to carry out an action. For example,

the attacker needs to explore attack tools or computers to launch an attack. For a defender, if

he/she needs to deploy an IDS to nodes in the smart grid communication network to defend

against DDoS attack, the company needs to calculate the financial budget for buying an IDS.

Chapter 5 presents a mathematical model to capture the cascading effects caused by a cyber

attack in an interdependent power grid and communication network in smart grids, quantifies

disruption characterisations in power grids, and formalises the payoff matrices for the designed

attacker-defender stochastic game-theoretic model.

4.4.3 Finding Nash Equilibria

When dealing with strategic players with inter-dependent payoffs (for example, the attacker’s

rewards might somehow be losses of the defender), investigating equilibria, mostly notably

Nash equilibria, is a method of predicting their decisions. If we restrict our attention to pure

strategies (i.e., actions), a Nash equilibrium may not exists, this is the reason that this work

considers only behaviour strategies and the probability used by both players to choose among

pure strategies. The attacker-defender game with asymmetric information has finite states and

the action spaces AS1 and AS2 (see Section 4.3.2) are finite. The major differences between this

attacker-defender game and the SGLIOS with positive stop probabilities are that this attacker-

defender game is a non-zero-sum one and the belief system updates in this attacker-defender

game are jointly conditioned on strategies from both players. In the SGLIOS with positive

stop probabilities, the belief is conditioned only on the strategy of the informed player; while

in the attacker-defender game, the belief is conditioned on strategies of both players. If the

probability that taking action bN−1 is zero (where the denominator of Equation (4.20) will also

be zero), the history hN will not be observed, which will not happen under the assumption that

the game does not end at N− 1 stage. It was said that the belief in the SGLIOS with positive

stop probabilities is continuous [122]. The same continuity property extends to the belief in

the proposed attacker-defender game. In the designed attacker-defender game, both players
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are informed about the belief of game states. Hence, each player can be taken as the informed

player in the SGLIOS with positive stop probabilities. It is proved in [120] that the informed

player has a stationary optimal strategy ( the interested reader is referred to [120, 122] for proof

details and this thesis is not going to repeat them here again). However, [120] does not provide

a systematic way to find such optimal strategies.

The designed attacker-defender game is non-zero-sum. It is stated in [96] that every non-

zero-sum stochastic game has at least one (not necessary unique) Nash equilibrium in stationary

strategies and finding these equilibria is non-trivial. The attacker-defender game with uncer-

tainty about current game state for both players makes it extremely challenging. Given the

strategies of both players, players continue to accumulate the immediate payoffs. Once the end

state of the game is reached, the game is over and no more accumulations are possible. Each

player wishes to maximise his/her expected payoff at state sN . This maximisation, in turn,

yields player’s value of the game. Hence, if the value of the game ΓN exists, let the vector

of values for player 1 be v1, where v1 = (v1,s1 ,v1,s2 , · · · ,v1,s` , · · · ,v1,skC
) (v1,s` (` ∈ {1,2, · · · ,

kC }) is player 1’s value of the game in state s1,` and v1,s` ∈ R) and the vector of values for

player 2 be v2, where v2 = (v2,s1 ,v2,s2 , · · · ,v2,s` , · · · ,v2,skC
) (v2,s` (` ∈ {1,2, · · · , kC }) is player

2’s value of the game in state s` and v2,s` ∈ R). The value of each player (either the attacker or

the defender) includes both short-term (i.e., immediate) payoff and long-term payoff (which is

given by the expected value of the sum of state payoffs from the current state) [123]. Taking

the value for player 1 for instance, his/her value can be recursively defined as (that for player 2

can be defined in the same way)

v1,sN (ρN(sN)) := max
xN

min
yN

∑
xN ,yN

(
ρN(sN)G{1,sN}+T1(sN ,v)

)
, (4.21)

where matrix T1(sN ,v) is the matrix [[q(s1|sN ,aN ,bN) · · ·q(s`|sN ,aN ,bN) · · · ]T v]aN∈AS1,bN∈AS2

and {s1, · · · ,s`, · · ·} is the set of states that state sN can move to with the state transition prob-

ability q(s`|sN ,aN ,bN) (aN ∈ AS1 and bN ∈ AS2 are actions that player 1 and player 2 take at

stage N, respectively). The vector v is a value vector (a sub-vector of the game value vector

that is defined above) for player 1 and it depends on the states that the current state sN can tran-

sition to. The matrix T1(sN ,v) represents the long-term payoff (i.e.,future payoff) in a game

matrix form. For example, suppose that in a game, there are two players. One player (the row

player and also the first player) has two actions: “T” and “B” and another player (the column

player and also the second player) has two actions: “L” and “R”. The payoffs and transition
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Figure 4.4: A sample stochastic game with two states.

probabilities are shown in Figure 4.4 (this style of representation in Figure 4.4 is based on that

in [98]). For the first player, his/her value for state s1 can be calculated as

v1,s1 = max
xs1

min
ys1

2 3

1 4

+
1 · v1,s1

1
3 · v1,s1

1 · v1,s1 1 · v1,s1

 ,

where

2 3

1 4

 is the matrix G{1,s1},

1 · v1,s1
1
3 · v1,s1

1 · v1,s1 1 · v1,s1

 is the matrix T(s1,v), and the

vector v in this example is the vector [v1,s1 v1,s1 v1,s1 v1,s1 ].

A pair of strategy sequence (x∗,y∗) forms (Nash) equilibria with strategy pair (x∗sN
,y∗sN

) if

H1(x∗,y∗)≥H1(x,y∗),∀x ∈Ω
m1 ,

H2(x∗,y∗)≥H2(x∗,y),∀y ∈Ω
m2 ,

where ≥ is used to mean at every stage N, the left-hand-side with strategy profile (x∗sN
,y∗sN

) is

greater than the right-hand-side with strategy (xsN ,y∗sN
) or strategy (x∗sN

,ysN ). Therefore, the

pair of strategy profile (x∗sN
, y∗sN

) (N ∈ N) is said to be a Nash equilibrium strategy. At this

equilibrium, there is no incentive for either player to deviate from his/her equilibrium strategy

x∗sN
or y∗sN

at any stage N of the game. In each pair of equilibrium strategies, a strategy for one

player is a best-response to the other player and vice versa. A deviation means that one or both

of them may have a lower expected payoff, i.e., H1(x,y∗) or H2(x∗,y).
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A one-player game with uncertainty about state due to imperfect information is equivalent

to the well-known partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP). Solving those pro-

cesses gives a strategy that describes the optimal action to take for a given belief about the cur-

rent state. POMDPs mainly formulate centralised stochastic control problem with non-strategic

decision makers [108] and there is no much room for strategic interplays. While asymmetric

information leads to an interesting strategic play, allows models to be formulated within the

framework of game theory [124]. The standard POMDP solvers cannot directly applied to solve

Equation (4.21), which does not have a linear structure. [125] transformed the stochastic game

with asymmetric information to another game with symmetric information. Consequently,

a backward induction algorithm is provided to find Markov perfect equilibria (MPE) of the

transformed game, with is equivalent to Nash equilibria of the original game with asymmetric

information. A methodology based on a two-step backward-forward recursion is developed to

find structured Bayesian perfect equilibria (SPBE) for dynamic games with asymmetric infor-

mation [126]. An illustrative example of a two-stage public goods game is given to present the

application of the proposed game model and the computation of SPBE. [127] introduced a sub-

class of perfect Bayesian equilibria (PBE) called common information based perfect Bayesian

equilibria (CIB-PBE) and provided a sequential decomposition (which leads to a backward

induction algorithm) to find such equilibria. [127] illustrated the developed sequential decom-

position with a two-agent multiple access broadcast game. In the game problem of this thesis,

it can be seen from Equation (4.20) that the belief ρN(sN) about next game state sN at stage

N is updated according to strategies from both players. However, the belief ρN(sN) cannot be

updated from Baye’s rule. Therefore, the consistency requirements [71, 92, 128] of PBE is not

satisfied and the Nash equilibria, if exist, are no longer PBE.

The authors of [129] formulated a stochastic game problem as a nonlinear programming

and it is shown in [130] that stationary equilibria in discounted and limiting average finite

state/action space stochastic games are equivalent to global optima of certain non-linear pro-

grams. In order to find Nash equilibria for the designed attacker-defender non-zero-sum game

in smart grid communication networks, based on the formed work [129, 130], this thesis studies

NLP formulation of the attacker-defender non-zero-sum stochastic game with finite number of

strategies and asymmetric information from one-stage and two-stage games, and then extends

the results to M-stage games (M ∈ N). The theorem and proof of a global minimum to be a

(Nash) equilibrium with equilibrium payoff can be found in [130, 131], this work is not go-
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ing to repeat them here again, whereas it provides here an easy-to-follow method to find such

(Nash) equilibria in the designed attacker-defender game.

A. One-Stage Games

A one-stage game Γ1 is a game which ends after the first stage (where the state space S= {s1, /0}
(the state /0 is adjoined to the set of spaces S, but /0 is not a real state of the game)). The state s1

is associated with two payoff matrices : G{1,s1} for player 1 and G{2,s1} for player 2. Such an

one-stage game has values of

v1,s1 = max
xs1

min
ys1

xs1 ·ρ1(s1) ·G{1,s1} ·y
T
s1
, (4.22)

v2,s1 = max
ys1

min
xs1

xs1 ·ρ1(s1) ·G{2,s1} ·y
T
s1
. (4.23)

The equilibrium payoffs v1,s1 and v2,s1 in game Γ1 can be written as the following NLP problem,

which is named as NLP-1:

minimize
(
v1,s1−xs1 ·ρ1(s1) ·G{1,s1} ·y

T
s1

+v2,s1−xs1 ·ρ1(s1) ·G{2,s1} ·y
T
s1

)
,

subject to

(i) ρ1(s1)G{1,s1}y
T
s1
≤ v1,s1JT

m1
,

(ii) ρ1(s1)GT
{2,s1}x

T
s1
≤ v2,s1JT

m2
,

(iii)
m1

∑
a=1

xs1,a = 1 ∀a ∈ AS1,

(iv) xs1,a ≥ 0 ∀a ∈ AS1,

(v)
m2

∑
b=1

xs1,b = 1 ∀b ∈ AS2,

(vi) xs1,b ≥ 0 ∀b ∈ AS2,

where the value ρ1 > 0 is the prior belief of the initial state (i.e., the only one state in the one-

stage game) and is provided by the system. Throughout this thesis, J` is the 1×` (`∈ {m1,m2})
row vector with all 1s. Constraints (i) and (ii) are the value bounds for the attacker-defender

game, which are satisfied for any pair of strategy profile. The mixed strategies xs1 and ys1 are

defined in Equations (4.1) and (4.2), respectively. Constraints (iii) - (vi) are conditions that
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the probability xs1,a to select action a for player 1 in state s1 and the probability ys1,b to select

action b for player 2 in state s1 is greater than zero and the sum of all such probabilities for

each player is one. Any pair of strategy profile satisfies constraints (iii) - (vi). For one-stage

games, the game ends after both players taking their strategies (xs1 ,ys1). In this one-stage

game, each player (either the attacker or the defender) would play with the stationary strategy

that maximises his/her expected immediate payoff at the current game stage. Hence (x∗s1
,y∗s1

)

will be one optimal strategy profile.

There can be mutiple stationary Nash equilibria at each game state and hence there will

be multiple global minima. For example, for a stochastic game with one stage and the payoff

matrix for player 1 (who has three actions: A, B and C) and player 2 (who has two actions: D

and E) is G{1,s1} and G{2,s1} respectively (to be noted that those values in payoff matrices are

artificial numbers for illustration)

G{1,s1} =

D E

A 6 2

B 1 3

C 5 4

,and G{2,s1} =

D E

A 4 3

B 1 5

C 2 2

.

This is a one-stage game. Presuming that each player knows that the probability distribution

ρ1(s1) is 1, and the game value for player 1 (the row player) and player 2 (the column player)

are denoted as v1,s1 and v2,s1 , respectively. Therefore, the NLP-1 formulation of this one-stage

game can be expressed as

minimize

v1,s1−xs1 ·


6 2

1 3

5 4

 ·yT
s1
+ v2,s1−xs1 ·


4 3

1 5

2 2

 ·yT
s1

 ,
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subject to

(i)


6 2

1 3

5 4

yT
s1
≤ v1,s1

[
1 1 1

]T
,

(ii)


4 3

1 5

2 2


T

xT
s1
≤ v2,s1

[
1 1

]T
,

(iii)
3

∑
a=1

xs1,a = 1 ∀a ∈ {A,B,C},

(iv) xs1,a ≥ 0 ∀a ∈ {A,B,C},

(v)
2

∑
b=1

xs1,b = 1 ∀b ∈ {D,E},

(vi) xs1,b ≥ 0 ∀b ∈ {D,E}.

There are three stationary mixed equilibria available for this one-stage game (by solving

a constrained minimisation problem), which are shown in Table 4.1 with their corresponding

values for each player. All Nash equilibria and game values in Table 4.1 are further verified

by the Gambit software tool [95]. Suppose that the first player is the defender of a system

and the second player is the attacker. For the first Nash equilibrium in Table 4.1, to obtain

maximum payoffs (“6” for the defender and “5” for the attacker, as shown in Table 4.1), the

defender is suggested play the pure strategy “A” with a probability of 1 (i.e., play the action

“A” in all game repetitions) and the attacker play the pure strategy “D” with a probability of

1. The same interpretation can be applied to the third Nash equilibrium, i.e., the defender

plays the pure strategy “C” with a probability of 1 and the attacker plays the pure strategy “E”

with a probability of 1 to maximise their payoffs. Regarding the second Nash equilibrium, the

game suggests that the defender play his/her pure strategy “C” with a probability of 1, while it

suggests that the the attacker play his/her pure strategy “D” with a probability of approximately

0.67 and his/her pure strategy “E” with a probability of approximately 0.33. If actions (i.e.,

pure strategies) are continuously and taking daily (24h), the mixed Nash equilibrium strategy(
2
3
,
1
3

)
for the attacker can also be interpreted that the attacker temporarily runs the pure

strategy “D” for approximately 16h and runs the pure strategy “E” for the remainder of the
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day. If the actions “D” and “E” are instantaneous actions (which are taken at discrete time

instants), the mixed Nash equilibrium strategy

(
2
3
,
1
3

)
for the attacker can be interpreted as

the (asymptotic) frequency with which the strategies “D” and “E” are chosen in the game.

After obtaining the mixed Nash equilibrium, the defender and the attacker can subsequently

use it in the following way: when the game begins, both players (the defender and the attacker)

randomly choose actions (i.e., pure strategies) from their corresponding action spaces, a game

payoff from the chosen action pair will be received at each player. When the game is played

again, both players again randomly choose actions from their corresponding action spaces in

this round. It is to be noted that the actions from both players in this round may be different

from that taken in the previous round. A game payoff will again be received at each player.

The actions in each round are chosen randomly, however, the player should be aware of that

the (asymptotic) frequency of chosen actions must be that suggested from the mixed Nash

equilibrium. Therefore, when averaging payoffs in all repetitions of the game, the average

payoff is optimal for each player only if the actions are chosen with their frequencies that are

prescribed by the equilibrium strategy. For example, for the attacker, in any game round, he/she

should always aware of that the (asymptotic) frequencies of choosing actions “D” and “E” in

all game repetitions should be
2
3

and
1
3

, respectively.

# of Nash equilibrium
Player 1 Player 2 Game value

A B C D E Player 1 Player 2

1 1 0 0 1 0 6 4

2 0 0 1 2/3 1/3 14/3 2

3 0 0 1 0 1 4 2

Table 4.1: Nash equilibria and their corresponding game values in the sampled game.

Though there may be many stationary Nash equilibria for one game, the objective of this

work is to find one global minimum and its corresponding one stationary Nash equilibrium.
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B. Two-Stage Games

A two-stage game ends after the second stage and the state space for a two-stage game is

S = {s1,s2, /0} and each state is associated with two payoff matrices: state s1 is associated

with payoff matrices G{1,s1} and G{2,s1}; state s2 is associated with payoff matrices G{1,s2} and

G{2,s2}). The game has a non-negative probability to end at the first stage (from the assumption

of positive stop probabilities). A two-stage game has values of

v1,s2 = max
xs2

min
ys2

xs2 ·ρ2(s2) ·G{1,s2} ·y
T
s2
, (4.24)

v2,s2 = max
ys2

min
xs2

xs2 ·ρ2(s2) ·G{2,s2} ·y
T
s2
, (4.25)

v1,s1 = max
xs1

min
ys1

xs1 ·
(
ρ1(s1)G{1,s1}+T1(s1,v)

)
·yT

s1
,

v2,s1 = max
ys1

min
xs1

xs1 ·
(
ρ1(s1)G{2,s1}+T2(s1,v)

)
·yT

s1
,

where matrices T1(s1,v) and T2(s1,v) denote the long term payoff that can be achieved in state

s1 for player 1 and player 2, respectively. Those matrices T1(s1,v) and T2(s1,v) have the same

meaning as the matrix T1(sN ,v) introduced in Equation (4.21). Therefore, the equilibrium

solution (x∗,y∗) for a two-stage game is (x∗,y∗) = (x∗s1
,y∗s1

,x∗s2
,y∗s2

). And the equilibrium so-

lution (x∗,y∗) can be obtained by the following nonlinear program problem, which is denoted

as NLP-2:

minimize
(
v1,s2−xs2 ·ρ2(s2) ·G{1,s2} ·y

T
s2
+ v2,s2−xs2 ·ρ2(s2) ·G{2,s2} ·y

T
s2
+ v1,s1

−xs1 ·
(
ρ1(s1)G{1,s1}+T1(s1,v)

)
·yT

s1
+ v2,s1−xs1 ·

(
ρ1(s1)G{2,s1}+T2(s1,v)

)
·yT

s1

)
,

subject to

(i) ρ2(s2)G1,s2yT
s2
≤ v1,s2JT

m1
,

(ii) ρ2(s2)GT
2,s2

xT
s2
≤ v2,s2JT

m2
,

(iii) ρ1(s1)G1,s1yT
s1
+T1(s1,v)yT

s1
≤ v1,s1JT

m1
,

(iv) ρ1(s1)GT
2,s1

xT
s1
+T2(s1,v)T xT

s1
≤ v2,s1JT

m2
,

(v)
m1

∑
a=1

xsN ,a = 1 ∀a ∈ AS1,N ∈ {1,2},
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(vi) xsN ,a ≥ 0 ∀a ∈ AS1,N ∈ {1,2},

(vii)
m2

∑
b=1

ysN ,b = 1 ∀b ∈ AS2,N ∈ {1,2},

(viii) ysN ,b ≥ 0 ∀b ∈ AS2,N ∈ {1,2},

(ix) ρ2(s2) = P(s2|h2,E > 2),

where (ix) is a prior belief constraint and other constraints are similar to those described in

the one-stage game. According to Equation (4.20), the beliefs on the current state sN depends

on the belief value of the previous one state and the action profile in the previous one stage.

Such dependencies make NLP-2 complex. The objective of a player is to maximise his/her

total expected payoff (see Equation (4.7)). If a player knew how to play optimally from the next

stage on, then, at the current stage, he/she would play with such strategies to not only maximise

the expected immediate payoff at the current stage but also maximise the expected payoff

possibly incurred in future stages. In the two-stage game Γ2, the belief values for both states

are correlated. The game ends after the second stage, however, the value of the second state

depends on the belief value from the first state (see Equations (4.24) and (4.25)). Moreover,

the value of the first state depends partially on that of the second state as a long-term payoff.

Additionally, the state transition probability (see Section 4.3.4) depends on the action profile

of the current game stage. Therefore, each player (either the attacker or the player) is not only

concerned with the immediate outcome of his/her action but also the future consequences of

his/her strategies for the current game state. NLP-2 finds global minima by embodying all the

information (including belief values and state transition probabilities) through its computation.

C. M-Stage Games

The two-stage games can be extended to M-stage games where the game ends after the M

stage (i.e., E > M and M > 2). The payoff of the both players at stage M (M ∈ N) can be

written as that shown in Equation (4.21). Analogously, the equilibrium solution (x∗,y∗) =

(xs1 ,ys1 ,xs2 ,ys2 , · · · ,xsN ,ysN , · · · ,xsM ,ysM) for M-stages games can be obtained by solving the
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following nonlinear program problem, which is denoted as NLP-M:

minimize
M−1

∑
N=1

(
v1,sM −xsM ·ρM(sM) ·G1,sM ·yT

sM
+ v2,sM −xsM ·ρM(sM) ·G2,sM ·yT

sM

+v1,sN −xsN · (ρN(sN)G1,sN +T1(sN ,v)) ·yT
sN
+ v2,sN−

xsN · (ρN(sN)G2,sN +T2(sN ,v)) ·yT
sN

)
,

subject to

(i) ρM(sM)G1,sM yT
sM
≤ v1,sM JT

m1
,

(ii) ρM(sM)GT
2,sM

xT
sM
≤ v2,sM JT

m2
,

(iii) ρN(sN)G1,sN yT
sN
+T1(sN ,v)yT

sN
≤ v1,sN JT

m1
,∀N ∈ {1,2, · · · ,M−1},

(iv) ρN(sN)GT
2,sN

xT
sN
+T2(sN ,v)T xT

sN
≤ v2,sN JT

m2
,∀N ∈ {1,2, · · · ,M−1},

(v)
m1

∑
a=1

xsN ,a = 1 ∀a ∈ AS1,N ∈ {1,2, · · · ,M},

(vi) xxN ,a ≥ 0 ∀a ∈ AS1,N ∈ {1,2, · · · ,M},

(vii)
m2

∑
b=1

ysN ,b = 1 ∀b ∈ AS2,N ∈ {1,2, · · · ,M},

(viii) ysN ,b ≥ 0 ∀b ∈ AS2,N ∈ {1,2, · · · ,M},

(ix) ρN(sN) = P(sN |hN ,E > M),N ∈ {1,2, · · · ,M}.

Because of the recursion definition of belief values of constraint (ix) and the recursive

optimization involved in the long-term payoff (i.e., T1(sN ,v) or T2(sN ,v)) of constraints (iii)

and (iv), it is non-trivial to find global minima. Chapter 6 will give out an instantiation of game

equilibrium finding with a standard nonlinear program solver.

4.5 Summary

This chapter investigated the designing of a stochastic game-theoretic model to assess the threat

of multistage cyber attacks in smart grid communication networks. Firstly, the general stages

of a multistage cyber attack on smart grids was described. Those stages were generalized in

terms of reconnaissance, network scan, weaponization and enablement, concealment, and pen-

etration. In order to assess threats of multistage cyber attacks, an attacker-defender stochastic

game-theoretic model was designed according to the characteristics of the interactions between
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the attacker and the defender in smart grid communication networks. The ingredients of the

designed stochastic game-theoretic model was elaborated in detail in this chapter. Due to the

information asymmetry of the interactions between the attacker and the defender in the stochas-

tic game-theoretic model, either of both players knows the exact current game state. Therefore,

this chapter proposed a belief-updating mechanism for both players to form a common be-

lief about the current state of the game. This chapter briefly analysed the cost and reward

of players’ actions to formulate payoff matrices for the designed attacker-defender stochastic

game-theoretic model. It further discussed the computation of Nash equilibria for the designed

attacker-defender stochastic game-theoretic model. In the next chapter, a cost and reward anal-

ysis beyond smart grid communication networks will be discussed in detail with a view to

formulating players’ payoffs for the designed stochastic game-theoretic model.
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Chapter 5

Cost and Reward Analysis Beyond
Smart Grid Communication Networks

5.1 Introduction

The most critical component in a game-theoretic analysis is to formulate a payoff (or a util-

ity) of the players in ways that mimic the desirability of an outcome for players. Payoffs can

be a combination of costs (e.g., how many resources an attacker needs) and rewards (e.g., the

amount of damage an attacker does to the system) associated with the actions of the attacker

and the defender. The designed attacker-defender stochastic game-theoretic model is restricted

to the scope of an attack event and the consequences of certain actions on information security

(i.e., confidentiality, integrity, and availability), physical damage, and the cost of launching

each action. This thesis considers those consequences as important factors in payoff formula-

tion. The behaviour of the game must follow intuitive observations about the players and their

consequences on the whole system. As discussed in Chapter 1, a cyber attack on the com-

munication network in smart grids can cause physical damage to power nodes in smart grids,

owning to the interdependency of the communication network and the power grid. Therefore,

the reward for an attacker’s action is mostly defined as the amount of service disruption when

the system is brought from one state to another. Moreover, a failed power node can also cause

the dysfunctionality of dependent nodes in the communication network. This may happen re-

peatedly and lead to a cascade of failures. Smart grids are highly heterogeneous, with failure

in one facility leading to damage or failure in another nearby facility. It has been shown that

interdependent networks are more vulnerable to failures than individual networks in isolation
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[39, 132, 133], while cascading failures are rarely triggered by random breakdowns [35, 134].

The strategical removal of one single node with a relatively small capacity parameter can affect

more than 60% of the nodes in the network [134]. In fact, the removal of one single node of

a communication network in the smart grid can cause local dysfunctionality and potentially

lead to the complete malfunction of a power network [132], [134], [135]. In addition, hu-

man factors may also contribute to cascading events, for instance, inadequate behaviours from

operators and a lack of untimeliness in power unit maintenance.

Failures propagating in one single network (either a communication network or a power

network) are regarded as horizontal failures, whereas failures from a communication network

to a power network, or vice versa, are regarded as vertical failures. Recent critical infrastructure

readiness surveys have confirmed that cyber attacks can result in physical damage to critical

infrastructures [136]. To prevent physical components from damage caused by cyber secu-

rity events, protection systems are typically deployed in the electrical grid. These protection

components are used to disconnect affected parts (e.g., lines, cables) in order to minimize the

impact on the rest of the system. However, the protection system itself is not “failure proof”.

In fact, as pointed out in [137] , protection system malfunction has played a significant role

in some of the largest blackout events, such as the very recent blackout in Ukraine 1. Se-

vere consequences of disruptions, such as loss of supply to a district or part of the city, are

most likely caused by a combination of failure events [133, 138]. This chapter focuses on both

vertical failure (i.e., interdependency failure) and horizontal failure (e.g., node overloading fail-

ure) propagation on functional interdependent communication networks and power networks in

smart grids. This work studies the load redistribution rule among nodes in the power grid and

analyses the robustness of interdependent networks, which are composed of directed networks.

Specifically, it quantifies the rewards and costs of players by characterizing service disruption,

as well as quantifying the impact of players’ actions on information security, where all service

disruptions and impacts on security information are resulted from cascading effects of targeted

dysfunctional nodes in communication systems on interdependent power and communication

systems.

To understand cascading effects in interdependent infrastructures, modelling and simula-

tion approaches have been largely proposed in the literature [139]. The reason for this may

be the lack of publicly available data on cyber security incidents. Complex networks [140]

have been applied to model different types of networks, such as social networks, biological

1https://ics.sans.org/media/E-ISAC_SANS_Ukraine_DUC_5.pdf (Retrieved:20/06/2017)
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processes, the spread of diseases, the Internet, power grids, and citation networks [140]. In-

terdependent networks are complex networks that consist of two or more networks, which are

interconnected and mutually dependent. Interdependency cascading failures have been copi-

ously studied recently [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 43, 141]. Previous studies on two interdependent

coupled networks are restricted by the condition that each node in one network domain de-

pends on one, and only one node in the other network domain, and vice versa [35, 36, 132].

However, in the real world, this assumption may not be valid. In the scenario of coupled power

grids and communication networks, one power station provides power to more than one com-

munication station, and one communication station controls more than one power station. As

long as a communication station can obtain power from any power station, it can still func-

tion properly. One communication station is sufficient to make one power station functional.

However, without any power, the communication station will fail; and, without control, the

power station will also be dysfunctional. The work of [37] considered smart grids as interde-

pendent complex networks. In the smart grid model of [37], each communication node has

only one support link from the power grid, while each power station has multiple support links

to provide power to communication nodes. The cause of cascading is the random attack or

system failures in one network. [43] studied multiple support-dependent relations between two

coupled networks under random attacks. Targeted attacks on interdependent networks have

been studied in [35, 142]. A node with a higher link degree has a higher probability to be

attacked and fail. In a power grid, when one node fails, its load will shift to nearby nodes,

which may become overloaded and fail, leading to another kind of cascading failures, known

as load overloading cascading failures or load propagation cascading failures [134, 143]. Such

a phenomenon cannot be described simply by a pure topological model. [38] studied both load

propagation cascading failures and interdependent cascading failures in a percolation-based

mathematical model. In [38], both the power grid and the communication network were mod-

elled as undirected networks, while the load of failed power nodes was uniformly distributed to

the neighbouring power nodes. However, in real life, due to the heterogeneity of power grids,

the load of failed nodes (if any) will hardly be redistributed at uniform randomness. To take

this diversity (i.e., non-uniformity of load redistribution) into account, in the work, the load of

failed nodes was non-uniformly redistributed to its direct neighbours, according to the weight

of neighbouring power nodes. In turn, both the power grid and the communication network

were modelled as fully directed networks, where nodes are heterogeneous.
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This thesis presents a detailed percolation-like mathematical method for analysing cascad-

ing failure propagation in an interdependent power and communication network in order to

measure its robustness against disruption. The ultimate goal of this chapter is to formulate the

payoff (i.e., a cost-reward analysis) of both players (the attacker and the defender) in smart

grids. One of the most important rewards for the attacker is his/her disruptive effects on power

grids. This chapter mathematically quantifies the characterizations of disruptive effects from

cyber attacks on a power grid using a cascading failure propagation model (including both hor-

izontal and vertical cascading failures). In contrast to what has been presented on the existing

literature, the initial failure is initiated by targeted attacks, resulting from actions of both the

defender and the attacker. This thesis formulates players’ payoffs in the form of objective util-

ity functions, which describe the nature of the players, where the effect of a cyber attack on the

physical power grid is regarded as a significant component.

5.2 Theoretical Model of Interdependent Power and Communica-
tion Networks

As described above, a smart grid is composed of a communication network GC and a power

network GP. This work assumes all power generators (power plants or renewable energy gen-

erators), substations, IEDs, control centres, etc, to be nodes, especially communication nodes

and power nodes. A graph representation G = (Z,L) of the interdependent power and commu-

nication network structure is shown in Figure 5.1, where Z is the set of nodes and L is a set

of links (links and edges are used interchangeably in this thesis). It is to be noted that links

in Figure 5.1 are bidirectional. The interdependent networks consist of a communication net-

work GC = (ZC,LC) and a power network GP = (ZP,LP), where nP = |ZP| and nC = |ZC| are

the number of nodes in the power and communication networks, respectively, and ξP = |LP|
and ξC = |LC| are the number of links (including both incoming and outgoing links) inside the

power and communication networks, respectively.

There are two different types of nodes in the communication network GC: information

relay nodes and control centres. Control centres are responsible for monitoring and operating

power nodes in the power network GP, while information relay nodes are responsible for data

communications and monitoring power nodes. This work models the power grid at the medium

and low voltage network, and therefore, the nodes in GP include generators (most of them are
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renewable energy resources) and distribution substations. This work assumes that there are

totally nd distribution substations in the power network GP.

Communication Network

Power Network

Figure 5.1: An example of interdependent power and communication networks.

In this work, both power and communication networks are modelled as directed network

graph, where the direction stands for the direction of information flow or the direction of energy

flow [144]. In a network G` (G` ∈ {GN ,GP}), nodes are connected with directed links using a

degree distribution p`( j,k) (i.e., an arbitrary node in network G` has j incoming and k outgoing

edges). This thesis refers to the links connecting nodes within the same network as intra-links

(e.g., those solid lines in either the communication network or the power network in Figure

5.1) and those connecting nodes from two different networks as inter-links (also called support

links [43], such as the dashed lines in Figure 5.1). The inter-links between communication

network GC and power network GP are directed edges from one network to the other. In such

case, G has a combined number of nodes ZC ∪· ZP, a combined number of intra-links LC ∪· LP

and a set of inter-links LCP∪· LPC that connects GC and GP. Therefore, the total set of nodes in

the interdependent network G is Z = ZC∪· ZP and the total set of links L = LC∪· LP∪· LCP∪· LPC.

In a single isolated network, the giant cluster is used as an important metric to measure

interdependent networks after cascading failures occur. In this thesis, the term “component”

is used to refer to connected groups of nodes on the original network before any nodes have
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failed and “cluster” refers to those after removing failed nodes. The avalanche size of cascade

is measured by the relative size of the giant cluster. If there is a giant cluster, the members

of that giant cluster, who are a finite fraction of all nodes in the network, are connected and

functional, although the remaining nodes of the network are dysfunctional. A set of functional

nodes VC in a network GC forms a giant cluster if (i) each pair of nodes in VC is connected by a

path (either forward or backward) leads to nodes in VC of network GC and (ii) each node has at

least one support node in network GP. Similarly, a set of functional node VP in a network GP

forms a giant cluster if (i) each pair of nodes in VP is connected by a path (either forward or

backward) leads to nodes in VP of network GP and (ii) each node has at least one support node

in network GC.

This thesis is interested in the fraction of power nodes that can be removed at the end, i.e.,

the number of dysfunctional power nodes. However, since a node in a network has only two

states: functional and dysfunctional. Therefore, instead of directly calculating the number of

dysfunctional nodes, this thesis investigates the fraction of nodes that can survive at the end.

There are studies that indicate a communication node can start to run on uninterruptible power

supply (UPS) backup systems, instead of becoming dysfunctional immediately after losing its

power supply from the grid system [36]. However, if the UPS runs out before the grid has

recovered, the communication node will also fail. Therefore, this thesis considers the worst

case such that the time when a node will fail does not make any difference. This work takes

discrete time steps to describe the evolution of the system. In this thesis, a node is assumed to

be functional only if it satisfies the following conditions [38, 132, 145]:

(i) it has at least one inter link with a node that functions,

(ii) and it belongs to the giant cluster of its own network, and meanwhile, it is not over-

loaded (if it is a power node).

Thus, the presence of a giant cluster is an indicator of a network that is at least partly

performing its intended function, while the size of the giant cluster tells us the catastrophic

consequences of cascading failures.

5.2.1 Intra Links in Individual Networks

This thesis assumes that the communication network GC is part of the Internet backbone, ex-

tended with some wireless links. Internet have been extensively studied from complex network

perspective. A significant part of networks in real life includes Erdős-Rényi networks, scale-

free networks, and small-world networks [140]. A large number of research data shows that
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the Internet is a scale-free network [140] and its nodes are autonomous systems. Node degree

distribution follows a power law, which is denoted as P(`) ∝ `−γC , where P(`) is the probability

that a node has ` links and γC is the power law coefficient. This work assumes the communica-

tion network is a subclass of scale-free networks [35, 146] whose node degree strictly follows

the power law degree distribution. Edges connecting nodes in power grid (including power

generators and substations) are mediate and low voltage distribution lines. The power grid can

be studied and modelled as a scale-free network without losing generality [147, 148] and node

degree distribution follows the relation: P(`) ∝ `−γP , where γP is the power law coefficient of

the specific network considered.

5.2.2 Description of Interdependence Relations

In order to quantify the service disruption facilitated by the interdependent relations of a smart

grid, we need to understand the interdependence relation between nodes in both interdepen-

dent power and communication networks. In this thesis, control-dependency links, energy-

dependency links, and info-access links form the inter links. Control-dependency links are

assigned from control centres in the communication network to power nodes in the power net-

work. This work assumes “`-to-m” interdependence for control-dependency link assignment:

each power node in GP is supported by ` control centres and each control centre of the com-

munication network GC supports m power nodes. In this thesis, a node in the communication

network GC has one energy-dependency link with nodes in GP from which it receives elec-

tricity. Similar to the work in [149], only distribution nodes can provide electric supply to

the communication nodes (including both control centres and relay nodes). According to the

load capacity, there is a limit number of communication nodes that a distribution node can

support [38]. Thus, in this model, the number of communication nodes that each power node

supports is maximum two. Although a power node is controlled by a control centre, this con-

trol is only possible if the power node can access the communication network and can receive

information-exchange from a relay node. For this reason, this model assigns one information

access link for one power node in GP to access a relay node in GC. It is assumed that a relay

node can always reach at least one control centre (either wired or wireless). This work assumes

interdependencies using geographic criteria. In particular, power nodes provide electricity to

the nearest communication nodes, while relay nodes exchange information with their nearest

power nodes. This work assumes the number of power nodes a relay node can support is unlim-

ited and such a number is determined by the geographic criteria. Therefore, the famous Balls
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and Bins interdependency link allocation approach [35, 38] does not applicable in this thesis.

Interdependencies are directional and asymmetric, so if a node v{i}C (i ∈ {1,2, · · · , nC }) in the

communication network depends on a node v{i}P (i ∈ {1,2, · · · , nP }) in the power grid, it does

not necessarily imply that v{i}P depends on v{i}C . Figure 5.2 gives a sketch of the interdepen-

dence model. As shown in Figure 5.2, each distribution substation provides electricity to two

communication nodes (relay nodes and control centres are all communication nodes). There

are two control centres in the communication network GC, and each of them operates three

nodes (generators and distribution substations) in the power grid. Each distribution substation

receives information from only one relay node in close proximity, as shown in Figure 5.2.

Communication Network

Power Network

Control-dependency link

Power-dependency link

Info-access link

Information flow

Power flow

Control
centre Relay

node

Distribution
substation Generator

Figure 5.2: The interdependence model for interdependent power and communication networks.

5.2.3 Power Network in Smart Grids

In power system, the energy flow between any pair of nodes depends on the electrical charac-

teristics of the nodes and the link carrying the power. However, it is reasonable to consider the

initial load of a node v{i}P (i∈{1,2, · · · ,nP }) is related to the number of shortest paths [150, 151]

that passing through the node [134, 147]. Taking this into account, this thesis defines the initial

load L{i}P(0) of a power node v{i}P as a function of its betweenness [152]

L{i}P(0) = B{i}P(0),
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where B{i}P(0) is the betweenness of node v{i}P . The betweenness counts the fraction of shortest

paths between any pair of nodes that passed through a given node v{i}P . It is shown in [153] that

betweenness can be well approximated in a local manner to reduce its computational complex-

ity. Additionally, Brandes’s highly efficient algorithm [154] can also be used as an alternative

to compute betweenness centrality.

Nodes with higher betweenness may have higher influence within a network in terms of

services provided and their controls over energy passing between others. In a directed network,

the betweenness of a power node v{i}P at time t = 0 is defined by [155]

B{i}P(0) := ∑
r,h;h6=r 6=i

shir

shr
/
(
(N′−1)(N′−2)

)
,

where shr is the number of shortest paths from node v{h}P to node v{r}P , and shir is the number

of shortest paths from node v{h}P to node v{r}P that pass through node v{i}P . N′ is the number of

nodes in the giant cluster. Initially, all nodes in the power network are in the giant cluster and

thus N′ = nP, where nP is the initial number of nodes in the power network. This thesis defines
shir
shr

= 0, if either shir or shr is zero. In this thesis, it is also assumed that the weight of a power

node v{i}P at any time t (t ∈ R+) is its betweenness, i.e., w{i}P = B{i}P(0).

The load L{i}P(t) on node v{i}P at time t (t ∈ R+) reflects the total amount of load connected

to power node v{i}P at time t. In reality, each distribution substation has a maximum load it can

tolerate, which is called load capacity. This work assumes the capacity C{i}P of node v{i}P to be

proportional to its initial load L{i}P(0) (where loads of two supported communication nodes are

excluded):

C{i}P = Tp ·L{i}P(0), Tp ≥ 1, i = 1,2, · · · ,nP, (5.1)

where constant Tp is the tolerance parameter that controls the tolerance of the power sys-

tem. This is a reasonable assumption, since the capacity cannot be infinitely large because of

cost constraints. CP = {C{1}P ,C{2}P , · · · ,C{nd}
P } is a set of load constraints of nodes and denotes

the largest load capacity allowed (expect loads of two supported communication nodes). While

the load of each node may change over time, the load capacity of each node remains the same.

If the actual load L{i}P(t) of a node v{i}P at time t exceeds its capacity C{i}P , the node v{i}P fails.

While when the current load L{i}P(t) does not exceed its load capacity, i.e., L{i}P(0) ≤ L{i}P(t) < C{i}P ,

node v{i}P will stay in a normal functional state.
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5.3 Mathematical Analysis of Cascading Failures

To analyse the cascading failure in interdependent power and communication networks, this

thesis constructs a model to describe failed loads propagation in both a single network and

in interdependent networks. The model begins by removing p · nC of nodes in the communi-

cation network GC, i.e., a fraction p of nodes in the communication network GC is attacked.

As a result, the intra and inter links of these failed nodes are also removed. Owing to the

interdependency, nodes in the power network GP lose their inter links. As nodes and links

are removed and neighbours of the removed nodes overloaded, the power network GP begins

to fragment into clusters. The fragmentation in the power network GP might lead to further

failures in the communication network GC. At each stage, the nodes which do not have any

currently functional supporting nodes from their interdependent network and the nodes which

are separated from the giant cluster of their corresponding network, are considered to be failed.

This interdependency cascading failure continues recursively between the two networks until

no further node failure in either network occurs. Moreover, in the power network, due to the

load capacity, the node which is overloaded because of load redistribution from failed neigh-

bours will also fail. This overloading failure continues until no node is overloaded. Finally, at

the end of a cascading failure, the functional nodes in both networks satisfy conditions (i) and

(ii) listed in Section 5.2. Here it is assumed that the probability an arbitrary node in network

G` (G` ∈ {GC,GP}) has j incoming and k outgoing edges is p`( j,k). The generating function

[156] for the degree distribution p`( j,k) is the polynomial

G00(x,y) =
∞

∑
j,k=0

p`( j,k)x jyk,

where x and y are arbitrary complex variables. Giving the generating function, the degree

distribution p`( j,k) can be constructed by differentiating

p`( j,k) =
1

j!k!
∂ j∂ kG00

∂x j∂yk

∣∣∣∣∣
x,y=0

.

Thus the generating function G00(x,y) encapsulates all the information contained in the discrete

probability distribution p`( j,k). The function G00(x,y) “generates” the probability distribution

p`( j,k). Since the degree distribution must be normalized according to
∞

∑
j,k=0

p`( j,k) = 1, the

generating function satisfies

G00(1,1) =
∞

∑
j,k=0

p`( j,k) = 1,
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and the average in- and out-degrees of nodes in network i are given by [152]

〈 j〉l =
∞

∑
j,k=0

jp`( j,k) =
∂G00

∂x

∣∣∣∣∣
x,y=1

= G
(1,0)
00 (1,1),

〈k〉l =
∞

∑
j,k=0

kp`( j,k) =
∂G00

∂y

∣∣∣∣∣
x,y=1

= G
(0,1)
00 (1,1).

The notation G
(e, f )
00 indicates differentiation of G00 with respect to its two arguments (i.e., x and

y) e and f times, respectively. For example, G0,1
00 (x,y) means one time differentiation of the

parameter y in G00. In a directed network, since every outgoing directed edge must also be an

incoming edge for an another node, the average in- and out-degrees are equal and

G
(1,0)
00 (1,1) = G

(0,1)
00 (1,1).

The average in- and out-degrees are denoted by c̄ and thus 〈 j〉` = 〈k〉` = c̄.

We can also write down generating functions for the excess degree distribution of nodes

reached by following an edge in the network. Excess degree distribution is the probability dis-

tribution, for a node reached by following an edge, of the number of other edges attached to

that node. There are two different ways of following a directed edge, either forward or back-

ward [152]. For the forward case, when the network is infinitely large n`→ ∞, the generating

function for this excess degree distribution is [140]

G10(x,y) =
∞

∑
j,k=0

( j+1)pl( j+1,k)
c̄

x jyk

=
1
c̄

∞

∑
j,k=0

jpl( j,k)x j−1yk =
G
(1,0)
00 (x,y)

G
(1,0)
00 (1,1)

.

Similarly, the generation function for excess degree distribution in the backward case can

be defined as [140]

G01(x,y) = ∑
j,k=0

(k+1)pl( j,k+1)
c̄

x jyk

=
1
c̄

∞

∑
j,k=0

kpl( j,k)x jyk−1 =
G
(0,1)
00 (x,y)

G
(1,0)
00 (1,1)

.

It is assumed that when a node is not connected to a giant cluster, it is not functioning and

has failed. When a fraction p of nodes in the communication network is initially removed due

to attack, the resulting cascading failure spreads dynamically as follows.
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5.3.1 Step I: Attack on Communication Network

When a fraction p of nodes in the communication network GC fails (alternatively, a fraction

of 1− p of the nodes is remained), as nodes and links are sequentially removed, each inter-

dependent network begins to fragment into connected components. The degree distribution of

remaining nodes will be changed. For example, nodes with initial j in-degree and k out-degree

will have, after the random removal of nodes, a different number of connections, depending

on the number of removed neighbours. The new number of connections of a communication

node will be binomially distributed. If we begin with a distribution of degrees pC( j,k), the new

degree distribution will be

pC1 =
∞

∑
j≥ ji

∞

∑
k≥ki

pC( j,k)
(

j
ji

)
p ji(1− p) j− ji

(
k
ki

)
pki(1− p)k−ki .

Then the degree probability generating function can be defined as

G′00(x,y) :=
∞

∑
ji=0

∞

∑
ki=0

[
∞

∑
j= ji

∞

∑
k=ki

pC( j,k)
(

j
ji

)
p ji(1− p) j− j1

(
k
ki

)
pki(1− p)k−kix jiyki

]

=
∞

∑
j,k=0

pC( j,k)

[
j

∑
ji=0

(
j
ji

)
(xp) ji(1− p) j− ji

k

∑
ki=0

(
k
ki

)
(yp)ki(1− p)k−ki

]
= ∑

j,k=0
pC( j,k)(1− p+ xp) j(1− p+ yp)k

= G00(1+(x−1)p,1+(y−1)p).

Similarly, the generating function for the excess distribution for both forward and backward

cases can be defined as

G′10(x,y) := G10(1+(x−1)p,1+(y−1)p),

and

G′01(x,y) := G01(1+(x−1)p,1+(y−1)p).

Let v denote the probability that a node to which a randomly chosen link leads has no path

to the giant cluster. If a node has an out-degree k, the probability that it does not have path to

the giant cluster is vk. But j and k are distributed according to the excess distribution qC( j,k)

and hence, averaging over both, we find that

v =
∞

∑
j,k=0

qC( j,k)vk = G10(1,v),
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where the degree distribution qC( j,k) is defined as

qC( j,k) =
( j+1)pC( j+1,k)

c̄
.

Analogously, let u be the probability that there is no path from the giant cluster to the node

from which a randomly chosen link originates, then u is the solution to

u = G01(u,1).

The node itself has the probability of 1− p not being removed. Thus, µC1, the fraction of

nodes belong to the giant cluster is given by [35, 157, 158]

µC1 := (1− p)

[
∞

∑
j,k=0

pC1(1−u j)(1− vk)

]

= (1− p)

[
1−G00(pu+1− p,1)−G00(1, pv+1− p)

+G00(pu+1− p, pv+1− p)

]
,

and v satisfies v = G10(1, pv+1− p). Similarly, u satisfies u = G01(pu+1− p,1).

5.3.2 Step II: Cascading Effects on Power Network

Due to the attack on communication nodes, the power network is affected. A node in the power

network GP is functional, if it has at least one info-access link and one control-dependency link

from the communication network GC and it is not overloaded. At this step, any node does not

have any supporting node from the communication network GC will become disconnected from

the giant cluster. From Section 5.3.1, it can be seen that the number of functional nodes in the

communication network decreases from nC to nC · µC1 and the probability that a node is not

in the giant cluster is 1− µC1. If a node in the communication network fails, the power node

it supports, will also fail. A power node is relying on one relay node in the communication

network GC for information exchange services. The probability that its supporting relay node

is not in the giant cluster is 1− µC1, thus, the fraction of a node in the power network GP

disconnected due to attack on the communication network GC is given by

λP2 = 1−µC1, (5.2)
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and the degree probability of an arbitrary node in GP is given by

pP2 =
∞

∑
j≥ ji

∞

∑
k≥ki

pP( j,k)
(

j
ji

)
λ

ji
P2(1−λP2)

j− ji

(
k
ki

)
λ

ki
P2(1−λP2)

k−ki .

Once a power node is failed at time t − 1, to ensure continuous services, the power system

will redistribute the load of this failed node at time t. There are two ways to distribute load:

one is distributing the load to all the distribution nodes left in the network and the other is

distributing the load to the neighbouring distribution nodes of the failed node v{i}P . This thesis

studies the case where the load of the failed node v{i}P is redistributed to its upstream distribution

nodes. When a distribution node v{i}P is removed from the grid, its load(s) will be returned to

its functional upstream distribution nodes and diverted to other downstream nodes of these

upstream nodes [144]. Suppose a node v{r}P is one upstream distribution node of the failed node

v{i}P , The load redistribution probability that is received by the distribution node v{r}P can be

defined as the ratio of its weight to the sum of weights of all upstream neighbours of v{i}P

q{r}P =
w{r}P

∑`∈Θin
i

w{`}P

,

where Θin
i is the set of functional upstream distribution nodes that the node v{i}P has and w{`}P

presents the weight of the node v{`}P . Such that, the incremental of node v{r}P received from its

failed neighbouring node v{i}P is 41L{r}P(t) = L{i}P(t−1)q
{r}
P , and when L{r}P(t) = L{r}P(t−1)+41L{r}P(t) ≤

C{r}P , node v{r}P does not fail and maintains its normal function. Otherwise, once L{r}P(t−1) +

41L{r}P(t) > C{r}P , node v{r}P fails and causes an overload attack. All the overloaded nodes are

removed simultaneously from the network, which may cause other nodes to be overloaded

and removed, resulting in a cascade of overloading failures [143, 159], as the one happened

on August 10, 1996 in the western United States power grid [160]. If a node v{i}P and one or

many of its upstream neighbouring nodes fail at the same time, the load of node v{i}P will be

redistributed to its functional and yet not overloaded upstream neighbouring nodes. A load

will be lost if none of upstream neighbouring distribution nodes is functional. If c out of n

downstream neighbouring nodes of node v{r}P are failed, the load incremental factor4cL{r}P(t) of

node v{r}P is

4cL{r}P(t) =
w{r}P

∑`∈Θin
h1

w{`}P

L{h1}
P(t−1)+

w{r}P

∑`∈Θin
h2

w{`}P

L{h2}
P(t−1)+ · · ·+

w{r}P

∑`∈Θin
hc

w{`}P

L{hc}
P(t−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

c neighboring nodes are dysfunctional

. (5.3)
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And the new load of node v{r}P , after taking load from its c failed downstream nodes, is

correspondingly defined as

L{r}P(t) := L{r}P(t−1)+4cL{r}P(t). (5.4)

Let O{r}P be a be a random variable (r.v.) which denotes node v{r}P is overloaded by taking

excessive load shifted from its downstream neighbouring power nodes. Let Θout
r and Cout

r be

two r.v.s representing the number of node v{r}P ’s downstream nodes and the number of down-

stream nodes that failed simultaneously because of the failed interdependent communication

nodes in the communication network, respectively. Certainly, Θout
r > Cout

r . To calculate the

probability P(O{r}P |Θout
r = k), it is required to compute P(O{r}P |Cout

r = c) first, which is the

probability that node v{r}P will be overloaded when its c downstream power nodes are failed

[38]. By applying Equations (5.1) and (5.4) we have

P(O{r}P |C
out
r = c) = P

((
L{r}P(t) = L{r}P(t−1)+4cL{r}P(t)

)
>C{r}P

)
=

{
1, L{r}P(t−1)+4cL{r}P(t) > T ·L{r}P(0)

0, Otherwise
.

The probability that node v{r}P ’s c out of k downstream nodes are failed because of interde-

pendency cascading is given by

P
(
Cout

r = c|Θout
r = k

)
=

(
k
c

)
/2k. (5.5)

Therefore, P
(

O{r}P |Θout
r = k

)
can be calculated as

P
(

O{r}P |Θ
out
r = k

)
=

k

∑
c=0

P
(

O{r}P |C
out
r = c

)
·P
(
Cout

r = c|Θout
r = k

)
. (5.6)

Therefore, the probability that a node is survived from the load propagation cascading is

given by 1−P
(

O{r}P |Θout
r = k

)
. Since the fraction of remaining functional nodes in the power

network GP is given by 1−λP2 (see Equation (5.2)), the fraction of nodes that still belongs to

the giant cluster of the power network after both interdependency and overloading cascading

can be determined as

µP2 := (1−λP2)

(
∞

∑
j,k=0

pP2(1−u j)(1− vk)
(

1−P(O{r}P |Θ
out
r = k)

))
,

where v satisfies v = G10(1,λP2v+1−λP2) and u satisfies u = G01(λP2u+1−λP2,1).
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5.3.3 Step III: Further Failures on Communication Network

Every distribution node provides electricity to two communication nodes and generator nodes

do not provide electricity to any communication nodes. Suppose a fraction of ϕD2 of the nodes

in the giant cluster are distribution nodes, thus, the fraction of distribution nodes that stays in

the giant cluster after both interdependency and node overloading cascading failure is

µDP2 = µP2ϕD2.

Due to the failure (from both interdependency and overloading) in the power network,

their interdependent communication network would also be affected. Therefore, the fraction

of nodes in the communication network GC which fail due to failures of nodes in the power

network GP is given by

λC3 = (1−µDP2)
2,

and the node degree distribution becomes

pC3 =
∞

∑
j≥ ji

∞

∑
k≥ki

p( j,k)
(

j
ji

)
λ

ji
C3(1−λC3)

j− ji

(
k
ki

)
λ

ki
C3(1−λC3)

k−ki .

Therefore, the fraction of nodes remains in the giant cluster can be calculated as

µC3 := (1−λC3)

(
∞

∑
j,k=0

pC3(1−u j)(1− vk)

)
= (1−λC3)(1−G00(λC3u+1−λC3,1)−G00(1,λC3v+1−λC3)

+G00(λC3u+1−λC3,λC3v+1−λC3)) ,

where v satisfies v = G10(1,rC3v+1− rC3) and u satisfies u = G01(rC3u+1− rC3,1).

5.3.4 Time-varied Giant Clusters and Steady State Conditions

Steps I - III will be iteratively looped until no more new node failed in the interdependent power

and communication system. After each step `, ` ∈ N, one can certainly obtain the fraction

of giant cluster (e.g., µC1, µP2, µC3, · · · ). However, these two giant clusters are mutually

connected. Thus, these two giant clusters can be taken as a mutual connected set. When

`→ ∞, the system arrives at a steady state. The steady state condition can be interpreted as

no further splitting and node failure can occur, and the fraction of failed nodes at step `+1 is

equal to that at step `.
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This work will now calculate the giant cluster at the steady state. If the fraction of nodes

from the communication network GC in the giant cluster at steady state is σC and the fraction

of nodes from the power network GP in the giant cluster at steady state is σP. This work will

now discuss how σC and σP can be calculated. Let λC(2`+1)(` ≥ 0) be the fraction of nodes

in the communication network GC that are dysfunctional due to the failure (interdependency

failure or node overloading failure or both) of a fraction of µDP(2`) distribution nodes in GP at

stage 2`. Then

λC(2`+1) =
(
1−µDP(2`)

)2
, (5.7)

and the fraction of nodes in the giant cluster of the communication network GC at stage

2`+1 is

µC(2`+1) := (1−λC(2`+1))

(
∞

∑
j,k=0

∑
j≥ ji

∑
k≥ki

p( j,k)
(

j
ji

)
λ

ji
C(2`+1)(1−λC(2`+1))

j− ji

(
k
ki

)
λ

ki
C(2`+1)(1−λC(2`+1))

k−ki(1−u j)(1− vk)

)
= (1−λC(2`+1))

(
1−G00

(
λC(2`+1)u+1−λC(2`+1),1

)
−G00

(
1,λC(2`+1)v

+1−λC(2`+1)
)
+G00

(
λC(2`+1)u+1−λC(2`+1),λC(2`+1)v+1−λC(2`+1)

))
.

(5.8)

where v satisfies v = G10(1,λC(2`+1)v+ 1−λC(2`+1)) and u satisfies u = G01(λC(2`+1)u+ 1−
λC(2`+1),1). Let λP(2`+ 2) be the fraction of nodes in the power network GP that are failed

due to the failure (interdependency failure) of nodes in GC at step 2`+1, then

λP(2`+2) = 1−µC(2`+1). (5.9)

Similarly, the fraction of nodes in giant cluster of GP at stage 2`+2 is

µP(2`+2) := (1−λP(2`+2))

(
∞

∑
j,k=0

∑
j≥ ji

∑
k≥ki

p( j,k)
(

j
ji

)
λ

ji
P(2`+2)(1−λP(2`+2))

j− ji

(
k
ki

)
λ

ki
P(2`+2)

(1−λP(2`+2))
k−ki(1−u j)(1− vk)(1−P(O{r}P |Θ

out
r = k))

)
= (1−λP(2t+2))

(
∞

∑
j,k=0

∑
j≥ ji

∑
k≥ki

p( j,k)
(

j
ji

)
λ

ji
P(2t+2)(1−λP(2t+2))

j− ji

(
k
ki

)
λ

ki
P(2t+2)

(1−λP(2t+2))
k−ki(1−u j)(1− vk)

(
1−

k

∑
c=0

(
k
c

)
P(O{r}P |C

out
r = c)/2k)) ,

(5.10)
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where v satisfies v = G10(1,λP(2`+2)v+ 1− λP(2`+2)) and u satisfies u = G01(λP(2`+2)u+ 1−
λP(2`+2),1). If sigmaC = µC(2`+1) = µC(2`+3),∀`inN and σP = µP(2`) = µP(2`+2), the system

arrives at a steady state. This work presents the number of failed nodes in the power network

GP and the communication network GC at the end of the cascading failure propagation process

as uN,∞ = (1−σC)nC and uP,∞ = (1−σP)nP, respectively.

5.4 Disruption Characterizations

After attaining the steady state, such that no node in both interdependent networks will fail, it is

important to evaluate the impact of disruptive events caused by cyber attacks in physical power

grids. Disruptive events, which are initialized by cyber attacks targeting physical infrastructure,

are often seen as the most dangerous type of disruptive event. ENISA has already identified

three primary characterizations to describe disruptive events [101]: scope (the geographic area

that could be affected by the loss or unavailability of a critical infrastructure, the number of

computers/equipments taken down, or the number of customers who are unable to access their

required services), magnitude (the consequences of the disruption), and time distribution (the

length of time without the required services, which could be days, weeks or even months). In

the case of the disruption of a German steel mill (see Chapter 1 for more details about this use

case): the scope of this disruptive event included small number of key controllers of physical

equipment, the magnitude was directly related to the productive capacity of the number of

important pieces of equipment that were destroyed or impeded; and the time to make the whole

infrastructure operable again took several months ( more than six). It is again confirmed in

[161] that a power outage should be measured in terms of scope and the time taken to achieve

full restoration. Regarding smart grids, the scope of an equipment compromise attack event

can be characterized by the cascading failure analysis. The time duration of an equipment

attack is longer than other types of disruptive attacks, as some pieces of physical equipment

can be easily replaced, while specialist equipment may take months or even years to be fully

replaced. The operator of the electric grid must be able to give out information on the expected

time to recovery and delays (if any) to the start of the recovery. It is crucial that disrupted

operators inform the security operator of the smart grid about the potential consequence of the

cyber attack. The consequence can be environmental or economic. To support the assessment

of the economic consequences of power interruptions, a blackout simulator 1 was developed

1http://www.blakcout-simulator.com/ (Retrieved: 20/06/2017)
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in the FP7 SESAME project 1. In this thesis, without any loss of generality, the disruption

magnitude of one piece of failed equipment is assumed to have a value from 0 (no disruption)

to 10 (services totally lost); and this value is provided by the disrupted utility operator. These

three disruption characterisations of disruptive events are synthesized into a single measure of

cyber disruption. As described in Sections 5.2.3 and 5.3.4, the number of dysfunctional power

nodes at the steady state is uP,∞, while the power node weight for node v{i`}P is w{ii}P (` ∈ uP,∞).

If we assume the disruption magnitude of a node v{i`}P in the power grid to be m{i`}P ∈ [0,10],

and the time duration of the disruptive events is td ,the following cyber disruption metric Mc

∈ R+ is defined to quantify the characterisations of disruptive events caused by cyber attacks:

Mc = td ·
(

w{i1}P ·m{i1}P +w{i2}P ·m{i2}P + · · ·+w{i`}P ·m{i`}P + · · ·+w{iP,∞}P ·m
{inP,∞}
P

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

uP,∞ failed power nodes

.

5.5 Player’s Payoff Formulation

This thesis represents each player’s objectives and trade-offs by a payoff function, which in-

cludes reward and cost components. Although there may be a dependence of rewards and

losses among the players’ payoffs, there are cases that a loss to the defender is not of the

same magnitude as the reward for the attacker. Therefore, the payoff for both players in the

defender-attacker game does not sum up to zero. When the game play is in state s (s ∈ S),

while the defender choosing his/her a (a ∈ AS1) action and the attacker choosing his/her b (b ∈
AS2) action, the payoff g{1,s}(a,b) of the defender and the payoff g{2,s}(a,b) of the attacker are

defined as follows:

g{1,s}(a,b) =±Mc− Ib−Ca, (5.11)

g{2,s}(a,b) =±Mc + Ib−Cb. (5.12)

Equations (5.11) and (5.12) are formulated by observing the fact that players’ payoffs are

composed of the following three parts in the equation (in the respective order):

1. The cyber disruption metric Mc ∈ R+ (which is discussed in and derived from Section

5.4) quantifies the impact of cyber attacks (i.e., disruptive events) on the physical power

1https://www.sesame-project.eu/ (Retrieved: 20/06/2017)
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grid. When it is a reward to one player with Mc, correspondingly, it is a corresponding

loss for the other player with −Mc.

2. The information impact metric Ib ∈ R+ measures the impact of action b (b ∈ AS2) from

the attacker on the information security of nodes in the communication network. Similar

to the work in [73, 162], this thesis also considers three important security aspects of

a node, confidentiality (C), integrity (I) and availability (A), in order to measure the

network information security impairment of nodes in the communication network that

needs to be protected. Details of the information impact metric Ib will be discussed later.

3. The cost of action a (a∈ AS1) from the defender for defending and the cos of action b (b∈
AS2) from the attacker when attacking are defined as Ca ∈R+ and Cb ∈R+, respectively.

As the cost is not necessarily monetary, its units are suitable for the application.

It is noteworthy that the actions of the attacker can affect the payoffs of both the attacker

and the defender, due to the fact that the reward obtained by the attacker can result in losses for

the defender. The impact of action b (b ∈ AS2) of the attacker represents the ramifications of

action b on the whole communication network; the information impact metric Ib is defined as

follows:

Ib := Conb ·α + Intb ·β +Avab ·δ , (5.13)

where α , β , and δ are communication nodes’ assets in tersm od confidentiality, integrity,

and availability, respectively, and they are all values in {0,1,2, · · · , `, · · · ,10} ⊂ N; Conb, Intb,

and Avab are the relative impairment degrees the action b has made in confidentiality, integrity,

and availability. The relative impairment degree reflects the degree of the relative impairment

of confidentiality, integrity, and availability that attack action b with regard to a particular type

of communication node. Conb, Intb, and Avab are values between 0 and 1, which are, to some

extent, independent. The objective of an attacker is to increase such values (i.e., to maximize

his/her rewards) as much as possible. In other words, the attacker tries to impair the network

security services (i.e., confidentiality, integrity, and availability) as much as he/she can. The

impact of action b on communication nodes Ib is subject to expert knowledge or historical

data. This thesis relies on expert knowledge to evaluate the corresponding parameters of the

information impact metric Ib, the discussion of value assignment is beyond the scope of this

thesis.
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The cost to the attacker or the defender when carrying out an action depends on the lot of

implementation costs and/or the management costs of that specific action. For example, for an

attacker, the cost of exploiting a vulnerability to launch a MITM attack may involve massive

programming efforts; meanwhile, for a defender, the cost of IDS deployment may include its

implementation and management costs.

5.6 Simulation Results and Analysis

This section simulates the cascading failures to obtain the fraction of failed nodes 1−σC for the

communication network GC and the fraction of failed nodes 1−σP for the power network in

the final steady state. The flowchart of the simulation of the investigated mathematical analysis

of the cascading failure propagation (described in Section 5.3) is shown in Figure 5.3. The

simulation results show how the system behaves under cyber attacks.

5.6.1 Network Setup

A specific program using the NetworkX [163] library and the TiedNets tool [149] is written to

simulate the entire interdependency cascading failure propagation and load propagation process

in interdependent power and communication networks. The following experimental set-up is

employed:

• The synthetic power network GP is created using a generalized Barabási-Albert model

[164], which generates scale-free networks with power-law distributions. The average

nodal degree of the power node is four, which is a typical value for real networks such

as the power grids in North-east United States and Europe [165]. A power network with

1,000 nodes is generated, where 300 nodes are assigned as generators and 700 nodes are

distribution substations.

• The communication network GC is created using a Barabási-Albert model with its power-

law coefficient set at three. Two nodes in the generated communication network are

control centres, while the remaining 1,200 nodes in the communication network GC are

relay nodes.

• The two networks are coupled using the proposed interdependence model. Each control

centre supports 1,000 power nodes, while each power node is controlled by two control

centres. A distribution substation node provides electricity to at most, the two nearest
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Figure 5.3: The flowchart of cascading failure propagation simulation.
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communication nodes, with a relay node in the communication network GC supporting

only one power node.

• The fraction of p of compromised (i.e., failed) nodes in the communication network GC

is chosen according to whether those nodes are found on the attacker’s paths to achieve

his/her ultimate target. For different attack scenarios, the attacker may have different

targets.

• The failure propagates within the two interdependent networks. The program simulates

each step, and stores and updates the failed nodes in both the power network and the

communication network.

5.6.2 Quantification of Failures

The number of failed nodes at each step of the cascading failure propagation process is clearly

a random variable (r.v.). In order to quantify the failure on the network, the total number of

failed nodes caused by the cyber attack in one network realization is utilised. Let F̀ denote the

number of failed nodes in a network G` (G` ∈ {GC,GP}) at a steady state, such that, the failure

ratio f` is defined as

f` :=
F̀
|G`|

,

where |G`| is the number of nodes in the network G`. This work uses the average value of the

random variable f` taken over all 100 test instances of the system (i.e., the interdependent power

and communication networks), denoted by f̄` and called average failure ratio, to measure the

failure caused by the cyber attack.

5.6.3 Failure Propagation Results and Discussion

This work simulates the cascading failure, a joint failure from interdependency and node over-

loading in the interdependent power and communication network. The initial compromised

nodes in the communication network GC are not randomly chosen, instead they are targeted

nodes of the attacker. The attacker chooses those nodes based on the whether they are on the

his/her paths to obtain his/her goal, instead of nodes with the high load or nodes with high link

degrees. To measure the average failure ratio in an interdependent power and communication

network when a fraction p of nodes in the communication network GC is failed, let us analyse

the number of failed nodes at each failure propagation time step and study the variation of the
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average failure ratio when multiple nodes are initial compromised by the attacker in the com-

munication network GC. This thesis is particularly interested in (1) the variation of the average

failure ratio with the tolerance parameter Tp, (2) the variation of the average failure ratio with

the fraction p of initial failed communication nodes and (3) the spatio-temporal distribution of

the failure propagation.

(1) The variation of the average failure ratio with the tolerance parameter Tp

Networks are compared for various values (from 1.05 to 2.4, with a step length of 0.05) of the

tolerance parameter Tp. The number of initial failed nodes is set to be 20, 40, 60, and 80 in the

communication network GC, which means that 1.7%, 3.3%, 5.5%, and 6.7% of communication

nodes are initially compromised, respectively.
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Figure 5.4: The effect of tolerance parameter upon cascading failures in power network GP.

Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 show how the power network GP and the communication network

GC perform for different values of the tolerance parameter Tp. When the number of initial

failed nodes in the communication network is 20, the interdependency cascading failure is not

triggered, as shown in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.4 presents that the average failure ratio for 20 initial

compromised communication nodes is always zero. With the fixed initial compromised nodes

(taking 60 compromised communication nodes for example) in the communication network
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Figure 5.5: The effect of tolerance parameter upon cascading failures in communication network
GC.

GC, the number of failed nodes in communication network GC or power network GP does not

constantly increase or decrease with the increase of the tolerance parameter Tp. The reason

behind this phenomenon is geographical criteria in allocating interdependence relations and

the interdependency cascading failure.

In an isolated power network, the tolerance parameter Tp plays an important role in net-

work resilience against a cascade and it is a critical design consideration for the power grid.

A large tolerance parameter Tp will certainly prevent node overloading failures, however, it

imposes higher costs to obtain a larger unused capacity. Therefore, it is significant to obtain

an understanding of the impact of the tolerance parameter Tp on cascading failure propaga-

tion [38, 166]. However, the simulation results show that, due to the geographic distribution

of initial compromised nodes and the use of geographic criteria in interdependence relations

assignment, the impact of the tolerance parameter Tp on failure propagation in the considered

interdependent power and communication network is not obvious, indicating the robustness of

the modelled networks does not depend on the tolerance parameter Tp. Hence, in the follow-

ing simulations, the tolerance parameter Tp of 1.5 is chosen, which, based on the simulations,

appears to be neither too small nor too large.
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(2) the variation of the average failure ratio with the fraction p of initial failed communi-
cation nodes
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Figure 5.6: The average failure ratio versus fraction of initial failed nodes in GC.

Figure 5.6 shows the average failure ratio in both communication network GC and power

network GP with increasing fraction p of initial failed nodes (from 1.67% to 35%) in the com-

munication network GC. Recall that “average” here stands for an average taken over all test

instances of the system. The simulation results show that with the increase of the fraction p of

initial failed communication nodes, the average failure ratio in both power and communication

networks increases, but the average number of failed power nodes is always less than that of

failed communication nodes. This indicates that the power network is more robust than the

communication network in the case of cyber attacks. Figure 5.6 shows that the average failure

ratio in both networks is small when the fraction p of initial failed nodes in the communica-

tion network GC is relative small (i.e., from 1.67% to 4.6%). With the increase of the faction

p of initial failed communication nodes (i.e., 5% to 24.6%), the average failure ratio of both

network have big fluctuations and does not have any fixed pattern for decreasing or increasing.

This phenomenon may be because of the geographic distribution of the initial failed nodes in

the communication network GC. If the distribution of initial failed communication nodes is
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properly chosen by the attacker, a fraction of 13.8% (see Figure 5.6) initial communication

failure can destroy the whole interdependent system. When the fraction p of failed commu-

nication nodes approaches 25% (300 nodes out of 1202 communication nodes), all nodes in

the interdependent power and communication network fail, i.e., the average failure ratio is one

and a complete outage of both the power and the communication network will be led to. Fig-

ure 5.6 shows that when the faction p of failed communication nodes is greater than 25%, no

matter how those initial failed nodes are geographically distributed, the average failure ratio is

always one. Therefore, on the attack perspective, an attacker can destroy the whole system by

compromising a small fraction of nodes in the communication network GC.

(3) The spatio-temporal distribution of the failure propagation

In order to show the spatial and temporal distribution of failed nodes in the failure propagation

process, the communication network is reduced to include 100 relay nodes and 2 control cen-

tres; and the power network is reduced to include 30 generators and 70 distribution substations.

However, all other network parameters are the same as that described in Section 5.6.1. Figure

5.7 shows the spatio-temporal characteristics of the joint effect of interdependency cascading

failures and node overloading cascading failures. The x- and y-axis of Figure 5.7 are the ge-

ographic coordinates (longitude and latitude) of nodes in the simulated interdependent power

and communication network. In Figure 5.7, any node (either communication node or power

node) that is failed will be red (with a diamond mark) and removed from its corresponding

network, and thus, is not shown at the next simulation time. Normal functional nodes (include

both communication nodes and power nodes) are blue and marked with pentagon in Figure 5.7.

The text shown at a proper direction of a mark in Figure 5.7 represents the name of a node in

the interdependent power and communication network. For example, “R5” and “C1”denote

the fifth relay node the first control centre, respectively; “G9” and “D18” represent the ninth

generator and the eighteenth distribution substation node, respectively. Figure 5.7a shows the

spatial distribution of the initial 40 compromised nodes (by the attacker) in the communication

network GC at simulation time 0s. The simulation time units are seconds and are denoted as

“s”. Owing to the failures of those 40 compromised nodes, the communication network will

fragile and the nodes that are not included in the giant cluster are considered as failed (i.e., mal-

functioning). Figure 5.7b shows that, at simulation time 0.013s, 4 more communication nodes

are failed because of failure propagation from those initial compromised nodes in the commu-

nication network GC. Since the power network GP depends on the communication network
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(a) Time 0s: 40 nodes are compromised in the communication net-
work GC.
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(b) Time 0.13s: 4 further communication nodes are failed because of
failure propagation from initial compromised nodes.
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(c) Time 0.022s: 34 nodes in the power network GP are failed because
of interdependency failure cascading.
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(d) Time 0.04s: 4 further nodes in the power network GP are failed
because of failure propagation from interdependency and node over-
loading.
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(e) Time 0.05s: 10 further nodes in the power network GP are failed
because of the lack of intra support.
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(f) Time 0.06s: 29 nodes in the communication network GC are failed
because of interdependency failure cascading.

Figure 5.7: Spatio-temporal characteristics of cascading failures propagation.
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GC for operations, a power node will fail if the relay node that it receives information from is

failed. Figure 5.7c shows that 34 nodes in the power network GP are failed at simulation time

0.022s because of interdependency failure cascading. The remaining power nodes in the power

network GP will be checked whether they are failed because of failure propagation from failed

power nodes. Additionally, the load of those failed distribution substation nodes in the power

network GP will be redistributed and those distribution substation nodes are overloaded after

load redistribution will be considered as failed. The load redistribution process will continue

until no distribution substation node is overloaded. Figure 5.7d shows 4 further nodes in the

power network GP at simulation time 0.04s are failed. Those failures are caused by failure

propagation from removing power nodes that are failed for lack of supported communication

nodes and failure propagation from node overloading. After identifying overloaded distribu-

tion substation nodes, the remaining normal functional power nodes will be checked to see

whether they are all included in the giant cluster. Figure 5.7e shows the spatial distribution of

failed power nodes at simulation time 0.05s because of a lack of intra support to be connected

to the giant cluster of the power network GP. Since communication nodes are dependent on

power nodes (especially distribution substations) for electricity supply, a communication node

will fail if it does not have any electric support from the power network GP. Figure 5.7f shows

that 29 nodes in the communication network GC are failed at simulation time 0.06s because

of interdependency failure cascading. The failure propagation process will continue until no

more interdependency cascading failures and/or node overloading cascading failures occur in

the interdependent power and communication network, which denotes that the system arrives

at a steady state. Parts of the failure propagation process in the simulated time (till the steady

state) are shown in Figure 5.7. However, the remaining failure propagation process repeats the

failure propagation steps shown from Figure 5.7b to Figure 5.7f.

5.7 Summary

This chapter analysed the costs and rewards regarding players’ actions in the smart grid in order

to provide a payoff formulation for the designed attacker-defender stochastic game-theoretic

model. A theoretical model of interdependent power and communication networks was pro-

posed, where both networks were viewed as fully directed networks, while interdependence

relations were allocated according to physical features (i.e., geographic criteria) of the smart

grid. A mathematical model was established to analyse the cascading failure propagation from
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step to step, as well as realize steady state conditions in the failure propagation process. The

cascading failures considered in this thesis include interdependency cascading failures and

node overloading cascading failures. A load redistribution rule was proposed to non-uniformly

redistribute loads of a failed distribution node among its upstream functional distribution nodes

in the power grid. A cyber disruption metric was defined to quantify the characterizations (i.e.,

scope, magnitude, and time) of the physical impact of cyber attacks (i.e., disruptive events)

on the physical power grid. Moreover, an information impact metric was defined to measure

the network information security (i.e., confidentiality, integrity, and availability) impairment of

communication nodes. This chapter implemented the entire interdependency cascading failure

propagation and load redistribution process. The impact of the tolerance parameter Tp on the

average failure ratio in power and communication networks was discussed, while the varia-

tion in the average failure ratio with different fractions of initial failed communication nodes

was presented. In addition, the simulation results were found to capture the spatio-temporal

characteristics of the cascading failure propagation process. The simulated cascading failure

propagation process provided the type (e.g., generators, distribution substations, relay nodes)

and the total number (e.g., uP,∞) of failed nodes needed in both the cyber disruption metric

and the information impact metric, both of which are reviewed in Section 3.4.3, while an ex-

ample of the compilation of simulation results into both metrics is given in Section 4.4.2. An

application of the presented cost and reward analysis (in particular, the specific instantiation

of the cyber disruption metric and the information impact metric) and the proposed stochastic

game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework will be presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Cyber Threat Assessment Framework
Analysis and Evaluation

6.1 A Sample Use Case: Multistage cyber attacks in Smart Grids

In this section, one multistage cyber attack scenario against an IEC 61850 photovoltaic (PV)

inverter in smart grids will be described. This attack scenario has already been implemented

and demonstrated in the course of the SPARKS project 1, under the assumption that the defence

mechanism was either not present or the defence mechanism was not effective against attacks

(i.e., the attacker can “sniff” traffic and identify the IP addresses and port numbers of target

devices without any obstacles) [167].

IEC 61850 is a standardized data communication protocol, which is used for intelligent

substation automation. Many utilities across the world have begun or are managing to de-

ploy substation communication networks based on IEC 61850 [168]. The manufacturing mes-

sage specification (MMS), which operates over a standard TCP/IP, is a communication service

widely used to exchange information among IEC 61850 devices. While the MMS comes with

authentication and access control functionalities, it is not designed with information security in

mind [169]. The SPARKS project has derived and implemented cyber-attack capabilities based

on a MITM attack on an electrical system, which uses MMS communications.

According to the demonstration cyber attacks performed in the SPARKS project, in order

to modify the maximum power limit of the PV inverter or to fully shut down the PV inverter,

there are many steps that the attacker should follow. The demonstration smart grid consists

1https://project-sparks.eu/ (Retrieved: 20/06/2017)
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of an enterprise network (comprising Windows 7 office PCs), a SCADA network (including

data Historian Linux machines, IEC 61850 client and other machines) and physical electric

systems (comprising of PV inverter(s)). The IEC 61850 client exchanges information with the

PV inverter(s).

When an attacker occurs over the Internet, he/she has a controller and a web server. To

obtain his/her ultimate goal, the attacker uses a number of intermediate attack steps [2]. The

attack scenario is shown in Figure 6.1. Each attack step in the demonstrated use case in Figure

6.1 is described in the following.
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Figure 6.1: Multiple stage attack mapping chart.

Step one: The attacker sends out a phishing email to a system administrator (in the en-

terprise network) to request a software update installation on some of his/her systems. Before

this step, the attacker has performed reconnaissance to gather information about organizational

structures and operator personnels, as well as possibly obtain knowledge of assets and hosts in
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the system through reconnaissance.

Step two: Once the system administrator clicks on the phishing email, the infected program

is downloaded from the attacker’s web server and installed on the corresponding hosts of the

system (i.e., Windows 7 PCs in the enterprise network). Consequently, malware is installed.

This malware downloads more malicious software, for example, remote administrator/access

tool/trojan (RAT), to completely control the infected machine.

Step three: The attacker uses the compromised Windows 7 office PC to scan the network

in order to identify a vulnerable machine (i.e., a web-based data Historian with an old version

of Linux, who has shellshock vulnerability) as the target machine for launching further attacks

in the SCADA network.

Step four: The Windows 7 office PC, which is totally under the control of the attacker,

downloads Metasploit (used for penetration testing) from the attacker’s controller. Then, the

attacker runs Metasploit to exploit shellshock vulnerability in order to access the data Historian.

Step five: From the RAT controller, the attacker can, firstly, establish a shell connection

from the office PC to the Linux machine and, secondly, instruct the data Historian to download

the MITM attack tool.

Step six: By using address resolution protocol (ARP) spoofing, the attacker launches the

MITM attack on the MMS communications of the IEC 61850 client. The attacker will “sniff”

IEC 61850 SCADA commands between the IEC 61850 client and the PV inverter. Based on

the MITM attack, modification and injection attacks will be produced by the attacker in order

to target at the PV inverter.

This thesis refers interested readers to SPARKS project and the work of [167] for an in-

depth understanding of the MITM attack and attack capabilities in the demonstration multistage

cyber attack scenario. SPARKS has claimed that the demonstration network scenario in Figure

6.1 can be extended to large-scale networks with many IEC 61850 clients and other machines

in a SCADA network, as well as hundreds of renewable energy resources and distribution

substations with loads in a physical electric system.

6.2 Game Setup

The above-mentioned multistage cyber attack scenario in Section 6.1 assumes that the corre-

sponding defence mechanism is not deployed or the defence mechanism is ineffective. For

example, in the first step, the email-filter is not on the Windows 7 PC; otherwise, the phishing
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email would be filtered out and the attacker would compromise the Windows 7 PC with uncer-

tainties. The attack scenario is demonstrated in a relatively small smart grid environment, but

can be extended to large smart grids with medium- to low-voltage power grids. Such multi-

stage attacks have really happened in power grids; one typical example is the Ukrainian power

blackout, which took place in Christmas break in 2015. In order to avoid the recurrence of

such incidents again in the future, solutions must be found to assess the threat of multistage

cyber attacks and to provide the system administrator of the utility with recommendations for

deploying effective defence countermeasures.
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(b) Defender’s view of the game.

Figure 6.2: Game states and transitions from each player’s point of view.

According to whether the state of the network will be changed by the actions carried out

by the attacker, the multistage cyber attack discussed in Section 6.1 can be viewed as a three-

stage attack by the attacker to obtain his/her goal, as shown in Figure 6.1. In the first stage, the

attacker exploits social engineering vulnerability to compromise the Windows 7 PC. This stage

includes the first three steps of the demonstration multistage cyber attack scenario. Once the
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Windows 7 PC is fully under control, the attacker exploits the shellshock vulnerability on an old

version of Linux systems to in order get access to data Historian at the second stage. Finally,

the attacker exploits vulnerabilities in MMS communications at the third stage, resulting in

a cascading failure in a PV inverter. The attack stages in Figure 6.1 are depicted from the

attacker’s point of view. However, since cybersecurity in smart grids is receiving more and

more attention, not only is the attacker there at every attack stage, but the defender (i.e., the

system administrator) is also in place to “break” the attack vector at any stage (as long as the

system administrator breaks it in any sense). Therefore, the attacker and the defender interact

at every stage of the multistage cyber attack, which such an interaction can be viewed as a stage

game, which is described in Chapter 4.

The game consists of two players, an attacker and a defender, as mentioned above. Both

two players play a non-zero-sum game over M stages (M = 3 in this case). The defender is the

row player (i.e., the first player) and the attacker is the column player (i.e., the second player).

Each player tries to maximize his/her own expected payoffs. The set of actions available for the

defender at every stage is AS1 = {Email-filter configuration, IDS deployment,Patch}, which

the set of actions available for the attacker at every stage is AS2 = {Exploit,Do nothing} (as

defined in Section 4.3.2 of Chapter 4). The states of this three-stage game and the transitions

between states are shown in Figure 6.3.

The state space is S = {s1,s2, · · · ,s13} in the application scenario. Figure 6.2a shows the

first four game states from the attacker’s point of view, Figure 6.2b shows also another nine

game states (from state s5 to state s13) from the defender’s point of view. The solid lines in

Figure 6.2 represent possible state transitions, while the text on the solid line denotes the action

profile of the attacker (in Figure 6.2a) or the defender (in Figure 6.2b). Figure 6.3 shows the

game states and state transitions, where the state transition probabilities are shown in Table 6.2.

The description of each state is summarized in Table 6.1.

The state in the three-stage game is defined as a combination of the operational state of the

node and the defence mechanism deployed on the node, as described in Section 4.3.3 of Chap-

ter 4. In the multistage cyber attack scenario, there are in total three kinds of communication

nodes involved: Windows 7 PC, data Historian and the IEC 61850 client. The description of

the state, taking state s5 for example, includes three parts: the first part (malfunctioning, patch)

shows that the Windows 7 PC is malfunctioning and a patch is applied to it; the second part

(malfunctioning, Email-filter) shows that the data Historian is malfunctioning and an email
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Figure 6.3: Game states and state transitions of the 3-stage game.

filter is configured on it; and the third part shows that the IEC 61850 client has a normal opera-

tional state and a patch is applied there. This work assumes that, before a threat assessment, the

smart grid has no security controls in place, which is consistent with the demonstrated use case.

Table 6.1 shows all states and their descriptions for the elaborated three-stage game of Figure

6.3. In Figure 6.3, the states with no direct link connection confirm that there is no state transi-

tion available between them, meaning the state transition probability is zero. In Figure 6.3, the

state transition probability for any game state s (s∈ S) to state /0 is 1−∑s′∈{S− /0} q(s′|s,a,b)> 0

(where s′ is any game state that is reachable from state s). Once the attacker successfully com-

promised the IEC 61850 client (by attaining state s4), he/she can send messages to shut down

the PV(s).

Before the start of the game, neither the attacker nor the defender knows the real state of

the game. For example, it can be the case that the attacker assumes the current game play to

be in state s1, while the defender assumes that the current game play is in state s11. Neverthe-

less, each player presumes a probability distribution ρ1 ∈ ∆(S) (S is the game state space and

S = {s1,s2, · · · ,s13}) about the initial state of the game, which is common knowledge to both

players.
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State name State description

s1 {(normal,-),(normal,-),(normal,-)}

s2 {(malfunctioning,Patch),(normal,-),(normal,-)}

s3 {(malfunctioning,Patch),(malfunctioning,Email-filter),(normal,-)}

s4 {(malfunctioning,Patch),(malfunctioning,Email-filter),(malfunctioning,Email-filter)}

s5 {(malfunctioning,Patch),(malfunctioning,Email-filter),(normal,Patch)}

s6 {(malfunctioning,Patch),(malfunctioning,Email-filter),(normal,IDS)}

s7 {(malfunctioning,Patch),(normal,IDS),(normal,-)}

s8 {(malfunctioning,Patch),(normal,Patch),(normal,-)}

s9 {(normal,Email-filter),(normal,-),(normal,-)}

s10 {(normal,IDS),(normal,-),(normal,-)}

s11 {(normal,Patch),(normal,-),(normal,-)}

s12 {(malfunctioning,Patch),(normal,Email-filter),(normal,-)}

s13 {(malfunctioning,Patch),(malfunctioning,Email-filter),(normal,Email-filter)}

“-” means nothing is configured/deployed to protect the corresponding node

Taking state s5 ={(malfunctioning,Patch),(malfunctioning,Email-filter),(normal,Patch)} for example, the first tuple
(malfunctioning,Patch) means that Windows 7 PCs are malfunctioning when patch is applied to the social engineering
vulnerability; the second tuple (malfunctioning,Email-filter) denotes that the data Historian is malfunctioning when
email-filter is configured; and the third tuple (normal,Patch) represents that the IEC 61850 client is normal when patch
is applied to the corresponding MMS communications vulnerabilities.

Table 6.1: State names and descriptions.

Players’ payoffs are composed of three parts: cyber disruption metric Mc, information im-

pact metric Ib, and the cost of each player’s action. Section 5.5 in Chapter 5 describes the

payoff formulation details. Cyber disruptive metric Ib describes the consequence of a cyber

attack on the physical power grid, which is a function of the scope, magnitude, and time distri-

bution of the disruptive event (see Section 5.4 for more details). When a disruptive event affects

distribution substations, the operator of the power grid should provide the disruptive magnitude

(varies from 1 to 10) of the malfunctioning equipment and the expected time to recovery. The

impact of action b (b ∈ AS2) on the information security of communication nodes and the costs

of players’ actions are evaluated, based on expert knowledge.

Suppose the time to recover one PV inverter is 1 (as mentioned in Chapter 3, the units of
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time should be chosen carefully, depending on the application; here, it is presumed that the

time does not have any specific units), the disruptive magnitude of one PV inverter is 10, while

the weight of this disrupted PV inverter is 0.5. In turn, the cyber disruption metric Mc can be

calculated as

Mc = td ·w
{i1}
P ·m{i1}P

= 1 · (0.5 ·10)

= 5. (6.1)

In the designed game model, the defender is assumed to have an action space of AS1 =

{Email-filter configuration, IDS deployment, Patch}, while the attacker is assumed to have an

action space AS2 = {Exploit , Do nothing}. For illustrative purposes, the relative consequences

of action b (b∈ AS2) on the CIA of each kind of communication node are tabulated in Table C1.

The relative impairment degrees (which are described in Section 5.5 of Chapter5) of any action

b (b∈ AS2) by the attacker, in terms of confidentiality, integrity and availability, are assumed to

be 0.3, 0.5, and 0.6, respectively. As discussed in Section 5.5 of Chapter 5, the impact of action

b depends on expert knowledge. This thesis assumes such a value assignment to be acquirable.

Thus, the impact of action b (b ∈ AS2) on the information security on communication nodes

is calculated using Equation (5.13) of Chapter 5 (it is also shown in Table C1). For example,

when the attacker performs the “Exploit” action, the impact of action “Exploit” on the CIA of

affected communication nodes can be calculated as

Iexploit = 0.3 ·1+0.5 ·1+0.6 ·7 = 5. (6.2)

As discussed in Chapter 5, the costs of actions depend on the lot of implementation costs

and/or management costs of that specific action. This work assumes these costs are estimated.

Table C3 presents a summary of actions’ costs. It is to be noted that all the values in Table C3

are provided for illustrative purposes. Once the exact cost values are available from experts,

these values shown in Table C3 can be easily replaced. After instantiating the cyber security

metric Mc, the information impact metric Ib, and the cost of actions a and b (a ∈ AS1 and b ∈
AS2), the payoff matrices g{1,s}(a,b) and g{2,s}(a,b) (s ∈ S) can be easily calculated according

to Equations (5.11) and (5.12) of Chapter 5, which is shown in Table C4. Table 6.3 presents

the success probability for the attacker regarding his/her action “Exploit” at each stage and

the initial belief about game states. The success probabilities shown in Table 6.3 are obtained,

based on CVSS.
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Parameter Value

psuc(ys{2,1},1) 0.6

psuc(ys{2,2},1) 0.1

psuc(ys{2,3},1) 0.9

belief on state s1: ρ1(s1) 0.9

belief on state s2: ρ1(s2) 0.1

The action “Exploit” is the 1st action of the attacker.

Table 6.3: Initial value of parameters.

6.3 Game Equilibrium Results

This work implemented NLP-3 (the nonlinear program problem mentioned in Chapter 4) in

Maple [170] in order to find one Nash equilibrium solution for the multistage cyber attack

scenario, as described in Section 6.1. Although there might be several Nash equilibria in the

game, this work shall discuss the only one that is found. To run NLP-3, a complete model of

the game defined in Chapter 4 is required. In the formal game model, actions carried out by

both players (i.e., the attacker and the defender) are taken simultaneously. Appendix C presents

the costs of actions to both players (Table C3), the impact of actions on CIA of communication

nodes (Table C1), and the payoff matrices (Table C4).

While the attacker can become active at any time, the time instant for him/her to take an

action can be a certain point or certain intervals in time. Thus, in this smart grid use case, this

thesis imagines that both players simultaneously take action only at discrete time instants. The

work ran NLP-3 on a computer equipped with a 2.83 GHz Intel(R) and 4 GB of RAM. The

result of one run of NLP-3 is a set of Nash equilibria with one Nash equilibrium for each state

and a set of game values for each state. Each Nash equilibrium at state s (s represents any game

state and s ∈ S) is a pair of strategies (x∗s ,y∗s ) and each set of game values is a pair of values for

both players
(
v{1,s},v{2,s}

)
(player 1 is the defender and player 2 is the attacker). The strategy

for any player consists of a probability distribution over the action space for each state s (s∈ S).

Figure 6.4 shows the Nash equilibrium pairs for the most interesting states of the game play.

The game will go to end in other states, and such, these states are not shown in Figure 6.4.
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6.3 Game Equilibrium Results

This work explains the practical meaning of the Nash equilibrium of the stochastic game-

theoretic model for the most interesting states, based on the game play and payoff matrices

described in Section 6.2. It is to be noted that for different payoff matrices, the game equilibria

would be correspondingly different.
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Figure 6.4: Nash equilibria for some states of the game play.

• For Windows 7 PCs in the enterprise network, where the attacker tries to find an entry

point to the smart grid, the optimal way in which to mitigate his/her risk of being compromised

is to configure an email filter with a likelihood of 0.32 and deploy the IDS with a likelihood

of 0.68. For the attacker, his/her optimal way of attacking Windows 7 PCs is to exploit the

social engineering vulnerability with a likelihood of 0.1; to do nothing has a likelihood of

0.9. Since all the actions are instantaneous and taken at discrete time instants, the mixed Nash

equilibrium suggests that, at each play round in state s1 of the stochastic game, both players

randomly choose their pure strategies (i.e., actions) from their action spaces (the actions taken

in the current round of game state s1 may not be the same actions taken in the previous round

in game state s1). However, both players should be aware of that the (asymptotic) frequencies

of chosen actions must be that suggested from the mixed Nash equilibrium, for example, the

(asymptotic) frequency for taking action “Email-filter configuration” in all repetitions in state s1

of the game is 0.32. Therefore, when averaging all repetitions in state s1 of the stochastic game,

the average payoff (includes both the average immediate payoff and the average long-term

payoff) is optimal. For the attacker, although exploiting the social engineering vulnerability

may allow him/her to install malware and eventually totally control Windows 7 PCs, there is

also a possibility that the system administrator detects the presence of the attacker and takes

preventive countermeasures. The attacker will lose less if he/she simply does nothing and uses
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the time to test and validate his/her attack capabilities.

• For the data Historian with an old version of Linux, the defender will not apply any patch,

although it is available. The reason for this lies in the fact that the system administrator knows

that the attacker will mostly “Do nothing” (by analysing the attacker’s payoffs, where both

actions “Exploit” and “Do nothing” let the attacker obtain the same amount of payoff). When

the attacker does not launch any further attack, the defender will prefer the action of “Email-

filter configuration” to be carried out in order to maximize his/her own game value. It is to be

noted that although the attack can be “broken” at the first stage in the enterprise network, the

defender assumes the worst, that is, the attacker succeeded at the first stage (i.e., the state of the

Windows 7 PCs is (malfunctioning,Patch)) and takes corresponding countermeasures to defend

against the attacker. Thus the defender will adhere to equilibrium behaviour x̃∗s2
= (1,0,0)

(i.e., configuring an email filter with a likelihood of 1) and the attacker will also adhere to

his/her equilibrium behaviour ỹ∗s2
=(0,1) (i.e., doing nothing with a likelihood of 1); otherwise,

neither player will have a chance of obtaining optimal payoffs (in line with the definition of

Nash equilibrium [92]). Throughout this thesis, a symbol marked with a tilde means numerical

approximation and that marked with an asterisk means optimality.

• For the IEC 61850 client, its vulnerabilities lie in MMS communications. By exploiting

vulnerabilities found among communications between the data Historian and the IEC 61850

client, the attacker can modify/inject the command from the IEC 61850 client to the PV in-

verter, resulting in a cascading failure. Therefore, the reward for the attacker is not only lim-

ited to his/her impact on the communication nod (as that happened at the previous two stages),

but also the consequences of his/her actions on the physical power grid. For the defender, to

‘’break” the attack chain from causing disruptive events in the physical electric system (espe-

cially, the PV inverter in the use case), the optimal strategy is x̃∗s3
= (0.63,0.37,0), which the

(asymptotic) frequency for taking action “Email-filter configuration” in all repetitions in state

s3 of the game is 0.63 and the action “IDS deployment” should be taken in other game rounds

in state s3. From the attacker’s perspective, although he/she will obtain a relatively high payoff

when exploiting MMS communication vulnerabilities, his/her risk of being detected might is

also rather high. As once the defender knows that the weakness of the IEC 61850 client lies in

MMS communications, he/she will take defense countermeasures correspondingly. Thus, the

attacker’s optimal strategy at this stage for the IEC 61850 client is ỹ∗s3
= (0.039,0.961) (i.e.,

exploiting MMS communication vulnerabilities with a frequency of 0.039 in all repetitions in
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state s3 of the game and doing nothing at other time instants) to avoid the breakdown of his/her

attack chain.

One may argue that, from intuition, since the vulnerability in social engineering is iden-

tified for this multistage cyber attack scenario, the optimal strategy for the defender is the

configuration of an email filter on Windows 7 PCs, such that, the attacker has no entry point

for his/her attack chain. Nevertheless, an intelligent attacker will learn about this pure strategy

(i.e., “Email-filter configuration”) from the defender, and he/she will do nothing. Once the de-

fender knows the likelihood that the attacker exploiting that specific vulnerability is quite low,

he/she will also consider deploying an IDS which can to some extent, prevent the download of

malicious software (a significant procedure in a spear phishing attack) by scanning for attack

signatures, or not pursuing any defence mechanisms at all. It is here that payoffs, which are

derived from rewards (or losses) and costs of taking actions, become most relevant. When

a cost is greater than the reward of carrying out that action, the optimal strategy will always

favour a strategy that maximize the payoff that a player (either the defender or the attacker)

will receive. The goal of this work is to figure out the best security planning for the defender

to protect his/her communication networks in smart grids. The optimal security planning, at

any given time instant, depends on the state of the communication network, as was the case

when this work assessed the multistage cyber attack scenario for the demonstrated smart grid

use case.

6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Framework Evaluation and Validation

Evaluating and validating the proposed cyber threat assessment framework in the environment

of smart grids are not as straightforward as for physical attacks. The evaluation of a cyber

threat assessment is a difficult task because of the lack of agreed benchmarks and metrics

for reporting results and comparing the different approaches. A few statistical measures for

evaluating a threat assessment for multistage cyber attacks are discussed in [171]. However,

as showed in [171], commonly used false positives and false negatives are necessary, but not

sufficient to evaluate cyber threat assessments. However, for the time being, there are not

publicly available benchmarks for evaluating competitive multi-players (two or more than two)

under uncertainties. Moreover, the cyber threat assessment framework is formally different to

those presented in the previous work [86, 86, 106], which means that direct comparisons are
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not possible. Nevertheless, this work has implemented the cyber threat assessment framework

for assessing threats from a sample multistage cyber attack scenario in a smart grid, as well

discussed the results in Section 6.3 of Chapter 6.

The lack of validation efforts is not uncommon in the context of conducting threat assess-

ments [171]. Formally and theoretically, there are three different ways that can be broadly used

to validate the proposed cyber threat assessment framework. One is face validation, where ex-

pert opinions are collected to reach a consensus on the appropriateness of the model. Experts

involved in this work refer to those who are involved in the design, architecture, implementa-

tion, analysis or maintenance of a system. However, face validation does not generally include

comparison of the results from the game theoretic model against measured security incident

data. The second way involves real system measurements. However, due to liability, loss of

reputation and other competition issues, data on cyber incidents and disruption in power grids

do not seem to be available in the public domain for the time being. The first EU-wide rules on

cybersecurity, the Directive on Security of Network and Information Systems, states that one

of its objectives concerns risk management and incident reporting obligations among operators

of essential services and digital service providers. However, although a representative database

for system configurations and cyber attacks may be available, it needs to be frequently updated

to account for constantly changing network vulnerabilities, legacy systems, and attack meth-

ods. Another problem facing threat assessment framework validation is the non-repeatability

of threat situations: the system administrator is unable to compare outputs from two different

actions under exactly the same conditions of a real system.

The third approach available for validating a threat assessment involves theoretical result-

s/analysis. In this thesis, Section 6.2 has simulated the developed cyber threat assessment for

a multistage cyber attack scenario, while Section 6.3 has analysed game (Nash) equilibria.

Checking inequalities, as implied by the equilibria, could be a way to validate the designed

attacker-defender game. More specifically, for example, simulation analysis may allow both

players to know the optimal strategy profiles (x̃∗, ỹ∗) from the game model and their corre-

sponding game values. If the defender (i.e., player 1) chooses another strategy xs 6= x̃∗s (s ∈

S) at any stage N and obtains another game value, the game value obtained with strategy xs is

certainly less than that obtained with the optimal strategy x̃∗s . This process can be repeated for

any stage and any game state. Eventually, the checking of inequalities implied by the equilibria

can be taken as evidence that the model is behaving correctly.
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6.4.2 Main Features of the Cyber Threat Assessment Framework

One of the main contribution of this work is the proposition of a stochastic game-theoretic

model from a technical smart grid description, meanwhile, the developed stochastic game-

theoretic cyber threat assessment framework has provided us with a detailed description of the

ingredients of the game (e.g., actions of players, payoffs, state transition probabilities). This

framework offers a quantitative and easy-to-follow method for practitioners wehn using the

game-theoretic model to analyse cybersecurity in their smart grid communication networks.

An illustrative example is presented to demonstrate the application of the developed cyber

threat assessment framework for assessing a multistage cyber attack in a smart grid, where the

game construction can be extended to large-scale smart grids of practitioners.

This cyber threat assessment framework has addressed a flexible and practical payoff for-

mulation for the designed stochastic game theoretic model by considering the cascading effect

of cyber attacks and the presumably goal diversity of interactions between the attacker and the

defender in smart grid communication networks. The quantification of impact of cyber attacks

on physical power grids in cyber threat assessment frameworks has not been comprehensively

explored by the research community. This work has considered connectivities and vulnera-

bilities of network components, information asymmetry in cybersecurity scenarios (e.g., the

attacker knows his/her own attack vectors, but the defender does not), and the dynamic na-

ture of the underlying network environment in one stochastic game-theoretic model in order to

predict the behaviours of players. The developed stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assess-

ment framework allows future instances of the game play to depend on previous rounds, as well

as enables them to capture the probabilistic nature of play changes in a smart grid environment.

This work has developed a common belief-updating mechanism for both players to refresh

their belief about the current system state. The common belief is strategy-dependent and al-

lows both players to coordinate their decisions and efficiently control the dynamic networked

systems. This work has also provided an explicit formulation for equilibrium calculation. By

computing and analysing the optimal mixed strategies of the game, it has been shown the pos-

sibility of providing decision supports to the system administrator in order to determine the

best defence strategies for responding to the potential threat, once it has been identified. This

cyber threat assessment framework can serve as a basis for recommending appropriate opti-

mal countermeasures to system administrators in order to better manage the network defence

resources.
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6.4.3 Modelling Issues

A Nash equilibrium gives the defender an idea of the attacker’s strategy and a plan for what to

do in each state of a multistage cyber attack. There are two main modelling issues to the devel-

oped stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework in terms of Nash equilibria.

Firstly, it is a non-zero-sum game for the interaction of the attacker and the defender, giving

the costs of executing actions. Unlike zero-sum games, in which a single unique game value

for Nash equilibrium (or equilibria) will always be found, there is no guarantee that a non-

zero-sum game has a single game value for Nash equilibrium (or equilibria). Thus, it would be

impractical to compute all possible Nash equilibrium strategies for a non-zero-sum game. The

existence of multiple Nash equilibrium strategies in the proposed stochastic game-theoretic

model may lead the attacker to believe that the defender is not playing an actual equilibrium

strategy. However, owing to the different goals and action execution costs of the attacker and

the defender, the model of a game with non-zero-sum appears more reasonable in order to cap-

ture the interplay between the attacker and the defender. Secondly, this framework assumes

that both the attacker and the defender have perfect rationality. This assumption should be

relaxed in future work to allow for more practical attack scenarios to be considered.

The full state space of the game theoretic model may be very large. For example, for a

communication network with nC nodes, the state space can have the size of O(mnC
2 ) (m2 is the

number of defence countermeasures available for one communication node). However, this

thesis is only interested in a small subset of states that are involved in attack scenarios; thus,

state explosion issues are avoided, as was the case in Section 6.2 with regard to a multistage

cyber attack scenario. Another difficulty is in modelling players’ actions, in particular, those of

the attacker. This difficulty is shared with other formal modelling techniques. In the stochastic

game-theoretic model, it is assumed that the action space for each player is the same for every

stage, while “Exploit” has been used to represent all attacking actions. However, there are

cases where the action space in any game stage is different from that in others. In realistic

attack scenarios, an attacker may devise new actions to exploit the same vulnerability in order

to attack the system. However, these new actions have not been taken into account in the

game-theoretic model. Nevertheless, the expansion of action spaces for both players makes the

Nash equilibrium computation more complicated; and, maybe, the first issue that arises in that

situation is the reduction of computational complexity. The computational complexity of the
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suggested stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework will be a significant

issue to address in the future.

In practice, it may be difficult to assign the costs/rewards to the actions and the state transi-

tion probabilities. This work shares this difficulty with those involved in other qualitative and

quantitative approaches for cybersecurity where similar estimates are required. In the model,

the impact of an attacker’s actions on the CIA comes from the advice of experts. However, there

may be biases and inconsistencies in expert opinions. Though the impact value assignment is

beyond the scope of this thesis, this work will leave this matter to any future work involving

a greater number of experts seeking to better understand their cyber environment needs and to

normalize these biases. In the stochastic game-theoretic model, both players know their own

payoffs when they make decisions about the actions they will take in the next game stage. But

there are situations in realistic environments where one player has uncertainties about his/her

own payoffs. This work has taken into account information asymmetry among players on game

state, in the future, it intends to examine asymmetric information on payoffs for players.

6.5 Summary

This chapter applied the proposed stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment frame-

work to evaluate the multistage cyber attack scenario demonstrated in the SPARKS project.

The demonstrated multistage cyber attack scenario in the smart grid was described from the

reconnaissance step to the final compromise of the PV inverter. Further, it elaborated the trans-

formation of a multistage attack scenario to a stochastic game, including game stages and states,

payoff matrices for each game state, and state transition probabilities. The stochastic game was

implemented and the practical meanings of the game equilibria for each type of assets in the

smart grid were explained in detail. Additionally, it discussed the difficulties in evaluating and

comparing cyber threat assessments, as well as presented challenging and possible approaches

to validating the proposed cyber threat assessment framework. Next, it presented the main

features of the developed cyber threat assessment framework. Finally, it investigated some

further modelling issues, which may arise in extending the proposed cyber threat assessment

framework.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Main Contributions and Results

There has been increased concern that cyber-physical systems are targets of cyber attacks,

which only affect the cyber network, but can also impact the physical network. The electric

power grid is extremely dependent on ICT infrastructure to enable the integration of renewable

energy resources/electric vehicles and perform automated monitoring and control functions.

The exposure of new ICT assets and their increasing adoption in smart grid initiatives are mak-

ing smart grids more vulnerable to cyber threats, while raising numerous concerns about the

adequacy of current security approaches. Cyber attacks have the ability to compromise equip-

ment in the physical power grid and render them unavailable at critical times of operations.

Cyber threats are evolving over time and becoming highly complicated, resulting in the use of

multistage attacks, which are composed of a number of interrelated attack steps, whereby the

immediate attack is only one step in a more complex chain of related events.

Most of the standards and guidelines for smart grid cyber threat and risk assessments, such

as NIST-IR 7628 [21] or the protection profiles published by BSI [22, 23], have been deemed

to be too general and high-level to provide enough detail to conduct proper threat and risk as-

sessments in smart grids. Although a wealth of research (even at the European project level)

have been conducted to address cyber security paradigms, many threat and risk assessment

solutions are mainly centred around assessing vulnerabilities and cyber threats, without ade-

quately addressing the additional constraints (e.g., a mix of legacy and new systems) required

to support threat and risk assessments in smart grids. Threat and risk assessments will become

even worse when the roll-out of smart grids leads to a large complex combination of legacy
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and new technologies. The application of game theory in smart grid communication networks

for assessing threats from multistage cyber attacks and the prediction of an attacker’s action

at each step of a multistage cyber attack, are still in their infancy nowadays. Furthermore, the

impact of cyber attacks on physical power grids has not been fully analysed.

This thesis investigates an application-oriented stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat as-

sessment framework, which is strongly related to the risk management process given in the

ISO/IEC 27005 standard. The cyber threat assessment framework is tailored to address the

specific challenges of performing threat assessments for multistage cyber attacks in smart grid

communication networks. A multistage cyber attack is composed of multiple steps, where

the success of the previous step usually provides occurring conditions for the next step, with

such situations covered by a stochastic game. Therefore, a stochastic game-theoretic model is

designed as the proposed stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework.

In the designed stochastic game-theoretic model, there are two players: the attacker, who

represents a team of cooperating opponents, and the defender, who represents a whole team of

system administrators and security operators. The designed stochastic game-theoretic model

captures the presumed goal diversity and information asymmetry characteristics of adversarial

interactions between the attacker and the defender in smart grid communication networks.

This model takes into account the common knowledge about the system, which is available

to both the attacker and the defender in terms of asset information, vulnerability databases,

and network topology/connectivity. At every step of the multistage attack chain, both players

have motivations and capabilities to launch further attacks or defend against attacks. Therefore,

there is a probability that the game will end in any game state, with such a probability being

positive. Hence, the designed stochastic game-theoretic model is established with positive stop

probabilities in each game state in mind.

Due to the fact that no player knows the exact current game state (instead both players

have a private local game state), this thesis proposes a belief (i.e., a probability distribution)

updating mechanism for both players to form a common belief about the current game state.

The formulated common belief is strategy-dependent and allows both players to coordinate

their decisions and efficiently control the dynamic networked systems. This thesis provides

an explicit formulation for equilibrium calculation. The ingredients of the designed stochastic

game-theoretic model is elaborated in detail and provides a solid basis for the implementation

of the proposed stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework.
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To provide a flexible and practical payoff formulation for the designed stochastic game-

theoretic model, a mathematical analysis of the cascading failure propagation in an interde-

pendent power and communication network model is presented in this thesis. The cascading

failures considered in this thesis include both interdependency cascading failures and node

overloading cascading failures. In the proposed interdependent power and communication net-

work model, both power and communication networks are modelled as fully directed networks,

while interdependence relations between the power network and the communication network

are allocated according to physical features (e.g., geographic criteria) of smart grids in realistic

cases. Additionally, a load redistribution rule is proposed to non-uniformly redistribute loads

of a failed distribution node among its upstream functional distribution nodes in the physical

power grid. Simulation results show the spatial characteristics of cascading failure propagation

from the joint effect of interdependency and node overloading failures. The physical impact

of cyber attacks is characterized by defining a cyber disruption metric, which quantifies the

scope, magnitude, and the time distribution of disruptive events in power grids. As a cyber

attack can also impact on the information security of nodes in communication networks, this

thesis defines an information impact metric to measure the network information security (i.e.,

confidentiality, integrity, and availability) impairment of communication nodes. Consequently,

a player’s payoff when carrying out an action is formulated by combining the cyber disruption

metric and the impact metric with the cost of taking that action.

The presented application-oriented stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment frame-

work elaborates detailed implementation steps for smart grid practitioners to follow when con-

ducting the threat assessment process. The proposed cyber threat assessment framework is

implemented, based on suitable software tools. Furthermore, the proposed stochastic game-

theoretic cyber threat assessment framework is applied to evaluate a demonstrated multistage

cyber attack scenario in a smart grid system, while the practical meaning of the output from the

proposed stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework is explained in detail.

Finally, the difficulties in evaluating/comparing cyber threat assessment processes, challenges

and possible approaches to validate the proposed cyber threat assessment framework, main fea-

tures and modelling issues of the developed stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment

framework are discussed.

The proposed application-oriented stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment frame-

work can be integrated into existing risk management processes, which are running in smart

grids, or applied as a standalone threat assessment process in architectural concepts of proposed
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new smart grid use cases. The expected and appropriate optimal security countermeasures

for defenders to defend against multistage cyber attacks can be estimated from the designed

stochastic game-theoretic model presented in this thesis. As the stochastic game-theoretic

cyber threat assessment framework is solely software based, it does not require costly and

energy-consuming centralized server hardware. Moreover, this framework can be executed on

an isolated machine, while the assessment implementation has no impact on the running of

smart grid communication infrastructures.

7.2 Possible Extensions

As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, there are some assumptions behind the proposed stochastic

game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework. Meanwhile, Section 6.4.3 has suggested

further research work on relaxing the rationale assumption, modelling players’ action spaces,

analysing computational complexity, and assigning costs/rewards for players’ actions. This

section discusses possible future directions that may deepen the understanding of threat as-

sessment, intensify the exploration of cascading failure propagation, and enhance the ability to

design a proper threat assessment process, which operates efficiently and is end-user friendly.

Important parts of the proposed stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment frame-

work have already been implemented (e.g., players’ payoff formulation and control recom-

mendation); however, other aspects of fully fledged implementation are still missing. This

work has manually generated the adversarial graph from our use case attack scenario. Nev-

ertheless, security argument graphs need to be integrated into the stochastic game-theoretic

cyber threat assessment framework in order to provide a precise underpinning for threat mod-

elling. A security argument graph is a graphical representation that integrates various kinds

of security-related information (e.g., threat agents and system components) to determine about

the security level of a system. Such graphs can be automatically constructed by the Cyber Se-

curity Argument Graph Evaluation (CyberSAGE) tool [172, 173], which deals with National

Electric Sector Cybersecurity Organization Resource (NESCOR) failure scenarios as security

argument graphs. While this thesis presents a smart grid network model, consisting of three

kinds of nodes in the smart grid communication network, an advancement of this work would

be to consider a larger network model with more node heterogeneity or to apply the threat

assessment framework to the broader context of energy distribution networks. The designed

stochastic game-theoretic model needs to be extended to allow for three or more players in
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more smart grid-related network security scenarios. Furthermore, one important aim of future

work would be to better understand the attack steps, in order to appreciate the different targets

of the adversary and facilitate modelling stages in the stochastic game-theoretic model.

A promising approach for system reliability and robustness enhancement is to introduce

redundant design, for example, redundancies of communication nodes/power equipments in

the smart grid and redundancies of interdependencies of power grids and communication net-

works. However, there is still a lack of any general way to determine and analyse the optimal

number of redundant nodes that the smart grid needs in order to reduce the risk of cascading

failures and, at the same time, to balance the complexity of the system. Additionally, there

is not any generic quantitative methodology to analyse the impact of redundant communica-

tion nodes/power equipments on the cascading failure propagation process. Therefore, further

studies on these matters would be of great significance.

Another observation concerning cascading failure propagation is the potential single point

of failures on control centres in smart grid communication networks. The main role of control

centres is to collect information from adjacent information relays and make electricity control-

ling decisions. Once control centres experience failures, power nodes will lose their controls,

resulting in energy instability. The combination of advances in network function virtualization

could be an interesting approach to provide application-level high availability and resilience

of control centres. Another critical issue that arises from cascading failure propagation is the

real physical features of the power grids. This thesis has taken node capacity and network het-

erogeneity of the power grid into account when implementing the proposed cascading failure

propagation approach. Further models that consider more physical features (e.g., power flow)

when analysing cascading failures should offer more insightful results for cascading failure

propagation in interdependent cyber-physical systems.

In the designed stochastic game-theoretic model, both players are Bayesian players, who

have a prior probability distribution about which game state is being played. However, there are

situations where both the attacker and the defender are non-Bayesian, that is, they do not have a

prior probability distribution on the game states or their utility functions. Non-Bayesian players

have been investigated in repeated games [174, 175]; however, including them in stochastic

games is a promising future research direction. The visualization of the presented cyber threat

assessment process with other solutions is a highly interesting research objective in order to

enable a better understanding of the proposed stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment
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framework for practitioners. As an extension, this work will develop or integrate a suite of end-

user friendly tools, which can be used to support the visualization of the implementation of the

stochastic game-theoretic cyber threat assessment framework. As discussed in Section 6.4,

there is a lack of agreed benchmarks and metrics for evaluating and comparing different cyber

threat assessment methods and frameworks. Therefore, apart from the design and application

of these methods and frameworks, the development of evaluation metrics for threat and risk

assessment methods and frameworks should be of significant importance to future research.

The proposed stochastic game-theoretic model imposes no restrictions whatsoever on the units

in which the payoffs are defined. Hence, for a concrete instantiation of the models for an

application, the most suitable security metric can be used to set the payoffs in the stochastic

model.

The above-mentioned thoughts are intended to provide good starting points for future re-

search, which could significantly extend the solution methods and results presented in this

thesis.
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Appendix A

Abbreviations, mathematical notations
and symbols

A.1 List of Abbreviations

The number after each abbreviation indicates the page on which the abbreviation is defined.

ACTs attack countermeasure trees 27

ADTs attack-defense trees 27

AGs attack graphs 27

AMIs advanced metering infrastructures 6

ANSI American National Standards Institute 6

APT advanced persistent threat 3

ARP address resolution protocol 125

ATs attack trees 26

BNE Bayesian Nash Equilibrium 44

BSI Bundersamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik 3

CAPEC common attack pattern enumeration and classification 25

CIA confidentiality, integrity, and availability 20

CPTs conditional probability tables 31
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List of Abbreviations

CVE common vulnerability enumeration 25

CVSS common vulnerability scoring system 66

CWE common weakness enumeration 25

DC direct current 24

DDoS distributed denial of service 3

DERs distributed energy resources 6

DoS denial of service 3

DSOs distributed systems operators 6

EC European Commission 17

ENISA European Union Agency for Network and Information Security 6

FANs field area networks 6

HAG hybrid attack graph 28

HMI human-machine interface 3

HMMs hidden Markov models 31

ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol 59

ICS industrial control system 4

ICT information and communication technology 1

IDS Intrusion detection system 51

IEDs Intelligent electrical devices 21

LANs local area networks 6

MDP Markov decision process 28

MITM man-in-the-middle 57

MMS manufacturing message specification 123

MPE Markov perfect equilibria 82

NANs neighbourhood area networks 6

NERC North American Electric Reliability Corporation 17
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NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology 6

NLP Nonlinear programming 54

PBE perfect Bayesian equilibria 82

PLC programmable logic controller 62

POMDP partially observable Markov decision process 82

PRISM Performance and Risk-based Integrated Security Methodology 17

PV photovoltaic 123

RAT remote administrator/access tool/trojan 125

RSMP Reference Security Management Plan for Energy Infrastructure 17

SAG sequential attack graph 28

SCADA supervisory control and data acquisition 1

SGAM smart grid architecture model 20

SGIS Smart Grid Information Security 17

SGLIOS stochastic game with lack of information on one side 68

SPBE structured Bayesian perfect equilibria 82

TARA threat assessment & remediation analysis 25

TTPs tactics, techniques, and procedures 25

UPS uninterruptible power supply 96

VPN virtual private network 5

WANs wide area networks 6

A.2 General Notations

In general, the following rules are applied (x and X are used as wildcards in this list):

• Random variables are denoted by upper case normal font letters, their realizations by the

corresponding lower case letters

• Bold letters refer to row vectors (lowcase letters) or matrices (uppercase letters)
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• All functions are denoted in uppercase calligraphic letters (such as F)

• “Blackboard bold” capital letters refer to a set of numbers, like N refers to natural num-

bers, R refers real numbers, E(·) refers to the expectation, and P refers to the probability

of an event

• The conditional probability that a event A would happen given that event B happened is

denoted as P(A|B)

• The probability of two events A and B is interpreted as P(A,B) = P(A∩B)

• The cardinality of the set x is denoted as |x|

• Approximations of a x (scalar, distribution, etc) are marked by a tilde — x̃

• Optimality of a x (scalar, distribution, etc) are marked by an asterisk — x∗

• Mean and average of a x are marked by a bar — x̄

• The disjoint set union of set X1 and X2 is marked as X1∪· X2

• The transpose of a x (vector, matrix, etc) is denoted as (x)T

• × The Cartesian product operation

• ∑ Sum of all values in range of series

• ∏ Product of all values in range of series

A.3 List of Symbols

The number after each symbol indicates the page on which the symbol is first occurred.

m1 number of actions for player 1 and m1 = |AS1| 40

AS1 action space of player 1 51

AS2 action space of player 2 51

x∗sN
player 1’s optimal strategy in state sN 81

y∗sN
player 2’s optimal strategy in state sN 81
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B{i}P(0) the betweenness of a power node v{i}P 99

C{i}P the load capacity of a power node v{i}P 99

Ib the impact of action b from the attacker on information security of nodes in
the communication network 53

Mc the cyber disruption metric 53

hN a common knowledge of the game up to (but exclude) stage N 69

GC a communication network 94

v{i}C a communication node in the communication network 98

nC the number of nodes in the communication network 94

Avab the relative impairment degree that action b (b ∈ AS2) has made in availabil-
ity 110

δ communication nodes’ assets in availability 110

Conb the relative impairment degree that action b (b∈ AS2) has made in confiden-
tiality 110

α communication nodes’ assets in confidentiality 110

Intb the relative impairment degree that action b (b ∈ AS2) has made in integrity
110

β communication nodes’ assets in integrity 110

Ca the cost of the action a (a ∈ AS1) 110

Cb the cost of the action b (b ∈ AS2) 110

θN(`) defense state of a node ` in the communication network at stage N 52

td the time duration of the disruptive events 109

nd the number of distribution substations in the power network 95

Θout
r the number of downstream nodes that the power node v{r}P has 105

E a random variable representing the stage the game ends 70

/0 empty set 68
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List of Symbols

H(·) the total expected payoff function. In the non-zero-sum game, an index i
will be added 70

AN(·) the expected payoff function at stage N 70

RN(·) the expected immediate payoff function under the condition that the game
does not end at N stage. In the non-zero-sum game, an index i will be added
70

j number of incoming edges of an arbitrary node in any network 95

4cL{r}P(t) the load incremental factor of the power node v{r}P 104

L{i}P(0) the initial load of the power node v{i}P 98

s{1,N} the private local state observed by player 1 at stage N 72

s{2,N} the private local state observed by player 2 at stage N 72

T1(sN ,v) a matrix to describe the long-term payoff of player 1 when player 1 is in
state sN 80

k number of outcoming edges of an arbitrary node in any network 95

O{r}P a random variable which denotes the power node v{r}P is overloaded 105

G{s`} the matrix of immediate payoffs that a player receives at state s` 68

G{1,s`} the matrix of immediate payoffs that player 1 receives at state s` 71

G{2,s`} the immediate payoff matrix that player2 receives at state s` 71

ρN the belief of game states at stage N and ρN ∈ ∆(S) 70

S a finite set of states S = {s1,s2, · · · ,s`, · · · ,skC}, where kC = |S| is the number
of states in S 52

i the i-th player in the game and i ∈ I 36

I a set of players 36

GP a power network 94

v{i}P a power node in the power network 98

v{r}P one upstream distribution nodes of the node v{i}P 104

nP the number of nodes in the power network 94
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ρ1 a prior information ρ1 ∈ ∆(S) about the initial state 68

J` the 1× ` (` ∈ {m1,m2}) row vector with all 1s 83

Ωm1 the set of all probability vectors of length m1 69

Ωm2 the set of all probability vectors of length m2 70

sN the game state at stage N 65

kC kC = |S| is the total number of states 68

psuc(ys,b) the attacker’s success probability of taking action ys,b, s ∈ S, b ∈ AS2 66

v a value vector which is a sub-vector of the game value vector 80

L{i}P(t) the load of a power node v{i}P at time t 99

Tp the tolerance parameter 99

q(·|·) state transition probability 67

u the probability that there is no path from the giant cluster to the node from
which a randomly chosen link originates 103

Θin
i the set of functional upstream distribution nodes that the node v{i}P has 104

v the probability that a node to which a randomly chosen link leads has no
path to the giant cluster 102

v1 the set of values for player 1 and v1 = (v1,s1 ,v1,s2 , · · · ,v1,skC
) 80

v1,s` player 1’s value of the game in state s` 80

v2 the set of values for player 2 and v2 = (v2,s1 ,v2,s2 , · · · ,v2,skC
) 80

v2,s` player 2’s value of the game in state s` 80

w{i}P the weight of a power node v{i}P 99

φN(`) working state of a node ` in the communication network at stage N 52

x a vector of mixed strategies of player 1 69

xs the mixed strategy of player 1 in state s 69

ys,b the probability that b action of the attacker is taken 66

y a vector of mixed strategies of player 2 70
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ys the mixed strategy of player 2 in state s 69
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Appendix B

Derivation of equations

From probability theory and statistics, it can be seen that P(A|BC) =
P(ABC)

P(BC)
. Therefore,

P(s{1,N−1}|hN−1,aN−1)

=
P(s{1,N−1},hN−1) ·P(aN−1|s{1,N−1},hN−1)

P(hN−1,aN−1)
(B1)

Now, let’s analyse Equation (B1) term by term. The conditional probability of A given B is

defined as P(A|B) = P(AB)
P(B)

. Therefore,

P(s{1,N−1},hN−1) = P(hN−1) ·P(s{1,N−1}|hN−1) (B2)

and the denominator of Equation (B1) can be further expressed as

P(hN−1,aN−1)

= P(hN−1) ·P(aN−1|hN−1)

= P(hN−1) · ∑
s′{1,N−1}

P(aN−1|hN−1,s′{1,N−1}) ·P(s
′
{1,N−1}|hN−1) (B3)

Substituting Equation (B2) and Equation (B3) into (B1), we get

P(s{1,N−1}|hN−1,aN−1)

=
P(hN−1) ·P(s{1,N−1}|hN−1) ·P(aN−1|s{1,N−1},hN−1)

P(hN−1) ·∑s′{1,N−1}
P(s′{1,N−1}|hN−1) ·P(aN−1|hN−1,s′{1,N−1})

(B4)

Since the visited game state sN−1 at N−1 stage is known by both players and the actions aN−1

and bN−1 are also components of history hN for N stage, Equation (B4) can be further written

as
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B. DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS

P(s{1,N−1}|hN−1,aN−1)

=
P(s{1,N−1}|hN−1) ·P(aN−1|s{1,N−1},hN−1)

∑s′{1,N−1}
P(s′{1,N−1}|hN−1) ·P(aN−1|s′{1,N−1},hN−1)

=
P(s{1,N−1}|hN−1) · xs{1,N−1},aN−1

∑s′{1,N−1}
P(s′{1,N−1}|hN−1) · xs′{1,N−1},aN−1

. (B5)
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Appendix C

Tables for smart grid use case

Machine Type Action b Conb Intb Avaab
Impact of action b

Ib

Windows PC
Exploit 1 1 7 5

Do Nothing 0 0 0 0

Data Historian
Exploit 3 1 1 2

Do Nothing 0 0 0 0

IEC 61850 client
Exploit 2 10 4 8

Do Nothing 0 0 0 0

Table C1: Impact of actions from the attacker on CIA of communication nodes.
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State name Defender’s
equilibrium

strategy

Defender’s
game value

Attacker’s
equilibrium

strategy

Attacker’s
game value

s1 (0.32,0.68,0) -1.495 (0.1,0.9) 0

s2 (1,0,0) -2 (0,1) 0

s3 (0.577,0.423,0) -2.501 (0.039,0.961) 0

For the defender (player 1), (P(A),P(B),P(C)) represents the probability to take action
“Email-filter configuration” is P(A), the probability to take action “IDS deployment” is P(B),
and the probability to take action “Patch” is P(C).

For the attacker (player 2), (P(A),P(B)) represents the probability to take action
“Exploit” is P(A) and the probability to take action “Do nothing” is P(B).

Table C2: Nash equilibrium strategies and game values for some states of the game between the
defender and the attacker.

Player Action Cost

Attacker
Exploit 2

Do nothing 0

Defender

Email-filter configuration 2

IDS deployment 3

Patch 5

Table C3: Cost of actions from both players.
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G{1,s1} =


3 −2

−6 −1

−10 −5

 G{2,s1} =


−7 0

3 0

3 0



G{1,s2} =


−4 −2

−1 −3

−3 −3

 G{2,s2} =


0 0

−4 0

−4 0



G{1,s3} =


−15 −2

10 −3

8 −5

 G{2,s3} =


11 0

−15 0

−15 0



G{1,s4} =


0 0

0 0

0 0

 G{2,s4} = G{1,s4}

G{1,s5} = G{1,s4} = G{1,s6} G{2,s5} = G{1,s5} = G{2,s6}

G{1,s7} = G{1,s6} = G{1,s8} G{2,s7} = G{1,s7} = G{2,s8}

G{1,s9} = G{1,s8} = G{1,s10} G{2,s9} = G{1,s9} = G{2,s10}

G{1,s11} = G{1,s9} = G{1,s12} G{2,s11} = G{1,s11} = G{2,s12}

G{1,s13} = G{1,s11} G{2,s13} = G{1,s13}

Table C4: Payoff matrices.
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Appendix D

Summary of the ISO/IEC 27005
information security risk management
standard

The ISO/IEC 27005 is based on the ISO/IEC 31000 standard and is developed for information

security risk management. The ISO/IEC 27005 describes the steps (including risk assessment

steps) that should be taken to implement an information security management system (ISMS)

in an organisation. The ISO/IEC 27005 can be understood to as a canonical information secu-

rity risk management standard, with a number of other standards being closely aligned. The

ISO/IEC 27005 standard does not specify, recommend, or even name any specific risk man-

agement method. However, it implies a continual process consisting of a structured sequence

of activities. Figure D.1 shows the activities in the defined risk management process of the

ISO/IEC 27005 and those activities include [16]

1. Establishing the risk management context, which includes the scope, compliance obliga-

tions, approaches/methods to be used, and relevant policies and criteria for risk tolerance;

2. Quantitatively or qualitatively assessing relevant information risks, taking into account

the information assets, threats, existing controls, and vulnerabilities to determine the

likelihood of incidents or incident scenarios; and evaluating the predicted business con-

sequences (to determine a “level of risk”) if incidents or incident scenarios occurred,

3. Treating (i.e. modifying security controls, accept risks, and/or share risk information

with third parties) the risks appropriately, using those “levels of risk” to prioritise them,
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4. Keeping stakeholders informed throughout the process, and

5. Monitoring and reviewing risks, risk treatments, obligations and criteria on an ongoing

basis; and identifying and responding appropriately to significant changes.

Context establishment

Risk identification

Risk analysis

Risk evaluation

Risk treatment

Risk assessment
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Figure D.1: Risk management process according to [1].
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